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Abstract

Cloud computing Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) has gained momentum in the cloud
computing research field due to its ability to provide efficient infrastructures. Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs) are striving to offer Quality of Service (QoS)-guaranteed IaaS services
while also improving their resource utilization and maximizing profit. In addition, CSPs
are challenged by the need to manipulate diverse and heterogeneous resources, realizing
multiple objectives for both customers and CSPs, and handling scalability issues. These
challenges are the motivations behind this work which aims at developing a multi-layered
framework for constructing and managing efficient IaaS. The fundamental layer in this
framework, the Virtual Infrastructure (VI) composition layer, is dedicated to composing
and delivering VIs as an IaaS service. This framework relies on a preparatory step that
is defined when all the available resources in the managed space are collected in a large
repository, the Virtual Resource Pool (VRP). The VRP creation process unifies the repre-
sentation of all the diverse and heterogeneous resources available.

Subsequently, the proposed framework performs various resource allocation approaches
as working solutions through the VI composition layer. These approaches adopt efficient
techniques and methodologies in performing their operations. The working solutions are
initiated by designing a composition approach that relies on an ontology-based model repre-
sentation. The composition approach exploits semantic similarity, closeness centrality, and
random walk techniques for efficient resource allocation. As a result, it provides an efficient
solution in a reasonable computational time with no guarantee for the optimality of the
obtained solutions. To achieve an optimal solution, the composition approach uses a math-
ematical modeling formulation. In this solution, the concepts of the composition approach
have been integrated into a multi-objective Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
model that has been solved optimally. Despite the optimality of the resulting solution, the
MILP-based model restricts IaaS resource allocation to a computational running-time chal-
lenge, and the issue of limited-size datacenters. To circumvent these issues, a cost-efficient
model is proposed. The new model introduces a Column Generation (CG) formulation
for the IaaS resource allocation problem in large datacenters acquainted with QoS require-
ments. Furthermore, this formulation is realistic, adopts large-scale optimization tools that
are adequate for large datacenters, and ensures optimal solutions in a reasonable time.

However, growing costs in large datacenters in accordance with the growth of recent
large-scale application demands, makes large datacenters economically inefficient. Thus, we
advocate a distributed framework for IaaS provisioning that guarantees affordable, scalable,
and QoS-assured infrastructure for hosting large-scale applications in geo-distributed dat-
acenters. The framework incorporates two decentralized resource allocation approaches,
hierarchical and distributed, that use efficient economic models. These approaches are
quite promising solutions for the scalability and computational complexity issues of exist-
ing centralized approaches. Finally, the cost-efficient model has been extended to fit the
distributed infrastructure by considering additional constraints that impact CSP revenue.
Simulation results showcase the effectiveness of the presented work along with the potential
benefits of the proposed solutions in terms of satisfying the customers’ requirements, while
achieving a better resource utilization and CSP payoffs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Over the past two decades, the Internet has steadily evolved to fit a new Future Internet

vision. The Future Internet can be defined as “the union and cooperation of the Internet

of Content (IoC), Internet of Services (IoS), and Internet of Things (IoT), supported by

an expanding network infrastructure foundation” [13], where content, services, and things

have become the main orientation of this new vision. The Internet has become the most

significant networking infrastructure that realizes this incorporation through enabling the

creation, contribution, sharing, and integration of information, knowledge, and objects.

The Internet thus far has become the world’s largest service infrastructure. Furthermore,

Future Internet’s new vision challenges existing Internet infrastructure and service provi-

sioning paradigms, as well. Various computing paradigms have emerged to contribute to

satisfying this new vision, e.g., clustering and grid computing, but many challenges have

occurred. In particular, network manipulations on these provisioning paradigms are still

at the primitive stage and the current IP-based Internet protocol along with the enormous

amount of investment in the infrastructure of the Internet make any disruptive innovation

in Internet architecture very difficult. A revolution in networking in these paradigms is

required to cope with the rapid advances in recent applications. As a result, the Inter-

net is evolving at a fast pace and is called to emerge as the Future Internet. Substantial

challenges have arisen throughout this evolution of the Internet [14].

The emergence of the Future Internet’s new vision depends on a set of properties

and requirements to be achieved by any service provider in order to join this new vision
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or implement it. In addition, fundamental changes in network architecture and service

delivery models are also required by the Future Internet. Cloud computing incorporates a

set of technologies, e.g., Network Virtualization (NV) and Service Oriented Architecture

(SOA), along with other earlier paradigms. These technologies allow cloud computing to

become an important trend in the future development of Information Technology (IT)

and to strive for IoS realization. Rapid changes that have occurred in recent years have

impacted end-user prospects, such that they are no longer satisfied with a traditional

interconnected-host view of the Internet. Instead, they are more concerned with an increase

in provisioned services, and the emergence of new applications that stimulate and attract

users to activities such as on-line gaming and video streaming applications.

Customer Quality of Service (QoS) expectations for provisioned services are increasing

and there is a rising expectation of the potential capability of cloud systems as an IT

infrastructure to help create new value. Cloud computing is evolving as a significant

computing paradigm for sharing resources, including infrastructures, software, applications,

and business processes [15]. Such offerings are referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and IaaS [16]. Among them, IaaS is the most basic and

supportive service. Infrastructure clouds are the foundation for the future IoS. As such,

advances in IaaS cloud computing should address the challenges inherent in meeting the

Future Internet’s requirements by providing new tools and capabilities that let users deploy

and manage their applications and development platforms efficiently [17].

In the process, cloud computing has shown the economic benefits of scaling and the

efficient use of a generic infrastructure to support a variety of services while realizing

the Future Internet vision. Many experts believe that cloud computing will change the

technological foundation of the Internet, and even reshape the pattern of the entire indus-

try. The potential characteristics of the cloud paradigm enable on-demand provisioning

of applications, platforms, and infrastructures that support Future Internet requirements.

Clients are attracted to the cloud paradigm by its inherent characteristics, the ability

3



to dynamically scale the available resources and the flexibility of payment options (cost-

efficient-economy of scale). However, due to encapsulating many technologies, the cloud

community addresses several technology challenges while realizing the Future Internet vi-

sion. Specific issues that are related to these challenges include: (1) deploying future IaaS

clouds, (2) efficiently managing such clouds to deliver scalable and elastic on-demand ser-

vices, (3) developing cloud aggregation architectures that let cloud providers collaborate

and interoperate, and (4) improving the cloud infrastructure’s security, reliability, and en-

ergy efficiency [17]. Furthermore, competition among different CSPs arises to satisfy their

customers’ QoS requirements while aiming for high profits.

The widespread development of cloud computing technology has lead to large gath-

erings of infrastructure resources in clusters (such as servers, network equipment, and

storage) named datacenters (DCs). These DCs host diverse and heterogeneous intercon-

nected resources that are organized into racks representing a tree-based model [4]. Service

providers rely on these DCs as the main source of resources and services. Frequently,

DCs are exposed to fluctuating demand patterns with stringent QoS requirements. In

addition, the scale of these DCs is expanding. Indeed, management of a large number of

clusters has become very impractical. Efficient virtualization technologies constitute the

core of DC implementation and help in efficient resource management. Efficient resource

management of DCs maintains the CSPs’ goals of achieving customers’ QoS expectations

while maximizing their revenue. Research in the current literature reveals that the cloud

community must tackle challenges to unleash the full potential of IaaS clouds, realize the

Future Internet vision, and enable future IoS, IoC, and IoT deployment.

In this dissertation, these research and technology challenges are addressed and several

barriers to adoption are overcome. This dissertation thus focuses on the system architec-

ture of the cloud IaaS resource management framework, in a bid to improve DC resource

utilization and the quality of provisioned services. The desired management framework

aims to improve the customers’ satisfaction level as well as maximizing CSPs revenue.
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Hereafter, the challenges with regards to DC resource management and resource allocation

issues will be explored. This chapter briefly discusses the different aspects of DC resource

management and resource allocation in the IaaS cloud service model. The motivation for

and the objectives of the presented research work are also described. Furthermore, an

outline is given of this dissertation’s contributions to the current research. Finally, the

organization of the remainder of the thesis is presented.

1.2 Resource Management Challenges

Resource management in the cloud computing context can be described as the process of

allocating computing, storage, networking and energy resources to a set of applications, in a

manner that seeks to satisfy the performance objectives of the applications, the infrastruc-

ture providers, and the cloud customers [18]. Resource management is one of the principal

problems in providing high-performance service for cloud computing. Recently, CSPs have

faced many issues and challenges in managing their DCs efficiently. These challenges are

due to the growing scale of modern DCs, the heterogeneity/diversity of available resources

and their interdependencies, the variability and unpredictability of the customer’s work-

load, as well as the range of objectives for the different stakeholders in a cloud ecosystem.

Consequently, both academia and industry have begun notable research efforts in this area

to deal with problems such as how to optimize the allocation and utilization of resources

at the datacenter level. Also, attention is directed towards guaranteeing the customers an

acceptable level of QoS and methods of cutting the costs of datacenter management [18].

The primary task of a CSP is to satisfy customers’ demands for infrastructure resources

by achieving customers’ Service Level Agreements (SLAs). In addition, CSPs also may

pursue multiple objectives at different times, most of these objectives specifically relating

to the management of their datacenter infrastructure [18].

Resource management in cloud computing incorporates compute, storage, and net-
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work management. Unlike compute and storage management, network management in

cloud environments is in its early stages. Managing a network in a cloud includes en-

abling proper means for Virtual Resource (VR) (e.g. compute and storage) connection

and communication. Typically, in terms of Virtual Machines (VMs) with their interfaces,

these components can be created, destroyed, or migrated at any time, in a very dynamic

way. Because network management is still very basic in cloud environments, most cloud

management platforms rely on external management systems for any network-layer con-

figuration (e.g., DHCP servers, manual VLAN establishment, NAT or forwarding rules

on IP tables) [19] [20]. Reliance on external management constitutes the first drawback

that will be examined in this dissertation. This involves the rather elementary support for

network management in cloud management platforms. Researchers have tried to overcome

this drawback by allowing multiple controllers in the management systems [21] [22]. A

combined management of network and cloud resources has the potential to be a promising

solution for this challenge. In addition, exploiting the key performance indicators of the

network resources as a new metric in the management process helps in an efficient and

agile resource allocation operation [23].

The second challenge is lack of flexibility, in terms of both requirement expressiveness

and interactions among management components. For requirement expressiveness, some

modern applications, particularly highly distributed and network-intensive ones that could

benefit from cloud environments, are inhibited from exploiting existing systems because of

inadequate support to specify their strict requirements. Other systems required a customer

with a higher level of experience to deal with the system. On the other side, improper

management of component interactions impacts the overall performance of the management

system when insufficient shared information exists or an unsynchronized event occurs.

Proper modeling for the entire domain can be a potential solution for this challenge, where

the desired model controls the level of abstraction and the shared information.

The third observed challenge in current management systems is the scalability issue.
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Traditional monitoring and management systems are typically centralized. These ap-

proaches will not scale well to potentially millions of management objects in cloud systems.

In addition, a centralized approach escalates new limitations that result in a single-point-

of-failure issue. New approaches are urgently needed that are better distributed and have

scalability properties allowing monitoring and management systems to easily scale up or

scale down to elastically meet cloud requirements. In another existing challenge, enabling

cooperation among multiple service providers, an adaptation layer is urgently needed to

manage the compatibility between different CSPs in various administrative domains. This

adaptation layer must also control the interoperability between management systems in

the case of federated or distributed cloud systems. The following section also focuses on

resource allocation as an integrated evolving part of resource management.

1.3 Resource Allocation Challenges

Cloud computing, as an attractive cost-efficient model for individual users and enterprises,

faces enormous challenges with regard to allocating resources efficiently in a reasonable

time. Resource allocation is an integrated part of many evolving management problems of

datacenters [24]. Because of its importance and effectiveness, resource allocation tunes up

the efficiency of the management system. Unresolved key issues regarding the process of

resource allocation also affect resource management. Through the service provisioning life

cycle, a set of challenges arises when developing a resource allocation system.

The first observed challenge is the Resource Modeling and Description Chal-

lenge. An important point when allocating resources for serving incoming requests is how

the resources are modeled, particularly when the cloud computing environment is com-

prised of diverse, heterogeneous resources. There are different abstraction levels of service

that a cloud can provide for customers, and many parameters that can be optimized during

the allocation process. The modeling and description of the resources should consider a
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suitable level of abstraction that allows the resource allocation system to work properly.

Moreover, the richness of information in describing the resource model impacts the opti-

mization problem, in the sense that more details can give more flexibility and allow for

a better usage of resources and vice versa. This concept is called the granularity of the

resource’s description model. Balance in the model information is required, particularly

if the description model is used not only by service providers for advertising their service

offers, but also by customers to specify their requirements [25]. The integration of net-

work resources in this description is essential since cloud computing is expected to employ a

wide variety of heterogeneous networking systems. Furthermore, describing QoS attributes

of network resources and measuring QoS parameters of network services are challenging

problems, particularly in dynamic large-scale networks for public cloud service provisioning

[25]. Proper cloud resource modeling (resource description) enables efficient management

of the cloud infrastructure and solves the flexibility challenge. This modeling is essential

to perform all the management operations in the cloud system.

The second observed challenge is Resource Discovery. This process involves the

identification and localization of the most appropriate cloud resources from all the available

sources, in order to comply with incoming customer requests. Resource discovery and

monitoring constitute a core concept through which efficient resource allocation is achieved

in a cloud environment. This concept is achieved by using a discovery framework that

maintains the customers’ demands within specified constraints. Resource monitoring, on

the other hand, plays an effective role in ensuring that cloud resources are continuously

available to the clients on demand, anytime, and anywhere. In addition, these resources

must perform well without any performance degradation in the managed datacenters. This

requires resource monitoring to run as a continuous process, and assists in the overall

resource optimization process of the cloud environment. In the literature, some research

has addressed that challenge by borrowing the discovery and selection mechanisms from

preceding paradigms, such as grid computing. Other research has proposed a framework
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for a scenario based on a network virtualization environment [26].

The final challenge concerns Resource Selection and Optimization. Once appro-

priate and cost-effective resources are identified as candidate resources, the ideal resource

should be selected. The process of resource selection endeavors to find a resource that com-

pletely fulfills all the client requirements in a timely manner while optimizing infrastructure

usage. However, the selection of an ideal resource from a list of discovered resources is very

complex and is influenced by different aspects of a cloud computing setup. It is clear that

selecting solutions from a set of available ones is not a trivial task, due to the dynamicity

of the environment and the fluctuation in customers’ demands. Service providers are chal-

lenged in optimizing resource selections with different customers’ requirements, as well as

the service providers’ objectives. Therefore, service providers should employ various opti-

mization algorithms to select efficient resources that will provide an optimum utilization

for the cloud infrastructure resources while maintaining the customers’ SLA [25].

All of these challenges affect the performance of the resource allocation process, the

resources utilization level, and consequently, the overall management performance. A

comprehensive solution for resource allocation challenges is fundamental to any CSP. Such

a solution should cover many aspects for the service providers and the customers, with

regard to efficient infrastructure provisioning, utilization of the managed resources, and

customer’s SLA satisfaction. In this dissertation, a comprehensive management system is

introduced to assist CSPs and solve the problems of IaaS resource allocation respecting

customers’ QoS requirements.

1.4 Motivation

In a cloud computing system, computing resources need to be allocated and scheduled

in such a way that CSPs achieve high resource utilization, and customers meet their ap-

plications’ performance requirements with minimum expenditure. This will be called the
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“Cloud Resource Management problem” in this dissertation. Due to the diversity of cloud

resources and ever-changing management needs, resource management has received much

attention over the past number of decades. Most of the existing management systems

aim at achieving maximum profits for CSPs while maintaining the customer’s SLA with

low penalties. At the same time, customers struggle to respect their strict SLA and to

guarantee performance requirements for their provisioned services at lower costs. The fun-

damental idea is to support such CSPs and customers’ requirements by providing solutions

that can adapt to varying management conditions in the working environment, as well as

to fluctuations in customers’ demands. Thus, an efficient, well-designed resource manage-

ment system for cloud IaaS providers is urgently needed. Such a system guarantees the

achievement of a maximum satisfaction level for both service providers and customers.

Furthermore, existing management systems have certain limitations on network man-

agement, such as reliance on external network management (e.g. DHCP servers and NAT)

[19] [20]. In addition, existing solutions to this limitation use multiple controllers in the

management system. This imposes a common drawback in most of the existing systems by

defining a separate controller for each type of services, e.g., Wlres and Nova (OpenStack).

Existence of multiple controllers for network and cloud resources ensures differentiation in

resource management and incurs more negotiation and coordination between these con-

trollers. This impacts the QoS of the provisioned services as well as the efficiency of the

management system that is used.

Moreover, today’s existing management systems are further complicated by a lack of

flexibility in requirement expressiveness, in the sense that customers need a minimum

experience level to deal with these systems. A critical issue that still exists in most existing

management systems is the centralized approach in managing their assets. Centralized

management is sometimes followed in cases when distributed management is obviously

more efficient since the service provider spans a wide coverage area. This approach inhibits

the scalability and extensibility of these management systems as the managed datacenters’
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scales grow and span the globe.

Despite the efforts of all existing systems towards efficient management, resource alloca-

tion as a crucial task in most existing management systems still suffers from computational

complexity and solution optimality. A survey of the current literature indicates a focus

on efficient resource allocation but many challenges arise. These challenges are due to the

diversity and heterogeneity of the available resources. Consequently, additional challenges

exist concerning resource discovery and selection, as well as allocation optimization. Also,

the existence of multiple controllers adds more coordination overheads to controllers for

allocating the resources.

The aforementioned limitations of current resource allocation and management ap-

proaches exemplify a set of strong motivations for developing the framework of this thesis.

To address these challenges, an efficient management framework following a layered ap-

proach was designed. This management framework is characterized by the adoption of

conceptual modeling with combined management. We argue that the proposed design

addresses the challenges caused by diverse heterogeneous resources, the multi-tenant ser-

vice model, and fluctuating customer demands. Furthermore, this management framework

manages competition in the cloud market among multiple providers.

The proposed management framework of this dissertation has the ability to manage

a pool of heterogeneous resources, perform resource allocation, maintain customer’s SLA,

monitor QoS attributes, and utilize datacenter resources efficiently. These are the minimum

requirements for cloud management systems. Further, the proposed framework controls

different management objectives as defined by the CSP. Working through the proposed

framework, a set of resource allocation solutions can define a suitable mechanism to dis-

cover, manage, and allocate the most appropriate resource efficiently. Focus was placed on

the design to realize the integrity between management components as well as the flexibil-

ity in managing the resources. The aim was to provide a set of solutions that addressed

the resource allocation problem in cloud datacenters. These solutions guarantee efficient
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resource utilization, optimality of the obtained solutions, CSP profit maximization, and

customer’s SLA satisfaction. Structuring the management framework in modules and lay-

ers ensures scalability and flexibility in the operation of the framework, thus allowing the

working solutions to perform properly.

1.5 Dissertation Overview

To build an automatic cloud resource management system, this dissertation has focused on

studying the limitations of similar existing systems. This focus was carried out while ad-

dressing flexibility, scalability, manageability, interoperability, availability, cost-efficiency

and profitability, and datacenter utilization levels. Also, attention is given to the perfor-

mance of these systems within the proposed framework at different scales, and in different

scenarios, including single and multiple datacenters.

Furthermore, resource management and allocation issues are addressed. The resource

allocation problem is considered from the providers’ perspective and the customer’s view-

point, as well. In this framework, a unified treatment of all the resources and combined

management for network and cloud resources is achieved in order to cope with various

heterogeneous resources. Furthermore, the unified treatment with the combined manage-

ment improves the datacenter utilization level, and guarantees higher customer satisfaction

levels. The proposed framework takes advantage of the main characteristics of the cloud

in addition to other characteristics that include provisioning of a robust and reliable IaaS

service, achieving a good reputation for the CSPs, and performing scalability, extensibility,

and adaptability of the management system in a timely fashion.

The objectives of the research work presented can be summarized as follows:

• Provide IaaS QoS assured service; maintain customers’ SLA, and provide an efficient

IaaS service.
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• Provide a set of working solutions that address the resource allocation problem re-

specting customers’ QoS requirements.

• Handle diverse resources; conceptual modeling for the cloud resources; achieving a

unified treatment of all the available resources.

• Provide flexible management; existence of the generalized virtual resource repository

with the combined management of cloud and network resources; eliminate many coor-

dination and communication issues between multiple controllers that incur additional

traffic.

• Perform scalability and flexibility; building the management system in a component-

based layered architecture which allows the seamless integration of its components

and integration with external modules as well. The working models and algorithms

cope with this scalability without performance degradation.

• Improve DC utilization; improving the DC utilization level allows the acceptance of

more requests, thus preventing the resource fragmentation problem.

• Maximize CSP profits; the main goal of the CSP is to maximize his profit while being

constrained by the customers’ QoS requirements. Both participants’ objectives are

considered in the designed framework.

1.6 Summary of Contributions

The goal of this dissertation is to investigate new strategies and techniques for the purpose

of designing an efficient cloud resource management framework. An attempt is made to

solve existing cloud resource management problems by addressing various aspects from the

perspectives of both service providers and customers. The key pillars of this work are the

unified VR model, the VRP, and combined management. The proposed framework uses

a layered architecture for cloud resource management mainly relying on these supporting
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concepts. In addition, a set of resource allocation solutions is proposed while working

through this framework towards achieving the desired management objectives. The major

contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

• Two-Phase Ontology-Based Resource Allocation Approach for IaaS Cloud

Service (2P-IaaS) [1]

The first contribution of this work is a resource allocation framework that uses com-

position as a technique. This study illustrates that providers can allocate resources

more efficiently by having customers specify a few parameters of their infrastructure

requests without exposing greater detail. The proposed composition approach relies

on a unified ontology model for a VR; this model is populated to form the VRP as

a general repository that hosts diverse and heterogeneous resources. Furthermore,

the working composition algorithm adapts fundamental concepts in discovering and

composing the required infrastructure; semantic similarity, closeness centrality, and

biased random walk techniques. In addition, the algorithm exploits the ontology

model associating reasoning capability in reducing the scenario search space and per-

forming resource classifications. Adopting the ontology offerings along with the fun-

damental concepts not only finds the best solution within the scenario search space,

but also proves the concept of applying ontology as an efficient resource allocation

approach in cloud computing. In addition, using ontology-based modeling with asso-

ciated capabilities has confirmed the applicability of the composition technique as a

resource allocation solution. The experimental results show that this ontology-based

resource allocation scheme achieves a higher utilization for the managed datacenters

and also performs efficiently.

• MILP-Based Approach for Efficient Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation (MILP-

2P-IaaS) [2]

The second contribution is an optimal solution for the resource allocation problem
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based on a mathematical modeling formulation in MILP. An overhauled MILP model

is proposed that considers heterogeneity while keeping the simplicity of the current

composition methodology. The proposed model formulates the integration of se-

mantic similarity and closeness centrality concepts as a two-phased Mixed Integer

Linear Program (MILP-2P-IaaS): (i) mapping of hosting resources, and (ii) connec-

tivity composition. A unified combined manager; the composer manipulates this

integration for efficient resource allocation. Since the quality of the solution that

was obtained using the heuristic algorithm defined in the ontology-based model lacks

optimality, the proposed mathematical model guarantees an optimal solution for the

resource allocation problem.

• A Cost-Efficient QoS-Aware Model for Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation in

Large Datacenters (RA-IaaS-CG) [3]

With the growing scale of datacenters and fluctuation in customers’ demand patterns,

the ontology-based model suffers from a long-computation-time issue with increasing

resources, and an efficiency degradation which requires a solution. Furthermore, the

ontology-based solution does not guarantee an optimal solution for the resource allo-

cation problem; it is only adequate for a near-optimal solution in acceptable running

time, which may affect the quality of the solution as well. Although the MILP-2P-

IaaS solution is optimal, it is based on an MILP formulation. Indeed, solving a MILP

with a huge number of resources and requests is known to be NP-Hard, and thus,

large-scale instances and models are often computationally intractable. Thus, this

research proposes a cost-efficient model acquainted with QoS requirements as a so-

lution to IaaS resource allocation problems in large datacenters (RA-IaaS-CG). This

solution makes use of large-scale optimization tools and proposes a CG formulation

for the IaaS resource allocation problems. The proposed solution scales well in large

datacenters and realizes a cost-efficient model for CSPs, in the sense that it mini-

mizes the cost of VI deployment with efficient datacenter resource usage respecting
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the customers’ QoS requirements. In addition, this model solves problems of the

previous solutions.

• A Distributed Economics-based Framework for Efficient IaaS provisioning

in Geo-Datacenters

The evolution of many recent applications that are deployed on large-scale infras-

tructure, has posed additional challenges for CSPs regarding resource outages and

the exponential growth of IaaS demands for hosting emergent applications. However,

large datacenters are energy inefficient in hosting the increasing number of managed

resources to cope with the fast growth of IaaS requests. Scaling large datacenters in-

curs additional OPEX on CSPs making them economically inefficient. Furthermore,

customers are still unsatisfied with the QoS of the provisioned services and they still

experience latency. Distributed datacenters appeared as an economical alternative

to the high-energy consumption and costly established datacenters. In addition, de-

ploying datacenters in geographically-dispersed regions favors the new applications

to get more benefits regarding their stability and reliability, and to become closer

to the end-users. Thus, this dissertation proposes a distributed framework for IaaS

resource allocation in Geo-datacenters. The proposed framework design is based on

a regional concept, where geographically dispersed datacenters are grouped into re-

gions based on their proximity to each other. A study on Inter/Intra-bandwidth

impacts has been conducted to evaluate design effectiveness and regional granulari-

ties. Furthermore, two decentralized resource allocation solutions are defined to work

through this framework: hierarchical and distributed approaches. The proposed re-

source allocation solutions address the related challenges of centralized approaches

regarding computational complexity and scalability issues. Moreover, we further sub-

stantiate the performance and the scalability of the proposed approaches by adapting

the recent cost-efficient model (RA-IaaS-CG) to work at the desired regional level.

The adapted model entitled (RCG-IaaS) extends (RA-IaaS-CG) with additional con-
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straints concerning regional prices and the proximities of the regions. The proposed

architecture along with the working solutions confirms the scalability and reduced

computational complexity, thereby, improving customers’ satisfaction.

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into the following chapters:

• Chapter 2: Gives an introduction to the cloud computing paradigm, followed by a def-

inition of cloud computing, a list of cloud computing characteristics, service models,

and deployment models. An elaboration on cloud computing enabling technologies is

presented, particularly, the virtualization technology. Furthermore, an illustration on

datacenters and their different topologies is introduced. There is a brief description

of datacenter resource allocation and optimization-related work. Also, a discussion

on datacenter energy consumption has been carried out. Finally, a quick survey was

done on similar existing commercial and open-source cloud computing systems.

• Chapter 3: Some limitations and challenges of existing management systems are

highlighted. Based on these limitations, the layered architecture for the proposed

framework is presented. Initially, the proposed system objectives are given. Key

enabling technologies that constitute the cloud computing environment are illustrated

and the presented architecture is explained layer by layer. Two scenarios are defined

that show how a group of users interact with one or more providers when acquiring

their resources. Finally, the IaaS provisioning life cycle is presented to illustrate

the interaction between different components in the framework and to define the

operational steps on the presented architecture.

• Chapter 4: An ontology-based resource allocation approach is presented for cloud

IaaS based on a designed composition algorithm in two phases. An elaboration is
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given on the conceptual modeling and the proposed VR ontology model. The most

useful techniques that work through that approach are explained, including; semantic

similarity, closeness centrality, virtual resource pool, and random walk techniques.

The execution steps of the designed composition algorithm are briefly explained. In

addition, an illustrative example is introduced that explains the approach. Finally,

the effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated in terms of resource utiliza-

tion and acceptance ratio against existing benchmarks, although, with some existing

limitations.

• Chapter 5: Two mathematical formulations are presented for the resource allocation

in IaaS seeking optimality. The devised models ensure the management of cloud

resource and network resource convergence, and their unified treatment. In the first

model, the problem was first introduced as a multi-objective mathematical modeling

in MILP formulation. Then the solution was provided using mathematical program-

ming in IBM CPLEX solver. In the second model, a cost-efficient model considering

customer’s QoS requirements was devised; this model acts as a large-scale solution

for the resource allocation problem in large datacenters that makes use of a Col-

umn Generation formulation. This model is presented to cope with the scalability

of the provided solution and ensures the optimality of the obtained solution. A per-

formance evaluation has been carried out between the presented models and other

popular heuristic solutions. It is observed that the proposed models outperform other

solutions.

• Chapter 6: A distributed framework for IaaS provisioning is presented based on

regions. The presented framework is well-suited to a set of applications that ex-

ploit distributed architectures. In addition, two decentralized resource allocation

approaches are presented, hierarchical and distributed approaches. The approaches

presented overcome the potential limitations of similar centralized approaches: com-
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putational complexity and scalability issues. Moreover, the cost-efficient model has

been extended to work on a regional scale considering additional constraints regard-

ing the distributed infrastructure. Finally, a performance evaluation has been carried

out to assess the proposed decentralized solutions and to investigate the distributed

infrastructure design.

• Chapter 7: A summary is given on the work of this research, including the contribu-

tions presented, and there is a discussion of possible directions for future research on

this topic.
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Chapter 2

Background

With the fast growth in computing and storage technologies and the rapid development

of smart devices, people’s dependencies on the IT field to accomplish their work has been

increased. Furthermore, broad coverage of high speed Internet connectivity technologies

has assisted in realizing this dependence. Consequently, the wide spread of intensive appli-

cations such as multimedia entertainment applications (Content Delivery Network (CDN)

and Video-on-Demand (VoD)) create a challenge for both Internet Service Providers (ISPs)

and Service Providers (SPs) to deliver their services at an acceptable level for their cus-

tomers. Many computing paradigms such as grid computing and distributed processing,

utility computing, and pervasive computing exist to deliver customers’ intensive appli-

cations in a proper way maintaining QoS and Quality of Experience (QoE) satisfactions

levels. Competition for low prices with high quality and the increasing challenges in service

provisioning have stimulated the emergence of the cloud computing paradigm.

Recently, moving to the cloud computing paradigm became the ultimate solution for

the SPs to save their CAPEX instead of upgrading their IT infrastructures. The work

presented in this dissertation builds upon and extends such technology to provide an effi-

cient solution that adaptively and dynamically automates cloud service provisioning. This

chapter provides the reader with a quick background overview of the emergence of the

cloud computing paradigm and its associated key enabling technologies. This chapter also

provides readers with an overview of the active research initiatives in the areas of cloud

resource allocation and optimization. Finally, the chapter summarizes the similar existing

cloud management systems.
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2.1 Introduction to Cloud Computing

The evolution of recent concepts like “as-a-service” has formed the future vision of the

Internet. With the advent of these recent concepts, cloud computing has gained significant

interest in both academia and industry, and allowed users to access applications and In-

ternet services over any devices from any place. The essence of cloud computing appears

to be using virtualization techniques to share resources between customers. This evolving

paradigm has a significant effect on the existing IT paradigms and the business market

from economic perspectives. Cloud computing has promised to deliver its services on a

utility basis following the pay-as-you-go pricing model like other utilities such as gas and

electricity. This new model explains the significant economic shift in the current IT and

service provisioning field. Nowadays, many enterprises are moving their work to the cloud

environment to exploit its cost-efficient benefits and compete in the service provisioning

market.

Cloud computing can be described as a large-scale and distributed computing paradigm

in which a pool of virtualized and managed computing, storage, network resources, plat-

forms, and software services are delivered on demand to the customers through the Internet

[30]. Cloud computing in its infancy attempts to overcome all the limitations that exist in

the preceding paradigms and it provides potential benefits to service provisioning. These

benefits include resource sharing, on-demand service provisioning, and a pay-as-you-go

pricing model, all of which characteristics differentiate cloud computing from existing IT

paradigms. Cloud computing has appeared as an attractive computing paradigm that ben-

efits both the business owners in reducing their costs, and the customers in removing the

burden for planning and provisioning from their concern [31]. A formal definition intro-

duced by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [32], states, “Cloud

computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a

shared Pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applica-
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tions, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management

effort or service provider interaction”.

Figure 2.1: Cloud computing essential characteristics, service models, and deployment
models [32]

NIST introduced the standard cloud computing model with five essential characteristics,

three service models, and four deployment models as shown in Figure 2.1 as follows:

Essential Characteristics:

1. On-demand self-service: the customer can ask for any service, and get this service

provisioned on a utility basis, without any human intervention by the CSP.

2. Broad network access: all the cloud services are available over the Internet and

accessed through standard methods that can be used on various platforms (e.g.,

mobile phones, tablets, and laptops).

3. Resource pooling: the CSP provides customers the requested resources through a

shared pool supporting the multi-tenant model. This resource pool contains diverse

physical and virtual resources that are dynamically allocated and de-allocated ac-

cording to customer demand.

4. Rapid elasticity: the provided cloud service capabilities can be elastically provisioned

and released; they are automatically scaled-in and out without human intervention
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and according to the customer requirements.

5. Measured service: CSPs provide metering capabilities that could monitor, control

and optimize the service usage, and charge the customer on a utility basis (i.e., a

pay-as-you-go pricing approach).

Service Models:

1. SaaS: In this model the customer can use the cloud provider’s applications running on

a cloud infrastructure. These applications are accessible from various devices. The

customer does not have the ability to manage or control or monitor the underlying

infrastructure represented by the network, servers, and operating systems.

2. PaaS: The customer adopts the programming languages, libraries, and tools sup-

ported and provided by the CSP to deploy his applications onto the cloud infrastruc-

ture. The customer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure

including servers, storage, and network; he only has control over the deployed appli-

cations.

3. IaaS: The customer is able to use fundamental computing resources including pro-

cessing, storage, and networks, where the customer can deploy and run arbitrary

software including operating systems and applications. The customer is not able to

control the cloud infrastructure but has control over the provisioned resources, op-

erating systems, storage, and deployed applications, and limited control over some

networking components.

Deployment Models:

1. Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is owned, managed, and operated by a single

organization or a third party for exclusive use; it may be located on or off premises.
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2. Public cloud: the cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general

public. This infrastructure may be owned and operated by a business or government

organization. It exists on the premises of the CSP.

3. Community cloud: The cloud infrastructure is established for exclusive use by a

particular community of consumers from single or multiple organizations that have

shared concerns. It may be owned and operated by one or more of the organizations

in the community. Also, community cloud infrastructure can be located on or off the

premises.

4. Hybrid cloud: This deployment model is a composite of two or more of the previously

mentioned models (private, community, or public). These cloud infrastructures are

bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and

application portability.

2.2 Cloud Computing Enabling Technologies

2.2.1 Virtualization Technology

A key enabling technology in cloud computing is virtualization technology. Virtualization is

the process of emulating the hardware or software environment that appears to a user. The

emulated environment is exposed to the user as a complete instance of computing resources,

or as a logical association of these resources. This environment gives an advantage over

the original configuration [18]. The generated emulated environment is a new virtual view

of the resources, denoted by a VM.

Virtualization helps in hardware consolidation when several servers are underutilized,

and VMs can be provisioned as needed, endowing an organization with reductions in hard-

ware cost. Additionally, VMs can be migrated from one physical location to another in
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a seamless way, unlike traditional computing hardware that is difficult to move once de-

ployed. The main objectives of virtualization are: reducing administration efforts, increas-

ing hardware utilization, and creating flexible and adaptive infrastructure. Furthermore,

the virtualized infrastructure can be easily maintained and scaled accordingly to resource

demand. Several types of virtualization exist including hardware, software, desktop, mem-

ory, storage, and network. Hardware virtualization is of interest for the current study [1].

Figure 2.2: Full virtualization architectures [1]

Hypervisors

A basis for system virtualization is the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), or simply, the

hypervisor. VMM handles the creation and the execution of multiple VMs on a single

common physical machine. Thus, VMM multiplexes a single physical resource onto multi-

ple virtual resources [33]. Each VM has its operating system, guest OS, and applications

that run inside such a VM and it uses its virtual resources such as a virtual CPU, virtual

memory, virtual disks and a virtual network card. The hypervisor also provides isolation

of guests from each other, protection and security, and the distribution/ management of

resources among different running OSs. In addition, it allows independent start-up, reboot

and shutdown for any of the VMs.

A well-known hypervisor, Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a full virtualization
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solution for Linux on x86 hardware containing virtualization extensions. KVM consists of

a kernel module, kvm.ko, which provides the core virtualization infrastructure. KVM is a

lightweight VMM that runs as a kernel module inside the Linux kernel. KVM consumes

few resources, decreases the services for interrupts, and eliminates context switching be-

tween the driver domain and the hypervisor. Hence, KVM is a good choice for constructing

architectures for cloud computing environments [33]. Xen is another popular open-source

VMM on a single x86-based physical platform hypervisor. Xen offers a powerful, efficient,

and secure feature set for virtualization of x86, x86 64, IA64, ARM, and other CPU archi-

tectures [34]. Xen supports paravirtualization that requires changes in the OS to interact

with the VMM.

The broad definition of Virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual, as opposed to

tangible, version of an object. This definition can be applied to many contexts. Previ-

ously, virtualization technology has been elaborated on from the perspective of the physical

machine to extend the applicable scope of virtualization to distributed systems and cloud

computing that contains multiple resources. Resource virtualization refers to the isolation

or the combination of part or all of a computing device’s hardware resources for different

or shared purposes respectively. The concept of resource virtualization is presented as a

key enabler part of virtual resource management in IaaS providers. Resource virtualization

in cloud computing includes the following types:

• Server Virtualization: Provides isolated access to server resources while hiding the

underlying implementation details of the hardware from the end-user to increase the

utilization and improve the management.

• Storage Virtualization: Involves pooling of physical storage devices from multiple net-

worked devices, presenting the appearance of a unified storage device that is managed

from a central location.

• Network Virtualization (NV): Refers to a method of multiplexing the use of network
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devices while isolating traffic and disguising the true complexity of the underlying

network topology.

The main enabling component of Server Virtualization in cloud computing is the hyper-

visor. Storage Virtualization is realized through the virtual disk while NV has recently

been achieved through Software-Defined-Network (SDN) technology [35]. Hereafter, an

elaboration on NV is given, the fundamental pillar in the cloud computing paradigm.

2.2.2 Network Virtualization

The Internet has been stunningly successful over the past three decades in supporting

plenty of distributed applications and a wide variety of network technologies. However,

Internet popularity has become the biggest barrier to further growth. Due to the multi-

provider nature of the Internet, adopting a new architecture or modification of the existing

one requires consensus among competing stakeholders. As a result, alterations in the

Internet architecture have become restricted to simple incremental updates. Thus, the

deployment of new network technologies has become increasingly difficult [36] [37]. In that

context, the existence of virtualization technology offers a promising solution for developing

new network technologies.

Recently, NV appeared as a long-term solution to the existing Internet ossification

problem and has become an integral part of the next-generation networking paradigm [38]

[39]. In NV, multiple Virtual Networks (VNs) are allowed to coexist over the same phys-

ical infrastructure in a seamless manner. NV provides flexibility, promotes diversity, and

promises security and easy manageability. The popular NV architecture was introduced

by 4WARD in [40] [41]. In a Network Virtualization Environment (NVE), each service

provider is able to use an arbitrary network topology, routing or forwarding functions, as

well as customized control protocols that are independent of the underlying physical net-

work and other coexisting virtual networks [38]. An individual VN consists of a subset of
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the substrate network resources including virtual nodes and virtual links.

NV is defined by decoupling the roles of traditional ISPs into two independent entities

[37] [42]: an Infrastructure Provider (InP), who manages the physical infrastructure, and

an SP, who creates VNs by collecting resources from multiple InPs and offers end-to-end

services. Such an environment will proliferate the deployment of coexisting heterogeneous

network architectures free from the existing Internet’s inherent limitations. Figure 2.3

presents the NV main business entities. InP can be decoupled into Virtual Network Oper-

ator (VNO), Virtual Network Provider (VNP), and InP [2].

Figure 2.3: Main business roles in Network Virtualization [2]

InPs try to allocate resources to each VN request efficiently in order to ensure a high

utilization of their Substrate Network (SN) resources. The VN embedding process involves

mapping of virtual nodes/links to substrate nodes/paths in an efficient manner that ensures

a high and balanced utilization of SN [43] [44]. A significant challenge for VN embedding

approaches is to provision the network resources among hosted VNs dynamically in order

to adapt the dynamic variations in the hosted applications (e.g., [45] [46]). Moreover, with
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today’s advances in cloud applications, NV should be able to run multiple homogeneous

customized VNs considering different performance objectives.

IT organizations have realized the advantages, the significance, and the efficiency of

VNs compared to the traditional setup. Such organizations are contemplating measures

to migrate to this new paradigm [47]. Although researchers argue about the significance

of VNs, they agree on the advantages of VNs over the rigidity of traditional networks

[48]. Different studies have been carried out to define the promising characteristics of an

ideal virtual network, resulting in the following list of traits which represent the promising

characteristics that should exist in an ideal VN [48]:

1. Flexibility: The ability of SPs to implement diverse network topologies that satisfy

their business needs is a primary requirement for any virtual network framework.

SPs must have the capability to define their network characteristics without facing

any hardware constraints.

2. Manageability: VNs adopt a segmented architecture where the physical layer is sepa-

rated from the network layer. This working environment is much easier to maintain.

In an ideal VN, SPs should have complete control to manage their VNs.

3. Scalability: A Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) must be scalable. InPs should

provide robust hardware infrastructure to accommodate multiple virtual networks

without any trade-offs in performance and QoS [49].

4. Isolation and Stability: The multiple VNs’ operations in hardware layers should

be operated independently. A standalone VN should be able to avoid interference

from or dependence on the neighboring networks, thus, ensuring clients’ privacy.

For stability, an ideal virtual environment should be resilient such that in a network

breakdown scenario, other VNs should be able to recover independently and get back

to the last stable state.
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5. Support for legacy network setup: While implementing a VN, it is necessary to

consider the integration of the established traditional setup and the new virtual

architecture. Supporting a legacy network can be critical from different perspectives

such as stability and disruption prevention.

2.3 Cloud Datacenters

Previously, in traditional IT paradigms, SPs have used dedicated clusters of commodity

computers and storage to run their applications and store their data. Recently, with the

growing demands for high computational power and the development of new intensive

applications, a bottleneck problem occurs. This problem lays in the inter-node commu-

nication bandwidth between cluster nodes. This emerging problem is ill-suited for cloud

computing applications; it forces ISPs to look for a solution. The cost-efficient choice to

build a communication paradigm for large-scale clusters is to use commodity switches and

routers to interconnect cluster machines, following a well-known architecture form what is

called a Datacenter (DC). We can describe the datacenter as a place where a large number

of servers are installed along with associated networking equipment to provide computing

services to a large number of clients [4].

CSPs are employing datacenters as the main way of hosting their resources and ser-

vices. Popular service providers, e.g. Google, Facebook, Yahoo, and Amazon, store a large

amount of data and provide services by adopting datacenters. The infrastructure facilities

required for operating large-scale datacenters, e.g., cooling systems and power systems,

are quite large and require a substantial investment as well as operating expenditures.

The communication infrastructure that is used in a datacenter constitutes the datacenter

network. This communication infrastructure is described by the network topology, the

routing/switching equipment, and the implemented protocols (e.g., Ethernet and IP). Fig-

ure 2.4 presents the conventional datacenter network topology. This topology is organized
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Figure 2.4: Cloud datacenter architecture [3]

into three layers: the access layer, the aggregation layer, and the core layer. The Top-of-

Rack (ToR) switches in the access layer provide connectivity to the servers positioned on

every rack. Each Aggregation switch (Agg) in the aggregation layer forwards traffic from

ToR switches to the core layer. Every ToR switch is connected to multiple Agg switches

for redundancy. The core layer provides the connectivity between aggregation switches

and core routers (Cor) connected to the Internet.

Figure 2.5: Clos topology [4]

Different topologies have been defined to describe the datacenter communication in-

frastructure. CLOS topology is one of these topologies, where the topology architecture
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is built up from multiple levels of switches [50]. Each switch in a level is connected to

all switches on the next level; these connections provide extensive path diversity. Figure

2.5 shows an example of a three-stage Clos topology. Furthermore, Fat-tree topology [51]

is a particular type of Clos topology; it is organized into a tree-like structure, as shown

in Figure 2.6. Fat-tree topology is comprised of k-port switches containing k pods; each

pod has two layers, aggregation and edge. Each layer hosts k/2 switches. Each layer has

(k/2)2 core switches with one port connected to each pod. The ith port of any core switch

is connected to pod i so that the following ports in the aggregation layer of each pod are

connected to core switches on k/2 steps. Each edge switch is directly connected to k/2

end hosts; each of the remaining k/2 ports of an edge switch is connected to k/2 ports of

an aggregation switch [52].

Figure 2.6: Fat-tree topology (k = 4) [4]

Datacenter topologies are not limited to well-known topologies; a number of alternative

topologies have emerged such as BCube [53], which is a datacenter network architecture

based on hyper-cube topology and randomized small-world topologies [54]. An interesting

comparison of recent datacenter network topologies can be found in [55]. In all cases, the

main goal is to design a scalable topology without performance degradation; the designed

topology should significantly impact the network performance and fault tolerance [56].

Datacenter’s traffic model can be divided into two broad categories based on the type
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of the hosted applications: north/south and east/west communication. North/south traf-

fic corresponds to the communication between a source and a destination host where one

of them is located outside the cloud platform such as user-facing applications (e.g., web

services) typically exchanges data with users. In contrast, east/west traffic is the commu-

nication in which both ends are located inside the cloud such as MapReduce that requires

coordination among its VMs, generating east/west communication. Moreover, applications

such as searching and parallel computing require multiple servers to collaborate, and this

increases traffic between servers. Traditional datacenters mainly provide access for exter-

nal users, so most traffic moves in a north-south direction. The fast-growing demands

for cloud computing services have a great impact on the datacenter traffic model. In the

sense that, traditional networking models have bottlenecks and impose limitations on the

datacenter growing. Thus, datacenter networks must change to meet the needs of cloud

computing datacenters and cope with the fast growing cloud services. Furthermore, cloud

datacenters perform dynamic VM migration that creates complexity and higher east-west

traffic volume. This makes traditional datacenter networks are unable to meet the de-

mands of this traffic model. Therefore, traditional datacenter network models, e.g., CLOS

and Tree-like models should be explored, particularly, if studies indicate that the east-west

traffic represents 75% of the current traffic volume and is growing on a large scale [57].

2.3.1 Datacenter virtualization

Virtualization promises to change the way that datacenters operate, by breaking the bond

between the physical servers and the shared resources granted to the customers. Virtual-

ization can be used to slice a single physical host into one or more VMs that allow resource

sharing. This availability can be useful in a hosting environment where the requested

applications do not need the full power of a single server. In such a case, virtualization

provides an easy way to isolate and partition server resources. The adoption of Server

Virtualization, Storage Virtualization, and Network Virtualization in datacenters utilizes
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the datacenters’ resources efficiently and overcomes many issues in traditional datacenters,

e.g., resource fragmentation.

Figure 2.7: Virtualization of a datacenter [4]

Currently, attention is directed towards enabling the virtualization technology in a

datacenter’s network [4]. Network virtualization is a natural extension that implements

service differentiation via QoS policies and segregates traffic for performance isolation, thus

permitting high-level traffic engineering and deployment of custom network addressing

schemes as well as networking protocols[18]. In the literature, sufficient attention has been

paid to datacenter network virtualization; for example, SecondNet [5] mainly focused on

providing bandwidth guarantees among multiple VMs in a multi-tenant Virtual Datacenter

(VDC). As an example of VDC, Figure 2.7 represents VDC1 and VDC2 as instances of a

virtualized datacenter after applying virtualization techniques on a traditional datacenter.

As shown in figure 2.8, SecondNet defined a single entity that is responsible for deploy-

ing VDC based on a requirement matrix, this matrix represents the requested bandwidth

between each VM pairs. The SecondNet bandwidth guarantee is achieved through provi-

sioning of three types of basic services: (1) type 0 represents a high priority end-to-end
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Figure 2.8: SecondNet Architecture [5]

guaranteed service, (2) type 1 defines a better service than best-effort service where band-

width is guaranteed, and (3) type 2 that represents a best-effort service. Furthermore,

SecondNet used a forwarding scheme called port-switching source routing (PSSR), this

modified scheme forwards packets using port numbers instead of MAC addresses. How-

ever, the physical topology of a network in SecondNet constitutes the main limitation that

impacts its performance, i.e., BCube network achieves high network utilization while VL2

and fat-tree networks cannot achieve it. Furthermore, SecondNet does not consider other

performance characteristics such as latency that are important to customers.

Rodrigues et al. [58] addressed the problem of network performance isolation and pro-

posed “Gatekeeper”. Gatekeeper focuses on achieving a high-bandwidth utilization by

providing guaranteed bandwidth among VMs in a multiple-tenant datacenter. Further-

more, the authors argue that a proper solution for network performance isolation should

possess scalability in terms of the number of VMs and predictability in terms of the network

performance. Furthermore, authors are seeking a robust solution against malicious behav-

ior of customers and be flexible concerning the performance guarantees at different levels.

Gatekeeper tackled the strict bandwidth guarantee by defining rate limiters for each VM

pair. Like many other existing schemes, Gatekeeper does not consider other performance
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metrics such as latency. Furthermore, Gatekeeper is still under development, it needs com-

plete implementation and more realistic experiments for comprehensive evaluation to truly

assess the effectiveness of Gatekeeper in real cloud environments.

CloudNaaS [21] is a virtual network architecture that offers efficient infrastructure for

deploying and managing enterprise applications in clouds. In particular, the supported

infrastructure constitutes a set of primitives that achieve the enterprise applications re-

quirements including application-specific address spaces, middlebox traversal, network

broadcasting, VM grouping, and bandwidth reservation. CloudNaaS adopts OpenFlow

forwarding scheme in achieving its requirements (e.g., middlebox traversal). To deploy

an application in CloudNaaS, it goes through several steps. First, the end-user specifies

the desired application network requirements to the cloud controller using a predefined

network policy language primitives. The network controller then translates the network

requirements into a communication matrix. Using the derived matrix, the cloud controller

determines the placement of VMs and generates the required network-level rules that will

be installed on switches. Currently, CloudNaaS places VMs by considering the communi-

cation locality in defining a modified greedy bin-packing heuristic. Moreover, CloudNaaS

supports handling online failures and changes in the network policy specification, this

online mechanisms can be achieved by re-provisioning the VDCs. One limitation of Cloud-

NaaS is, the occurrence of traffic congestion due to limiting the traffic to a few paths, this

limiting traffic may leads to poor network utilization. In addition, the trade-off between

scalability and network utilization is still a challenging problem for CloudNaaS.

Although CSPs offer on-demand computing resources to customers through allocating

VMs in datacenters, they do not guarantee the performance of the provisioned network

resources. The mismatch between the customers’ desired performance and the actually

achieved performance impacts application performance hosted in datacenters that leads

to a management challenge. Furthermore, unpredictable network performance impacts

negatively the application productivity and so customer satisfaction is affected. These
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Figure 2.9: Oktopus proposed Abstractions [6]

factors lead to revenue losses. Oktopus [6] presents two virtual network abstractions (a

virtual cluster and a virtual oversubscribed cluster) as shown in Figure 2.9. This imple-

mentation aimed to control the balance between the providers’ revenue and the cost of the

performance guarantees offered to customers. Oktopus not only increases application per-

formance, but also offers InPs a better flexibility. Furthermore, Oktopus allows customers

to find a balance between higher performance and lower cost. These abstractions suit a

wide range of applications. A customer can choose the appropriate abstraction for his de-

sired application, also he can choose the degree of the oversubscription of the VN based on

the application’s communication pattern (e.g., user-facing web-applications, data intensive

applications). Oktopus allocates the resources to the VDC using a greedy algorithm that

works for tree-like physical network topologies. Working in tree-like network topologies

constitutes the main limitation of Oktopus. Thus, an open challenge still exists regards

the implementation of Oktopus abstractions for other network topologies.

Recently, the emerged software-defined concept addresses control and management chal-

lenges known in traditional platforms by hiding their complexities from the end users. This

is achieved by isolating the data plane from the control plane, i.e., control of the datacenter
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is fully automated by software. This concept has been applied to datacenter infrastruc-

ture (storage, security, compute and network) that defines all the needs of the datacenters

by adopting virtualization techniques. Software-defined datacenters are considered as the

evolutionary result of virtualization and cloud computing technologies. This is in contrast

to traditional datacenters where the infrastructure is typically defined by hardware and

devices.Thus, all the datacenter elements are virtualized and delivered as a service includ-

ing networking, storage, and CPU. In that case, there are three core components of the

software-defined datacenter: network virtualization, server virtualization, and storage vir-

tualization. Also, it may be called May also be called software-defined datacenter (SDD)

or virtual datacenter [59].

2.3.2 Resource Allocation in Cloud Datacenters

Resource allocation, as a crucial evolving part in many datacenter management systems,

has been studied in the literature with sufficient proposals. Most of these proposals have

employed different techniques in performing various approaches in resource allocation in-

cluding initial placement for VMs and static and dynamic resource allocation. Initial

placement of VMs on Physical Machines (PMs) has had plentiful attention in research.

The placement of VMs onto PMs is similar to the vector bin-packing problem, which can

be used to model static resource allocation problems. The vector bin-packing problem and

its variants are NP-hard problems [60]. Thus, heuristic algorithms are frequently proposed

and evaluated as promising solutions for this type of problems, e.g., Jung et al. [61], Gupta

et al. [62], and Li et al. [63]. Most proposed heuristics are based on greedy algorithms

that use simple rules, such as First Fit Decreasing (FFD) and Best Fit Decreasing (BFD).

Meng et al. [64] proposed a VM placement solution in which multiple VMs are consol-

idated and provisioned together, to exploit the statistical multiplexing among individual

VMs’ workload patterns. Addressing the placement of a set of VMs involves additional
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constraints. Shi et al. [65] considered a range of constraints that are related to full de-

ployment, anti-colocation and security. Jayasinghe et al. [66] considered three types of

constraints: demand constraints, placement constraints, and communication constraints,

and used approximation algorithms to find a solution.

Following the initial placement, VMs can be rescaled and relocated as the customer’s

requirements change and also as management policies change on the CSP side as well.

VM migration is one of the powerful tools that achieves the reallocation of VMs [67];

the running VMs are paused, serialized and moved to a different PM; then they are once

again scheduled for execution. Live migration offers many benefits, including improving

fault management and simplifying system maintenance. From the resource management

perspective, live migration enables global scheduling objectives such as balancing the load

across PMs and consolidating VMs in a minimal number of PMs. Many studies have

assessed the overhead of VM live migration, e.g., [68, 67, 69, 70], and many proposals have

been introduced to optimize the migration process, e.g., [71, 72, 73, 74, 75].

Sharma et al. [76] proposed a set of techniques for VM rescaling, replication, and live

migration. The problems are formulated as Integer Linear Programming problems and

greedy heuristic solutions are proposed. Zhang et al. [77] addressed the control of VM

migrations in scenarios where the CSP intentionally over-commits their PM resources to

VMs. The proposed technique minimizes the number of VM migrations while migrating

VMs with strong utilization correlation to different PMs to minimize the risk of future

PM overload. Xu and Li [78] proposed a novel formulation of the VM live migration

problem where the VM live migration problem was represented in terms of the Stable

Marriage problem [79]. The authors argued that Stable Marriage is more appropriate than

optimization-based formulations. They proposed a polynomial time algorithm that gener-

ates a stable egalitarian match between VMs and PMs and balances the VM performance

with migration overhead.

Extensive use of live VM migration and consolidation significantly contributes in per-
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forming dynamic resource allocation. In [80], Bobroff. et al. introduced a management

algorithm that performs dynamic resource allocation in virtualized environments. The

algorithm proactively adapted to changes in demand and migrated VMs between physi-

cal hosts thus providing SLA guarantees. Furthermore, to minimize the number of PMs

required to support a workload, the adopted algorithm combined forecasting techniques

and a bin-packing heuristic. This algorithm is based on Measure-Forecast-Remap (MFR),

which starts by collecting historical data, forecasting the future demand, and then remap-

ping VMs to PMs. Moreover, a Minimum Cost Maximum Flow (MCMF) algorithm for

VM placement in clouds has been proposed in [81]. The proposed approach employed a

time-series model to forecast future requests, thus exhibiting excellent performance and

scalability, and solving the challenges which occurred due to dynamic workloads and flow

variations. Furthermore, the authors proposed an exact modified Bin-Packing formulation

as a benchmark for the MCMF algorithm. The latter formulation was combined with a

prediction mechanism to handle the dynamic variations.

Intuitively, as the network significantly impacts the resource allocation performance, it

is beneficial to place VMs that interact with each other nearby in the datacenter network

topology. Meng et al. [82] addressed the traffic rate aggregations at switches in the

datacenter, while Hu et al. [83] discussed the network-aware approach from the perspective

of a customer who has leased a group of VMs constrained by inter-VM bandwidth limits.

Similar approaches to minimizing datacenter traffic have been proposed by Jayasinghe et

al. [66], Shrivastra et al. [84], and Wen et al. [85].

Moving to large-scale and distributed datacenters, Zhang et al. [86] investigated dy-

namic VM placement in Geo-distributed clouds. The authors’ main goal was to minimize

the hosting cost while achieving the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) under various de-

mand patterns and resource costs. Their proposed solution was based on control and

game-theoretic models. Alicherry et al. [87] extended the network-aware VM placement

problem to Geo-distributed clouds. They proposed algorithms that select on which data-
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center to place a VM, and within this datacenter, which PM to host this VM.

In general, the resource allocation literature possesses much research work that has

been proposed to achieve efficient management with different objectives, e.g., network-

aware [88], context-aware, and SLA-aware. The main objectives of datacenter owners

are the efficient utilization of the managed resources, high availability of resources with

operations running on a 24/7 basis, fault tolerance, and security maintenance.

2.3.3 Resource Allocation Optimization-related Work

Obviously, recent research proposals have employed different techniques for resource al-

location optimization motivated by a set of aims and objectives, e.g., SLA-aware [89],

Context-aware [90], Network-aware [87], Cost-aware [76], and most of the proposals have

targeted the energy-aware [91] objective. Many proposals have aimed to optimize the

resource allocation process using different tools including linear programming, heuristics,

meta-heuristics, evolutionary algorithms, queuing models, and statistical methods. There-

fore, resource allocation can be an efficient technique for further management objectives.

In [92], resource allocation algorithms have been presented with the objective of minimizing

the infrastructure cost and SLA violations. Further, the algorithms have considered both

the customers’ QoS parameters in terms of response time and infrastructure parameters in

terms of service initiation time. In [93], the authors proposed an Integer Linear Program-

ming (ILP) formulation for the problem of assigning SaaS customer workflows components

to multiple IaaS providers, their proposal considering the SLA at two levels: the first level

with its customers, and the second level with its IaaS providers with the objective of min-

imizing SLA violations. Thus, two heuristics algorithms have been proposed to solve the

relaxed version of the presented ILP and obtain feasible integer solutions.

Furthermore, in [94] Yusoh et al. presented evolutionary algorithms to perform an

initial placement and to solve resource optimization problems for composite SaaS. Both
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problems are formulated as combinatorial optimization problems with the objective of

improving the execution time of SaaS services, and utilizing the resource usage as well. In

[95] the same authors proposed a penalty-based grouping genetic algorithm for composing

multiple SaaS components. The authors aimed to minimize the used resources by adopting

clustering techniques considering specific constraints.

Bod́ık et al. in [96] presented a comprehensive analysis of a large-scale web application

including its communication patterns. Based on the conducted analysis, the authors pro-

posed and evaluated a novel optimization framework. The proposed framework exploits

the skewness observed in the communication patterns in achieving high fault tolerance and

reducing bandwidth usage in the network core. Thus, the proposed framework captured

the trade-off between reducing the used bandwidth and improving the application’s fault

tolerance.

Regarding the profit maximization objective, Feng et al. in [97] focused on how a CSP

can maximize revenues through SLA-based resource allocation. Thus, the authors proposed

a queuing-theory-based mathematical formulation for the resource allocation problem that

considered various QoS parameters including the available resources, the requests arrival

rate, the service time, and the adopted pricing mechanisms. They aimed to maximize

the revenue by serving each customer as an M/M/1 model and finding how many servers

should be assigned for each service instance. Furthermore, Hong Xu and Baochun Li

in [98] addressed the dynamic pricing problem in an IaaS cloud by proposing a revenue

maximization framework. In the proposed framework, the revenue maximization problem

has been formulated as a stochastic dynamic program. Also, their framework provided

the optimality conditions and significant structural results of the optimal pricing policies.

Furthermore, the model has been extended to include general non-homogeneous demands.

Instead of the dominant static pricing strategy, their model took into consideration that

prices are charged per instance per time unit.
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2.3.4 Datacenter energy consumption

In current cloud computing systems, the energy consumption of underutilized resources ac-

counts for a substantial amount of the actual energy use. Inherently, an efficient resource

allocation strategy that considers resource utilization should increase the system’s energy

efficiency. Recent studies reported that energy consumption scales linearly with resource

utilization. This fact highlights the significant need for techniques to improve the resource

utilization and, in turn, reduce energy consumption in the system. Datacenter power is

consumed by servers, network devices, power distribution equipment, cooling infrastruc-

ture, and other supporting infrastructure [18]. As a result, there is a significant increase

in the overall cost of datacenter operations. Energy usage minimization has become an

important objective for CSPs. Over the past few years, there have been several attempts to

reduce energy consumption in datacenters. These attempts included developing low-power

components to improve hardware energy efficiency, developing techniques for energy-aware

resource management, deploying more efficient cooling systems, and exploiting the geo-

graphical areas with appropriate climatic conditions for deploying datacenters.

Energy efficiency is an emerging research challenge that was recently addressed by

several researchers. For example, Khan and Ahmad in [99] used game theoretical method-

ologies to optimize system performance and energy consumption simultaneously. Since

then, many research works have used similar models and approaches. These approaches

addressed a mix of research problems related to large-scale computing systems, such as

energy proportionality, memory-aware computations, data-intensive computations, energy-

efficiency, grid scheduling, and green networking ([100], [101], [102], [103], [104]). Cloud

computing and green computing paradigms are closely related to each other and have

gained more attention than before. Advances in hardware technologies such as low-power

CPUs, solid-state drives, and energy-efficient computer monitors have relieved the energy

issue to a certain degree.
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VM consolidation [105] and VM migration are popular techniques that perform an

efficient energy management. The existing VM consolidation approaches, e.g., [106], [107],

[108], and [109] are used in datacenters to reduce the under-utilization of physical machines

and to optimize their energy efficiency. VM consolidation has mainly relied on live VM

migration [67] to consolidate VMs periodically, so that some of the unloaded machines can

be terminated. Also, VM live migration provides the ability to adapt resource allocation

dynamically. Dynamic resource allocation can be achieved by moving VMs to new physical

machines with sufficient resources when the demand increases, or by consolidating VMs on

a smaller number of physical machines to minimize energy usage.

The existence of large virtualized datacenters as a response to the rapid growth in

computational power demand is driven by applications that have recently emerged. Such

datacenters possess high operating costs due to enormous amounts of electrical energy

consumption. In that context, many solutions have been proposed in the literature aimed

at minimizing energy consumption in these datacenters. In [110], heuristic solutions are

presented for dynamic VM consolidation, these solutions aimed to minimize energy con-

sumption considering SLAs, particularly CPU performance. These adaptive heuristics are

based on an analysis of the historical data concerns VMs’ resource usage. Their approach

uses live VM migration to migrate the VM with the minimum migration time between

hosts to minimize power consumption.

Goudarzi et al. [111] aimed to minimize the total power and migration costs in cloud

computing systems under performance-related SLAs in a probabilistic sense; more specifi-

cally, upper bounds on response times for serving client requests. The authors solved this

optimization problem using a heuristic algorithm based on convex optimization and dy-

namic programming. In [111], Goudarzi et al. proposed a flexible energy-aware framework

that considered the energy-aware allocation/deallocation problem of VMs. The proposed

optimizer relies on Constraint Programming (CP) to compute a configuration of VMs

that minimize the power consumption. Their approach also uses branching heuristics to
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instantiate variables that guide the solver to a near-optimal solution.

Mastroianni et al. in [112] considered the energy-related costs issue in datacenters.

Thus, they presented ecoCloud which is a self-organizing and adaptive approach to VMs’

consolidation. Based on local information, probabilistic processes are responsible for deci-

sions making on VM assignments and migrations. Also, Zhen Xiao et al. in [113] presented

a resource management system for cloud services which is used to allocate datacenter re-

sources dynamically based on application demands. Their work includes the design, imple-

mentation, and the evaluation of the proposed system. Further, their proposal optimized

the number of servers used in order to support green computing. In their algorithms, they

combined VMs with different resource characteristics to physical resources by adopting the

skewness metric.

Cloud environments consist of large-scale distributed datacenters across multiple geo-

graphical regions. The cost to operate these huge environments is typically dominated by

electrical energy bills. Recently, attention was directed to workload management in Geo-

distributed clouds as a solution for CSP cost reduction, and also, CSP benefiting from lower

energy prices in dispersed locations. Public cloud environments have been realized via re-

sources housed in datacenters that are dispersed geographically and managed by a single

organization. Research work including [114], [115], [116], [117], [118], and [86] has proposed

algorithms designed to reduce overall costs. In these proposals, datacenters were deployed

geographically where the electricity prices are cheap or they have scheduled their workloads

for the times with the lowest electricity prices. Qian and Rabinovich [119] addressed the

combined problem of provisioning application instances across a Geo-distributed cloud and

distributing customer requests to these instances using routing policies. They proposed a

novel demand clustering approach that scales to realistic system sizes.
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2.4 Cloud Management Systems State-of-the-Art

This section will introduce existing commercial cloud management products and the open-

source systems that have been developed. In the academic field, many open-source cloud

management systems have been developed in order to build private, public, and hybrid

clouds, such as OpenNebula [8], Eucalyptus [9], OpenStack [8], and CloudStack [20].

2.4.1 Open-source Cloud Management Systems

This section examines the main features of the existing cloud platform solutions and

presents an elaboration on the support of cloud and network resource control and manage-

ment. There is also an analysis from the flexibility point of view of how the applications’

required specifications are supported in existing cloud management systems and how the

operator can influence the allocation of a resource on such platforms. In addition, some

major open source platforms that are currently available are discussed, e.g., CloudStack,

OpenNebula [8], Eucalyptus [9], and OpenStack [8].

CloudStack

CloudStack [7] is a mature open source IaaS solution that is governed by the Apache Soft-

ware Foundation [120] and currently supported by Citrix. CloudStack has been designed

to consider scalability and centralized management in the design. Supporting major hyper-

visors on that system differentiates this system from other existing systems. CloudStack

architecture is strictly a hierarchical structure that enables the solution to scale to many

thousands of physical machines from a single management interface. Figure 2.10 represents

the architecture of CloudStack. This architecture is mainly based on three tiers:

• Zone: The largest organizational unit within CloudStack, typically a datacenter, will

contain a single Zone. This enables geographical zoning of resources and it allows
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Figure 2.10: CloudStack architecture [7]

data to be placed at specific locations to comply with an institution’s policies. A

Zone consists of at least one “Pod” and Secondary Storage component.

• Secondary Storage: Is used to store VM templates and enable data replication be-

tween Zones, providing a common storage platform throughout a Cloud. The compo-

nents make use of the Network File System (NFS) protocol to ensure network access

by any host within a Zone.

• Pod: Is hardware configured to form a cluster of resources. A Pod is typically

comprised of a rack of servers and shared networking hardware. Pods are not visible

to end users.

• Cluster: Is a group of host machines running identical hypervisors. Each Cluster has

a dedicated Primary Storage device in which VM instances are hosted. A Cluster

provides high availability and load-balancing features.

• Primary Storage: Is built using high-performance dedicated hardware to accommo-

date concurrent access by multiple VM instances. The component is designed to

provision an instance with storage using standard compliant iSCSI and NFS proto-

cols.

CloudStack was developed in Java and provides a Management Server component backed

with a database to store the cloud state. This enables the management of resources via a

web interface, command-line interface, or REST-based API.
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OpenStack

OpenStack [8] is a collection of open source components to deliver public and private clouds.

These components currently include three main projects: OpenStack Compute (Nova),

OpenStack Networking (Quantum), OpenStack Object Storage (Swift), and OpenStack

Image Service (Glance). Furthermore, there are OpenStack Block Storage (Cinder) and

OpenStack Dashboard (Horizon). Figure 2.11 presents OpenStack component architecture

Figure 2.11: Part of OpenStack component architecture [8]

with the most important component highlighted, NOVA. NOVA is designed to provision

and manage large networks of VMs. Also, NOVA handles creating a redundant and scal-

able cloud computing platform. It is considered to be the computing fabric controller for

the OpenStack Cloud. NOVA has six components including NOVA-API, Message Queue,

NOVA-Compute, NOVA-Network, NOVA-Volume, and NOVA-Scheduler. NOVA can be

viewed as the main management platform in OpenStack; it controls compute resources,

networking, authorization and scalability. The architectural components follow a shared-

nothing and messaging-based approach. In this approach, each component or each group
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of components can be installed on any server. Queue Server is in the middle of the ar-

chitecture in order to enable the communication between the cloud controller and other

components via AMQP. All the communications are using what is called asynchronous

eventually consistent communication, to transport messages. This mean of communica-

tion allows a callback to be triggered once a response is received and prevents users’ actions

from being stuck in a waiting state for a long time. Swift is a scalable object storage system

including a Proxy Server, an Object Server, an Account Server, a Container Server, and

the Ring. It is a long-term storage system for permanent types of static data that can be

retrieved, leveraged and updated. Swift’s main functions and features are secure storage

of large numbers and sizes of objects, data redundancy, archival capabilities, and media

streaming. Glance provides discovery, registration, and delivery services for virtual disk

images.

Eucalyptus

The next critically-appraised IaaS Cloud architecture is Eucalyptus [9], an IaaS system

that aims to create an open-source infrastructure. This infrastructure is architected specif-

ically to support cloud computing research and infrastructure development. Eucalyptus

implements an IaaS private cloud that is accessible via an API compatible with Amazon

EC2 and Amazon S3. The architecture of the system is simple, flexible, and modular in

a hierarchical design that reflects common resource management environments found in

many academic settings [121]. Users can start, control, access, and terminate the entire

VM using Amazon EC2’s interfaces. Consequently, Eucalyptus users who are familiar with

Amazon EC2 interfaces can easily interact with the system using the same tools and in-

terfaces. Each high-level system component is implemented as a stand-alone web service.

Using web service implementations brings benefits to the system. First, each web service

exposes a well-defined API represented in the form of a WSDL document containing both

the defined operations that the service can perform and input/output data structures.
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Figure 2.12: Eucalyptus main architecture [9]

Second, existing web-service features can be leveraged for secure communication between

components. There are four high-level components represented in figure 2.12, each with

its web-service interface, that compose Eucalyptus installation [121]:

• Node Controller: controls the execution, performs inspection, and terminates VM

instances on the hosting machines.

• Cluster Controller: gathers information and schedules VM execution on specific Node

Controllers. Also, manages the VN instance.

• Storage Controller (Walrus): is a storage service that implements Amazon’s S3 in-

terface. Walrus provides a mechanism for storing and accessing VM images and the

users’ data.

• Cloud Controller: the entry point into the cloud for users and administrators. This

Controller queries Node Controllers for information about the available resources,
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makes high-level scheduling decisions, and implements their decisions by making

requests to Cluster Controllers.

One of the primary benefits of using Eucalyptus over other IaaS implementations is that it

provides users Amazon EC2 (compute) and S3 (storage) service APIs, but has also limited

novelty within the project.

CloudNaaS

Benson et al. [21] presented CloudNaaS, a system that allows cloud customers to deploy

virtual infrastructure augmented with a set of network functions such as virtual network

isolation, custom addressing, service differentiation, and flexible positioning of middle-

boxes. CloudNaaS leverages techniques such as software-defined networking to provide

flexible and fine-grained control of the network in an environment as large and dynamic as

a cloud.

OpenNebula

OpenNebula [10] was introduced as a research project in 2005; it is much earlier than Open-

Stack [8]. OpenNebula has become a prominent implementation of an open-source IaaS

Figure 2.13: OpenNebula component architecture [10]
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framework. This framework aimed to provide a flexible, open, scalable and comprehensive

management layer to manage datacenters and simplify its operation [8]. OpenNebula ar-

chitecture has been designed in a modular structure that allows the extensions to be added

by external developers easily and has been tested on large scales with many thousands of

nodes. The flexible and modular architecture makes it easier than OpenStack to integrate

multiple storage disks, network infrastructures, and hypervisor technologies. Figure 2.13

introduced OpenNebula architecture which includes three layers: Drivers, Core and Tools.

The core of this architecture is comprised of a number of components that control and

monitor resources like VMs, VNs, storage, and PMs. These components are:

• Request Manager: This component is responsible for handling customer requests.

The component exposes an XML-RPC interface with some methods for managing

resources.

• VM Manager: This component manages and monitors VM resources and the opera-

tions it provides are abstracted from the underlying Hypervisor technology used.

• VN Manager: This component handles the assignment of IP addresses, enabling the

dynamic creation of VNs by tracking IP leases.

• Host Manager: The monitoring of PMs is managed by this component via suitable

drivers that can be extended to monitor any host attribute.

• SQL Pool: A persistence database for storing OpenNebula internal data structures

that represent the state of a resource pool. This component enables reliability in the

case of a failure or system restart.

• Scheduler: Resource scheduling is performed by the scheduler component. This

component is independent of the rest of the architecture and communicates with the

core components using XML-based remote procedure calls. This enables decoupling
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so that the scheduling algorithms and mechanisms used can be tailored or changed

to a specific provider’s needs.

2.4.2 Commercial Cloud Management Systems

Understanding specific problems related to the QoS in commercial clouds is a difficult

task, since the provided services are not transparent, and the customer has no idea of the

underlying implementation. This case is similar to the SOA approach, where only the func-

tionality of service is exposed by a defined interface. The majority of major commercial

cloud vendors provide best-effort QoS. This provides a primary motivation to researchers

to address the QoS in the context of cloud computing service provisioning and resource

allocation, furthering the adoption of the cloud paradigm. Also, due to the closed-source

nature of these commercial clouds, limitations are presented concerning interoperability

and flexibility. Such limitations attract the attention of research to investigate the devel-

opment of cloud standards that enable sharing of cloud resources outside administrative

and organizational boundaries. These standards could also encompass QoS specifications

that realize standard interfaces for communications and descriptive languages to define

cloud services. This section contains a brief discussion of commercial adopters of cloud

technology, including the services and software products provided.

1. Amazon

Amazon is the first company that provided cloud infrastructure services, via its Ama-

zon Web Service [122] products in early 2006. Amazon provided a PaaS architecture

on a pay-per-use financial model. The architecture is marketed as two individual

products: the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2); and the Amazon

Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3). These products provide a set of well-defined

APIs that have become widely adopted as standards in many open source cloud

architectures, such as Eucalyptus [9] and OpenNebula [8]. These projects provide in-
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terfaces compatible with Amazon’s services to enable on-demand scale-out of service

workloads to supplement local resources and satisfy peak or fluctuating demands.

2. Google

Another contender positioning themselves as a provider of cloud services is Google.

Google provides SaaS via its Google Apps software and a PaaS via its Google App

Engine [123]. The Google App Engine provides the architecture that Google Apps

run on and promises transparent scalability on a pay-as-you-go charging model. The

Google App Engine is limited to a subset of Python APIs and provides a proprietary

data storage query language that limits its applications.

3. Microsoft

Microsoft provides cloud services using the Azure Services Platform [124], a PaaS

operating system, which integrates many of Microsoft’s current proprietary software

packages into one, via a middleware layer. This integration can be utilized by licensed

cloud vendors and is marketed as an all-in-one cloud software solution.

2.5 Summary

Although cloud computing has only recently appeared, it has evolved quickly. Cloud com-

puting has gained much attention in the industry; many enterprises moved their business

to a cloud computing environment to take advantage of its proprietary features and to

reduce their establishment cost. CSPs aim to increase their revenue and to provision their

service in a dynamic and adaptive way to fulfill user’s custom requests. This chapter

introduced a brief background for cloud computing as an emerging paradigm, including

a definition, service models, and deployment models. Furthermore, cloud computing en-

abling technologies have been discussed briefly. Related work on resource allocation and

optimization in datacenters has been presented. Also, energy-consumption-related work

was also discussed. Comprehensive research has been conducted on similar existing cloud
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systems for both commercial and open-source systems. The limitations and drawbacks in

similar existing systems were discussed to enumerate the associated challenges and define

our scope for potential research work.
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Chapter 3

IaaS Resource Management Framework

Architecture

The previous chapter introduced some related work that exists in regard to cloud comput-

ing resource management systems, in general. The need for a generic, flexible, efficient,

scalable, and reliable cloud management system through which both service providers and

customers acquire maximum satisfaction was introduced. CSPs are seeking profit maxi-

mization and optimum resource utilization, while customers are aiming for low cost and

efficient cloud service with acceptable QoS. This chapter gives an overview of the proposed

Cloud IaaS Resource Management Framework for that purpose. The framework is designed

in a layered architecture that assists CSPs in (1) managing their infrastructure resources

efficiently, (2) maximizing their revenue, and (3) provisioning an efficient IaaS while re-

specting customers’ QoS requirements. This architecture with the associated modeling and

algorithms aims to automate and simplify the cloud IaaS resource management process.

This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3.1 presents a general overview that discusses

the emergence of cloud computing. Section 3.2 illustrates some of the limitations of similar

existing systems. The design objectives of the layered architecture are discussed in section

3.3, while section 3.4 gives a detailed elaboration on the proposed architecture’s different

layers. In Section 3.5 a breakdown illustration is given that describes the different com-

ponents of the management layer and the deployment use case scenarios that explain the

proposed framework’s operational parts. Finally, in Section 3.6 the chapter concludes with

a brief summary.
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3.1 Overview

The emergence of cloud computing as a new cost-effective computing paradigm, stimulates

many enterprises to move their work to the cloud. Cloud computing benefits CSPs and

customers as well. Cloud computing is credited with lowering the enterprise expenditure

on the establishment of infrastructure. This expenditure reduction minimizes CSPs’ costs

for the provisioned services and so increases their revenue. Furthermore, CSPs aim to

deliver efficient cloud services for their customers in a seamless way with QoS guarantees,

while customers are always wanting to pay less money for their requested services. All these

guarantees are limited and recorded in predefined SLAs between CSPs and their customers.

The SLA serves as a contract between the customer and service provider that arrange this

relationship and guarantees the QoS level of the provisioned service. Cloud computing

achieves the customers’/CSPs’ cost requirements through the pay-as-you-go characteristic

and a utilitarian basis. Managing such multi-objective requirements still challenges service

providers. The framework resulting from this research aims to help CSPs overcome their

management challenges, increase their profits, and use their resources efficiently, while

respecting their customers’ SLA. Furthermore, this framework reassures customers of a

flexible interface, lower cost, and efficient cloud services.

IaaS as the fundamental layer in the cloud service model has gained more attention re-

cently in academic research because of its compatibility with many real-life applications and

services. New computational paradigms like MapReduce have been developed to exploit

the cloud infrastructure and its characteristics. In addition, more scientific and resource-

intensive applications that have acquired this infrastructure have emerged. Consequently,

the management challenges have grown and become more complex and costly. In order

to cope with the growing market requirements, an efficient cloud computing management

system is urgently required to assist CSPs in managing their resources efficiently.

In this dissertation, our interest is directed towards the IaaS cloud service model since it
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is the fundamental layer of the service model, which provides the necessary infrastructures

for hosting platforms and software. The following limitations and challenges of similar

existing systems contributed to the design of the proposed architectural framework, such

that these limitations were overcome and its design objectives were achieved.

3.2 Existing Management Systems Limitations and Challenges

Last few years, several open-source cloud management frameworks that provide IaaS ser-

vices have been developed such as OpenNebula [125], Nimbus [126], CloudNaaS [21], Open-

Stack [8], Eucalyptus [9], and GEYSERS [22], existence of such management frameworks

facilitate the creation of private clouds for different enterprises. When studying these

systems, the following limitations are observed:

• Flexibility: Existing systems received a complete IaaS request from the customers,

either by selecting a saved predefined configuration or by precisely specifying all the

request components. This is carried out by using developed scripts that include the

connection topology of the customer’s request components, e.g. hosting N-tier web

applications like in CloudNaaS [21]. These developed scripts allow a CSP to achieve

its operation easily. Other systems have developed user interfaces that are unfamiliar

to unskilled customers (e.g. OpenStack and OpenNebula [8]). Such systems expect

a certain level of experience.

• Diversity/heterogeneity of the managed resources: Existing management systems

repositories are comprised of diverse resources including compute, storage, and net-

work resources. The enormous number of managed resources supplied from different

manufacturers adds additional challenges in efficient management. Moreover, the

integration of network resource manipulations in such systems is still in its early

stages and does not provide a mature product, e.g., OpenNebula [8] supports cre-

ating VNs based on VLANs, and OpenStack Quantum component [8] provides an
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API for managing the network connectivity between other OpenStack services. Ex-

isting management systems address homogenous resources, but GEYSERS [22] has

addressed non-homogeneity and has built an information model for their resources.

• Scalability: Given the growing demand in computing power, existing systems need

to be scalable with the increasing number of resources and able to continue their op-

eration despite system component failures. However, centralized architecture is the

dominant architecture in most of the existing systems; all these frameworks possess

a high degree of centralization that impedes the system tolerance toward different

component failures. For example, the scalability of OpenNebula, Nimbus and Open-

Stack is limited by their node/cloud controller. Moreover, since there is no replica-

tion support exists, a failure of the front-end node impacts VM management severely.

Similarly, the same drawbacks are still exist in Eucalyptus for each non fault-tolerant

cluster controller [127]. As the number of IaaS requests increases and as the number

of managed datacenters increases, a scalability issue occurs. Lack of scalability in

such systems’ architectures directly impacts the existing system performance and the

CSP’s revenue.

• Multiple Controllers: Since network management in existing management systems

is still in its early stages, it was noticed that most of the existing systems have two

controllers in their design; a network controller and a cloud resource controller, e.g.,

a module of OpenStack called Quantum [8] is responsible for managing the VNs in

OpenStack-based cloud platforms. Also, CloudNaaS [21] defined a separate controller

for network management. As a consequence of the two controllers, a differentiation

occurs in treating different cloud resources (compute, storage, and network). This

differentiation in treatment with the diversity and heterogeneity of the managed

resources makes the management operation very difficult and significantly impacts

the efficiency of the provisioned services and the reliability of the cloud systems.
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As a result, systems may collapse even at small scales of operation. Furthermore,

these systems require additional communication and negotiation between different

controllers to synchronize their operations. These overheads occur at different scales

of management and affect the performance of the management framework operations.

In addition to the observed limitations in existing systems, CSPs continually keep an eye on

how their systems guarantee the required QoS for customers. Service providers are always

challenged by: (1) the efficient management of huge numbers of diverse and heterogeneous

resources regarding those resources’ utilization and energy consumption, (2) satisfying

and maintaining the SLA with the customers without penalties, and (3) improving their

reputation and increasing their profits. While customers are continually worried about the

cost of the provisioned services, they are also looking for a flexible system that respects their

skills. Throughout this dissertation, we aim to design an efficient management framework

that overcomes the aforementioned limitations and challenges. Furthermore, we aim to

provide a set of resource allocation models and algorithms that solve any issues arising

from these limitations with the aim of satisfying both the customers and the CSPs.

3.3 Proposed System Objectives

For an efficient architecture that overcomes the limitations of similar existing systems and

overcomes most of the existing challenges, CSP frameworks should take the objectives of

different stakeholders’ into consideration. We consider the following requirements for the

architectural design of the proposed system:

• Flexibility: The proposed architecture design addresses the experience level of both

CSPs and customers. From the CSP’s management side, the modularity and layer-

ing of the architecture provides the CSP with flexibility to manage and maintain its

framework efficiently. From the customer utilization side, the desired framework al-

lows the customers to customize their requests, and easily express their requirements
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through conceptual modeling. In addition, the proposed framework employs tools

that allow manipulations of the uncompleted requests. This dissertation’s frame-

work is quite sufficient for unskilled users and requires no experience.

• Unified and Efficient management: It is required that the architecture be managed

by a single controller, particularly for diverse and heterogeneous resources. Existing

systems define multiple controllers for different resources (i.e., individual network

controllers). The proposed architecture includes unified management that solves

many problems regarding communication and negotiation overhead. This unified

management is achieved by defining a combined controller that unifies the allocation

of cloud resources and network resources evenly, alleviating the burden of coordi-

nation, communication, and synchronization between different controllers inside the

managed datacenter. For efficient management, the combined controller employs a

set of efficient resource allocation approaches with different models and algorithms.

This set of working solutions positively impacts the effectiveness of the designed ar-

chitecture. An efficient management architecture should allow the implementation of

all the possible scenarios without using closed proprietary technologies. In this sense,

different designed resource allocations solutions can be tested through our framework.

• Scalability and Extensibility: At the design level, the management framework is de-

signed using a modular layered architecture with components on each layer, allowing

the extensibility of the architecture at any layer by integrating more layers or adding

more components. As a consequence, the modular architecture provides the ability to

cooperate with other CSPs. At the working solutions level, the proposed architecture

allows CSPs to test and integrate different resource allocation approaches that work

at different scales. Furthermore, the designed working models and algorithms em-

ploy tools and techniques that support a growing scale of both the managed resources

and the infrastructure requests. Furthermore, the working solutions address coordi-
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nation and communication among multiple infrastructures in distributed deployment

scenarios.

To sum up, the proposed framework is designed using a layered architecture that allows the

extensibility of the framework. The proposed framework aims to: (1) assist CSPs in efficient

management of their assets by utilizing a unified representation and a combined controller,

ensuring the uniform treatment of cloud resources, (2) guarantee the performance of the

provisioned infrastructures and ensure the customer’s SLA is satisfied through employing

efficient modeling and resource allocation algorithms, and (3) realize the cloud comput-

ing cost-efficiency characteristic, by employing efficient economical models that guarantee

monetary benefits for both CSPs and customers.

3.4 The Proposed Framework Architecture

The evolution of recent cloud computing applications that require IaaS has raised a chal-

lenge for CSPs of how to provide a robust and efficient IaaS for these applications. The

desired service is comprised of matched QoS cloud resources for the application components

with a network QoS guarantee between these components. The IaaS service provisioning

process passes through many steps in an effort to perform efficiently. Optimizing the

IaaS service provisioning life cycle to achieve the desired objectives involves an enormous

amount of work. In this section, prior to the provisioning of a QoS-assured service, the

architecture of the proposed cloud IaaS resource management framework is presented. The

system architecture is designed in such a way that it allows the allocation of resources to

achieve its management objectives; these objectives are specified by the CSP by taking

into account the benefits to both the CSP and to the customers. As shown in Figure 3.1,

the proposed architecture is arranged in a layered architecture named from bottom-up, as

follows:

1. Physical Layer
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Figure 3.1: Proposed layered architecture

2. Virtual Abstraction Layer

3. Virtual Infrastructure Composition Layer

4. Service Access Layer

5. Management Layer

In this framework, we define two stakeholders, the customers who are interested in

renting VRs in order to deploy their applications and the CSP who owns these resources

and is interested in provisioning them to many customers in the most cost-effective way.

3.4.1 Bottom-up Approach

In order to maintain the SLA contract with customers without any violations, the bottom-

up approach was used in the architectural design [128]. This strategy reduced the risk

that SLAs could be compromised, as the possible SLAs are always bound by the currently
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available resources at the physical level, the lowest layer of the architecture. Furthermore,

this approach removes the complexity of the negotiation and constant recalculation of

possibly available resources at the different layers. In addition, this approach also moves

the complexity of the allocation approaches away from the physical resources, such that the

provisioning time for a virtual infrastructure is low. Other approaches also exist, e.g., the

top-down strategy. However, top-down moves the complexity of the advanced provisioning

algorithms to the physical layer. There is a higher risk of the physical resource layer not

being capable of responding rapidly to demands, or not being able to resolve the mapping of

VRs to physical resources. Furthermore, the CSP cannot offer guarantees to the customers

as there is no prior knowledge of the lower level status.

In our design, the bottom-up strategy is adopted, where a pool of VRs is prepared

in advance before customers explore the services and submit their requests. As a result,

the lower level status is known prior to receiving requests. By following the bottom-up

approach, the complexity of management moves away from the lower layers to the upper

layers. Also the abstraction level is increased. Consequently, a trade-off exists between the

complexity of management and the abstraction level. In accordance to that trade-off, the

most important layer in this framework is the layer where the complexity is manageable

and the abstraction level is sufficient for efficient IaaS provisioning. These features are

achieved in the Virtual Infrastructure Composition Layer.

3.4.2 Physical Layer

With the proliferation of cloud computing as a new IT paradigm, CSPs rely on datacen-

ters as repositories for diverse resources and services. Currently, datacenters have been

deployed as the mainstream hosting platform for cloud resources and services [129]. Thus,

datacenters have experienced a shift towards exposing their capabilities as a service. In

our architecture, the physical layer is described as a datacenter facility that is comprised
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of physical resources like servers, storage and network devices. This datacenter is owned

and managed by the service provider, and the number of available resources depends on

the size of the datacenter. The most important component in the datacenter is the set

of network devices (e.g., switches, routers, and cables) and its communications infrastruc-

ture, as shown in Figure 2.4 [4]. In addition, datacenters contain power plants and cooling

systems. The underlying physical layer can be organized and managed in different ways:

it can be a single datacenter or multiple datacenters. As the number of datacenters in-

creases, the complexity of the resource allocation and management increases. Managing

multiple-datacenter cases adds more management challenges for the service providers and

additional constraints for the applied resource allocation solutions.

Deployment of traditional datacenters becomes a source of disturbance and suffering

for CSPs. Because of the resource fragmentation problem in traditional datacenters, the

problem of insufficient resources occurs. Consequently, the poor resource utilization prob-

lem arises in these datacenters. Virtualization techniques solve the issue of poor resource

utilization and problem of fragmentation in traditional datacenters and create the vir-

tualized datacenter. Virtualization techniques in traditional datacenters lead to a flood

of diverse VRs which introduces new management challenges to CSPs in managing their

repositories. Conceptual representation of these diverse resources can be a solution that

allows for proper management.

3.4.3 Resource Abstraction Layer

In addition to the poor resource utilization introduced in traditional datacenters, the phys-

ical resources at the lowest level are the most complex to operate and share among multiple

users. The physical layer is comprised of heterogeneous diverse resources, where several ex-

isting hardware details do not need to be visible to users, so a level of abstraction is needed.

The most significant enabling technology that differentiates cloud computing from preced-
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ing paradigms is using the virtualization technique. The existence of the virtualization

technology, e.g. VMware and KVM, plays a vital role that drives cloud computing and

makes it the key enabling technology for cloud computing. Virtualization techniques apply

statistical multiplexing in realizing the resource sharing and resource isolation that helps in

giving the impression of infinite resources and achieving the on-demand cloud characteris-

tic. Establishing a virtualized datacenter ensures the resource isolation and a performance

guarantee for customer requests.

In this layer, different virtualization techniques for cloud resources and network re-

sources are applied. These techniques are used in preparing the datacenter resources,

cloud resources and the network resources for the upper layer operations, the virtual in-

frastructure composition layer. The main functionality of the resource abstraction layer

is to convert the physical resources to VRs that possess all the features of the physical

resources. This conversion is achieved by partition and aggregation techniques in virtu-

alization [130], and it is applied for cloud resources and network resources as well. The

abstraction level of the created VRs is defined following a unified resource model and the

granularities of the abstracted resources respecting the predefined classes of services [131].

3.4.4 Virtual Infrastructure Composition Layer

This layer is the core layer in this architecture, and it mainly works on resource-level

manipulation. Collecting all the created VRs from the abstraction layer into a repository

announces the creation of the pre-prepared virtual resource pool. This layer is considered

to be the most important layer in the architecture. The trade-off between the complexity

of management and the abstraction level is treated at this layer. A VR is an intermediate

abstraction level between the physical resources on the lower layers and the service API on

the upper layers. These VRs can be easily manipulated and managed at this layer. Working

at the resource level gives more flexibility in resource manipulation. As the abstraction
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increases while moving up, it is better to manipulate VRs than physical resources. Also,

for efficient resource management, manipulating resources at the virtual level contributes

to better management and gives more flexibility in treating resources.

Accordingly, in this framework design, attention is given to coping with CSPs’ chal-

lenges regarding the diversity and heterogeneity of the available resources. As a result, a

unified ontology model for the datacenter’s diverse resources is proposed. This conceptual

modeling allows the application of the associated ontology capability to support efficient

resource management. Indeed, the advantage of this ontology model is to ensure the flex-

ibility and the simplicity to extend new concepts and properties for datacenter resources

and supports the usage of reasoning engines as well. In this layer, the defined unified VR

model abstracts the physical layer resources. We consider in that model sufficient infor-

mation from physical resources to ensure management efficiency. The generated VRs are

then collected to create the virtual resource pool.

In this layer, the allocation and de-allocation of VRs on demand is achieved by em-

ploying several resource allocation approaches with different aims and objectives. Based

on the deployment scenario, the generated virtual resource pool can represent the VRs of

a single datacenter or multiple datacenters in a region according to the cloud management

framework coverage area.

This layer is comprised of two main modules, the first being the virtual resource pool,

which represents the conceptual modeling of all the available resources in the managed

datacenter stored in an ontology repository. Over the virtual resource pool, the second

component exists, which is the virtual infrastructure composition module. The design of

this layer is mainly based on a composition technique. Proposing composition as a main

technique in the resource management framework stems from the successful applicability

of such techniques in web services and VNs [132]. Furthermore, growing complexity and

customizable customers’ requests encourage the usage of the composition strategy in IaaS

provisioning. Service composition is the process of providing a composite service by orches-
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trating a set of existing services in a way that satisfies the user requirements. The aim is to

acquire the benefits of the composition that gives more flexibility and stability in resource

allocation since the customer requirement is customized without topological information.

It is worth mentioning that the nature of the cloud service differs from existing services

like web services, but there may be some common features. The composition strategy

was applied in the designed architecture at the resource level, while exploiting different

techniques that are compatible with the virtual resource pool modeling, the datacenter

topology, and the customer’s QoS requirements.

3.4.5 Service Access Layer

This layer is the upper layer in the proposed architecture exposed to the customers’ IaaS

requests; it is concerned with the direct interaction with the customers, receiving and pro-

visioning services. It contains a function module for SLA negotiations with customers; the

SLA is defined mainly as the customers’ basic requirements represented as QoS require-

ments. The required functionalities in this layer are the service publishing catalog, the

admission control service, and the request translation service. This layer is responsible for

publishing the CSP services in a catalog. The customer explores the published catalog and

submits his request based on the published services.

Describing an IaaS request on this layer can differ from one customer to another due

to the different level of details each customer requests and the customer’s skill level. For

example, a customer may specify separately each virtual link between two virtual nodes

and its required attributes, or he may apply for a certain topology like mesh or star with

the attributes for all the virtual links [132]. Therefore, a generic IaaS request model is

required on this layer in order to represent the customer’s requirements so that many IaaS

requests with different levels of details can be represented using this generic model. To

this extent, two types of customers can be defined. (1) An expert customer who represents
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an enterprise: This type of customer asks for IaaS infrastructure to deploy the enterprise’s

applications, or uses another service provider who acts as a broker that uses the IaaS

services and rents it to end users. (2) An individual user, who asks for an IaaS service to

run an application that follows a MapReduce computational model, a scientific application

or a N-tier application. In the latter case the customer is not required to be experienced.

For both types of customers, a customized request is allowed. The composition technique

used in the lower layer is compatible with both customer types and serves their customized

requests efficiently. After composition, the composed virtual infrastructure from the lower

layer is encapsulated into IaaS service and exported back to the customers. This is carried

out in the form of the service’s API using web service technologies.

3.4.6 Management Layer

The cloud management vertical layer provides configuration, monitoring, and adminis-

tration of the cloud IaaS framework to keep the whole system in a stable, reliable, and

efficient state. The management layer is responsible for synchronizing the execution of

different components in the architecture, managing the interface between layers and dif-

ferent modules, and orchestrating the architecture modules’ operations. In addition, this

layer is responsible for different tasks concerning the resource allocation operations includ-

ing resource allocation management (enforcement of quotas), scheduling, monitoring, load

balancing, and resource usage collection. This is all carried out without causing much

overhead in the underlying system. All these responsibilities add more challenges to the

framework in order to achieve its desired goals, e.g., guarantee the availability, reliability,

scalability, and the efficiency of the provisioned infrastructures. Furthermore, this man-

agement layer aims to achieve QoS-assurance and fault-tolerance requirements for each

running service. This assurance involves all the services that are running across geograph-

ically distributed datacenters in cloud computing environments.
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Figure 3.2 represents the conceptual view of the management functions in the proposed

architecture. The management layer acts as the decision-making module for the CSP.

Figure 3.2: Functional elements in the conceptual management framework and the inter-
actions between them

This figure summarizes the proposed functionalities for the management layer and

presents the main components working on this layer. Details of the main modules follow:

• System configuration.

This module provides a multi-objective management facility for the administrators.

These multi-objectives cover the stakeholders’ requirements from that design for both

customers and CSPs. In this module, the CSP defines, in a timely manner, the set of

objectives that make the system work efficiently. Different objectives can be applied

in this management module. Furthermore, these multi-objectives are controlled and

managed in a prioritized way. A CSP may choose to apply different objectives during

different operational conditions, or optimize them in an arbitrary consistent combina-

tion [18]. For example, it can be used for implementing green computing, increasing

the revenue, and reducing the cost of the provisioned services. Also, this administra-

tive task contains threshold settings for many system parameters. Throughout this
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dissertation, elaboration will be provided on different objectives imposed by the CSP

regarding the resource allocation with various settings applied on the design.

• Admission control.

This module realizes the defined administrative objectives on the received IaaS re-

quests, as well as on different modules in the management layer. Based on defined

administrative requirements, the admission control module automatically accepts the

customers’ requests that match the desired requirements.

• Resource management.

This module defines a set of management functionalities concerning resource model-

ing, resource allocation, and the reconfiguration functionality. These module func-

tionalities are responsible for managing the unified VR model which includes create,

add/remove concepts and relations to the model. Furthermore, these module func-

tionalities are responsible for managing the virtual resource pool by publishing more

VRs and updating the status of VRs periodically. The re-configuration management

functionality is concerned with handling the unpredictable changes captured by the

resource monitoring module. Also, it reacts to any QoS degradation for the provi-

sioned services in order to maintain customers SLA and keep the system in a stable

state. The resource management module acts based on the administrative policies

received from the system configuration module.

• Resource Monitoring.

This module is continuously running and responsible for monitoring the virtual and

physical resources available in the pool, and it triggers the re-configuration module

when a performance degradation is detected, or any failure occurs. This module

acts as a sensor for the re-configuration module. The resource monitoring along

with the re-configuration module, realizes the system fault tolerance and confirms its

reliability.
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• Coordination/Communication:

This module is responsible for managing the coordination and communication with

others datacenters’ management modules in a multi-datacenter deployment scenario.

This module works properly to realize the case of cloud federation or distributed

cloud resource management, through a designed coordination algorithm. Through

the cooperation/coordination module and the management function interfaces, the

CSP exchanges management information for decentralized, adaptive and efficient

resource allocation in distributed datacenters.

As a conclusion for the proposed management layer, the management architecture is

aimed at addressing a number of challenges arising from the heterogeneity of the available

resources. Furthermore, unpredictable changes occurred in the managed datacenter states

and rapid fluctuations in customer requests. Conceptually, the management functions

can be instantiated in any layer of the proposed architecture. Also, these management

functions consider the management operations in both single- and multi-datacenter cases.

The CSP can implement these functions according to its desired management objectives

and with respect to the managed infrastructure capabilities. In this dissertation, we aim

to propose a management framework with a set of functions that are efficient with regard

to their overhead, scalable with respect to the number of managed entities, and adaptive

as well as robust, to all types of changes in the managed cloud. Furthermore, interactions

between the management functions realize collaborative management solutions that to a

high degree autonomously adapt to the dynamic conditions in the cloud systems.

3.5 System Components Interactions

The details of each layer in the proposed architecture are presented as well as the main

components and their functionality in the management layer. The followed layering ap-

proach in the proposed framework design facilitates the interactions between the framework
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layers, i.e., each layer interacts with the above and the lower layers no crossover is allowed

during the IaaS provisioning life cycle. Furthermore, this role is also applied to the op-

eration of the vertical management layer. Each component in the management layer is

responsible for managing the corresponding layer in its level of the architecture, e.g., at

the Physical Resource layer, the physical resource monitoring module is in charge of moni-

toring the datacenter’s physical resources performances. Also, it is not allowed to perform

a crossover management between the management layers’ components. As part of the

presented architecture, a use-case model is defined that describes some common functions

for cloud environments. The defined use-case model provides the interactions between the

architecture components and elaborates the operational steps of the framework execution

in different scenarios.

3.5.1 System Use Case Scenario

The goal for this section is to define a general use-case that can cover as many scenarios as

possible, and can be implemented in a standardized modular way to ensure interoperability,

ease of integration, and portability of the proposed architecture. The defined use-case

describes how a group of users may interact with one or more cloud computing systems,

acquiring their resources to achieve specific goals. Use cases can help to identify possible

flaws in the system by analyzing their activities. Also, use cases aim to identify actors

that will interact with the system. An actor can be either an individual person with

different experience levels or an enterprise. Prior to going through the use cases, the

main stakeholders in the proposed architecture will be defined. This work defines two

business roles: (1) the IaaS service provider who owns the datacenter, and is responsible

for establishing the virtual resource pool, collecting the incoming requests, and configuring

the cloud environment and (2) the cloud customer who explores the provider service catalog

and submits an IaaS request.
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The Standards Acceleration to Jumpstart Adoption of Cloud Computing (SAJACC)

project at the NIST [133] and the Cloud Computing Use Case (CCUC) Discussion Group

[134] define common use case scenarios for cloud computing. Based on the defined use-

cases in NIST and CCUC, general functions are compiled that can be applied to all cloud

services and the use-case that fits the proposed architecture is described. The focus in this

section is directed towards designing a general use-case scenario that is concerned with

deployment in a single cloud scenario, represented as a single-datacenter, and the multiple

cloud scenario, represented as multiple datacenters. As a general use-case description, the

following deployment case definitions are considered, as adapted from NIST:

• Deployment Case 1: In the centralized deployment cases, there is one CSP under

consideration at a time. This provider is serving multiple cloud customers. Each

customer has a simple client-provider interaction with the service provider.

• Deployment Case 2: In the distributed deployment cases, a single CSP deploys dis-

tributed datacenters and a single customer has an application that may be distributed

across two or more datacenters and administrative regions, simultaneously. While

the customer has a simple client-provider interaction with the provider, more com-

plicated coordination may be required between both the customer and provider and

also between the different administrative regions themselves.

3.5.2 IaaS Deployment Scenarios

Single-datacenter scenario

Based on the first use-case deployment model, the single-datacenter scenario is built. The

pivotal actor in this scenario is the IaaS provider. Prior to when the provisioning process

starts, two predefined preparation steps are stated, the virtual resource pool preparation

and the service catalog advertisements. The customer explores the service provider’s service
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catalog to submit his request. The proposed system allows the customer to customize

his request in the sense that he can use one of the published services in the catalog or

customize a request that fits his needs. After submitting his request, the admission control

module checks the eligibility of that customer to submit a request, performs identity checks,

and the possibility of satisfying his constraints in the request. Also, the readiness of

the system to accept the requests is considered. If it is a published atomic service, the

service access layer responds immediately to that request and provisions the service directly

to the customer. If it is a customized service, it will be forwarded to the next layer

virtual infrastructure composition layer for composition. The monitoring module in the

management framework keeps monitoring the physical resources and the VRs in order to

trap any failures or performance degradation and acts immediately before the provision

infrastructure is affected. In this way, the proposed architecture maintains the signed SLA

items properly.

Multiple-datacenter scenario

The second deployment scenario defines multiple datacenters under the administration of

a single CSP who owns and deploys these datacenters. Popular service providers such as

Google and Amazon deploy multiple datacenters in different regions for many business

considerations. The working environment on the multiple-datacenter scenario is comprised

of datacenters that span geographical regions. The customer in his region explores the

published service catalog from the service provider, and has the ability to define his re-

quirement and customize his service based on his hosted application’s requirements and

budget. Implicitly, a customer request is forwarded to the nearest datacenter in his location

unless he expresses his preferences for specific location. The received datacenter starts to

allocate the infrastructure resources that are sufficient for the customer’s requirement in re-

gional datacenters. If the regional datacenters are not able to satisfy the customer request,

an iteration of the negotiation phase starts among different regions to satisfy the customer
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request efficiently. The monitoring module continuously monitors the physical resources

and VRs in order to trap any failures and respond immediately before performance degra-

dation occurs. Throughout this research, the proposed framework’s models and algorithms

will be evaluated with regard to their possible deployment scenarios as presented in this

clause. This is carried out to determine the proposed models and algorithms efficiencies in

serving IaaS requests and to decide what level they facilitate the management and assist

service providers while respecting the customers’ QoS requirements.

3.5.3 IaaS Provisioning Life Cycle

In order to complete the overall view of the working environment, the operational steps for

the proposed framework will be defined in the provisioning life cycle. It is apparent that

this framework serves a wide range of applications that require an infrastructure to run.

Examples include: compute-intensive applications [135], data-intensive application [136],

scientific applications, and applications that use the MapReduce model [137]. Through

the defined scenarios, two types of requests are considered: a simple user request where,

for example, the customer asks for an infrastructure service to host his N-tier application

with QoS requirements; this type of application is considered as a short-term application.

The second type of request is an enterprise application that requires a heavy, long-time

infrastructure to host its service, such as a social networking, network gaming, or mul-

timedia application, with highly specific QoS requirements. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the

IaaS service provisioning lifecycle in a workflow chart, where the interaction between the

proposed framework components is elaborated in an operational state.

The presented workflow chart is comprised of six phases, namely, (1) IaaS Request/Admission

control, where the service provider receives the customers’ IaaS requests and applies the

predefined administrative policies as an admission control operation; (2)VI Composition:

This phase includes the core operations in serving IaaS requests as represented in the re-
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Figure 3.3: IaaS provisioning workflow chart

source discovery, resource selection, and resource allocation processes; (3) VI Deployment:

is the after-composition phase, where the service provider provides the customer’s VI as

a service through APIs and updates the entire virtual resource pool; this update oper-

ation reflects the available resources for the next allocation periods; (4) VI Operation:

This phase acts as an after- provisioning service, in which the service provider performs

monitoring operations for the provisioned resources, as well as for the free ones, in order

to keep the system in a stable state; (5) VI Decommission: This phase starts operation

whenever the customer finishes using the provisioned VI, performs the VI resources de-

allocation, and updates the virtual resource pool that reflects the available resources and

(6) VI Re-configuration: This phase rarely operates; it is triggered by the monitoring phase

indicating instability of the system state and directly responds to the received alerts from

the monitoring phase in order to put the system back in a stable state. The operational

rate of the VI Re-configuration phase reflects the system reliability and the efficiency of
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the implemented algorithms and models in the proposed framework.

3.6 Summary

This chapter presents the layered architecture of the proposed cloud IaaS resource man-

agement framework in the cloud computing context. The benefits of the proposed work lie

in applying a set of concepts and technologies in the design phase. Furthermore, consider-

ing multiple stakeholders’ objectives and constraints in the design assists service providers

in performing an efficient management. Building the architecture in a layered approach

ensures the efficiency of the proposed management framework with regard to its exten-

sibility and interoperability. Also, it provides the ability to test any developed resource

allocation algorithms and to add any useful management modules for assessments. The

multi-objective management module simplifies the management for CSPs and covers most

of their needs. Moreover, the proposed framework design possesses salient features for CSPs

such as scalability, fault-tolerance, and extensibility. This architecture provides features to

customers as well.
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Chapter 4

Two-Phase Ontology-based Resource

Allocation Approach for IaaS Cloud

Service

The Resource Allocation problem is still a critical problem for CSPs, and this type of prob-

lem has been continuously evolving from previous computing paradigms such as clustering

and grid computing to the most recent paradigm, cloud computing. Finding an efficient

solution is quite challenging and often computationally too expensive. Several new tech-

niques that rely on heuristic approaches have been contemplated. Heuristic solutions are

popular for their reasonable computational time and the approximate, near-accurate pro-

vided solution. In the previous chapter, a layered architecture for a cloud IaaS service

provider was introduced. The architecture mainly relied on a VI composition layer as the

core layer on the system, particularly, the composition algorithm.

This chapter presents an efficient resource allocation approach that adopts the compo-

sition algorithm as a technique. The presented composition approach relies on a unified

ontology model for a VR; this model is populated to form a generalized repository that

hosts diverse and heterogeneous resources. Exploiting the created repository, a two-phase

resource allocation algorithm is proposed. This algorithm adopts two fundamental con-

cepts in discovering and composing the required infrastructure: semantic similarity and

closeness centrality. The proposed approach includes ontology-based modeling along with

the designed algorithm confirming the applicability of the composition technique as an

efficient resource allocation solution in a cloud computing context.
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This chapter proceeds as follows. A brief introduction to the proposed approach is pre-

sented in section 4.1. Section 4.2 introduces an overview of the resource-based modeling

state-of-the-art and the composition strategy. Section 4.3 introduces the key foundation

concepts used in the proposed approach: virtual resource pool, semantic similarity, close-

ness centrality, and a random walk technique. The proposed approach is described in

Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, the simulation setup and performance evaluation results of the

proposed resource allocation approach are presented. Section 4.6 explains the presented

approach limitations. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Introduction

Cloud computing delivers its IaaS service in the form of integrating computation, storage

and network resources in a virtualized environment. Incorporating network resources moti-

vates the current research to give more attention to the network impacts in the provisioned

IaaS service. A number of previous proposals have addressed resource allocation for IaaS

services with bandwidth guarantees as the main obstacle to accessing datacenter-based

cloud resources. These proposals focused on challenges adapted from VN provisioning.

However, less focus has been put on the utilization of hosting resources, i.e. computing

and storage. Oktopus [6] proposed a simple VN abstraction called the Virtual Cluster (VC)

model where all VMs were connected to a virtual switch with links of fixed bandwidth and

a performance guarantee. VC allocation was carried out by a designed greedy allocation

algorithm. SecondNet [5] is another work that focuses on providing bandwidth guarantees

among multiple VMs in a multi-tenant virtualized datacenter. This work proposed a VDC

as the unit of resource allocation. VDC allocation was carried out using the bipartite graph

and min-cost network flow methods.

Shortcomings with these proposals may cause (i) a high blocking of IaaS requests and

(ii) a less efficient use of datacenter resources, which may impact the provider’s revenue.
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In the proposed approach, the suitability of adopting composition techniques stems from

the customized privilege given to the customers in submitting their requests. In addition,

the complexity of the submitted IaaS requests calls for an efficient composition strategy

for service provisioning where atomic services were insufficient in achieving customers re-

quests. The proposed approach uses a two-phase composition approach (2P-IaaS) as a

technique to allocate resources for IaaS requests, namely: (i) hosting resources mapping,

and (ii) connectivity composition. This approach exploits conceptual modeling and em-

ploys semantic similarity [138] jointly with closeness centrality [139] in order to evaluate,

assign and compose the topologies of accepted IaaS requests efficiently.

4.2 Resource Modeling State-of-the-Art

As the datacenter is the mainstream in hosting services and resources for CSPs, there is an

urgent need to manipulate a datacenter efficiently. Despite the appearance of virtualiza-

tion techniques as a solution for poor datacenter utilization, current server virtualization

technologies that are used on datacenters are alone insufficient in addressing the problem of

resource limitations. Therefore, applying virtualization techniques on datacenter network

resources improves the resource utilization level and provides solutions for most of the

datacenters’ management challenges. In order to maximize the benefits with virtualized

datacenters, representing datacenter resources conceptually can be a solution that allows

for improved datacenter utilization and proper management. Conceptual modeling is a

promising solution for datacenters’ diverse and heterogeneous resource manipulations. In

addition, the conceptual representation allows for inference operations to proceed through

the virtualized datacenter for efficient management.
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4.2.1 Resource Modeling

Modeling the datacenter’s individual resources is the first step in building an information

model for the desired system. The designed model should describe both the physical infras-

tructure and its virtualization aspects. A great effort has been made to model the cloud

resources, e.g., compute, storage, and network resources. Inspired by the VN problem,

modeling the cloud computing resources involves VN modeling and cloud resource model-

ing [26]. The pioneering work in defining an information model for network resources was

done by the developers of the Network Description Language (NDL) [140] in creating a

model for describing optical transport networks. The defined NDL ontology model used

RDF language. In [141] ORCA extended NDL to define a more powerful model using

Ontology Web Language (OWL), naming it NDL-OWL.1.0

Later, an extensible network description schema called the Network Mark-up Language

(NML) that is based on the NDL [140] scheme is proposed for possible standardization

within the Open Grid Forum (OGF). The NML specification includes only a primitive

definition of virtual links and nodes and does not provide finalized schemes and properties

of VRs [26]. Obviously, the aforementioned efforts in resource modeling are network-

oriented models, in the sense that NML and NDL modeled the network components only.

Incorporating the concept of virtualization in the modeling schema has been carried out

in the Infrastructure and Network Description Language (INDL) [142] that appeared in

GEYSERS EU-FP7 project and the NOVI federation platform. INDL aims to capture

the concept of virtualization in computing infrastructures and to describe the storage and

computing capabilities of the resources. It is worth mentioning that the INDL ontology is

built upon the NML ontology.

GEYSERS adopted INDL and extended it in order to define its information model.

Figure 4.1 represents GEYSERS’s main information model with classes and service hier-

archical components. This model incorporates a description for a resource in a computing
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infrastructure. INDL appears as a promising solution that considers the cloud resources

in terms of VMs. However, it still differentiates between the cloud resources and network

resources in some concepts and properties. This differentiation stimulates this work to

define a unified model for the VR, i.e., virtual machine, virtual disk, and virtual switch are

uniformly defined as a VR. The adoption of resource modeling is motivated by the concept

Figure 4.1: Main IMF model for INDL [11]

that different framework components need a common understanding of how resources are

represented and how they interact with each other. In addition, the presence of diverse and

heterogeneous resources in the proposed approach encourages the use of a simple, sharable,

and extensible approach for representing knowledge in a cloud computing environment.

Consequently, the proposed framework is based on the existence of an ontology that

represents syntactic and semantic information of resources, unifies the view of the available

resources and unifies their treatments. This set of findings motivates our proposed ontology

model. The popularity of using ontology in representing many real-world domains stems

from ontology’s capability in representing the syntactic and semantic information in a

machine-readable format. In order to guarantee efficient resource modeling in the desired

framework, the use of OWL [143] [144] has been adopted to model the proposed unified

ontology for VR within the presented system. OWL describes modeled data by using sets
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of classes and properties, and provides the flexibility and extensibility necessary within

pervasive environments. Moreover, the proposed ontology is designed by extending the

INDL capabilities and focusing on the connectivity between the resources that realize the

composition methodology efficiently.

Figure 4.2: Proposed VR ontology

Figure 4.2 presents the proposed VR ontology model. This model represents three main

concepts of the VR; services, parameters, and interface concepts. The services concept

describes the type of services that can be performed by a VR, such as compute, storage,

and network. The parameters concept describes the VR’s functional and non-functional

attributes. Finally, the interface concept presents the type of interface this resource has,

e.g. Ethernet or ATM. One of the significant properties of the proposed model is the

Connectedto property between VRs. This property represents the connectivity between
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VRs in the pool. Phase-2 of the proposed approach mainly relies on this property in its

operation. Applying virtualization techniques on the physical resources of the datacenter

following the proposed VR model creates the VR repository pool. In addition, the physical

network connectivity is represented in that repository by the VR connectedto property.

By defining a unified model for all heterogeneous and diverse datacenter resources, the

first step in the proposed approach is achieved. The existence of the populated VRs in

the virtual resource repository constitutes the search space where resources are utilized by

the composition algorithm. This space is characterized by a large number of resources.

Moreover, adopting ontology-based modeling in our approach allows the use of a reasoning

capability associated with the defined model. However, the degree of expressivity [145]

of the proposed ontology model impacts its operation efficiency. Therefore, we considered

in our design the expressiveness characteristic in building the desired ontology model, in

the sense that the number of classes, properties, and existential rules are limited so as

to overcome high computational complexity. Furthermore, we address in designing the

unified VR model, the trade-off between the expressivity and its abstraction such that it

achieves high performance for the proposed approach. Based on [145] in classifying different

expressivity levels, the proposed model is characterized as a simple OWL-Lite with low

load and query times as complexity metrics. This classification ensures the efficiency of

the developed ontology regarding memory consumption and processing time overheads.

Following the expressivity level specification, selecting an appropriate reasoning engine

manipulates the ontology model efficiently and impacts its performance. The reasoning

engine manipulation is mainly a resource classification operation that forms a reduced

search space. Thus, adopting an adequate reasoning engine ensures the proposed model

consistency, performs resource classification, and prevents any repetition or conflict in the

relationships among the model components [145].

In that context, a tableau-based algorithm reasoner is employed, e.g., Pellet, with the

support of DL-based query languages, e.g., SPARQL as a semantic web query language.
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SPARQL (and its extensions) is the most widely-used query language for the Semantic

Web and the only language that is a W3C Recommendation [146]. Furthermore, it is fully

supported in several implementations. Some research work has been conducted on the

semantic approach as a cloud resource allocation technique and using ontology-based mod-

eling for the cloud resources, e.g., [147], [148]. For a large pool of VRs, using a reasoning

engine performs QoS class classification properly and reduces the search space for resource

discovery. In the proposed approach, a reasoning engine is put in operation during the ex-

ecution of the proposed approach. Moreover, reasoning engine functionalities are achieved

by executing SPARQL query language that queries the ontology model efficiently. Adop-

tion of the reasoning engine in the background while the composition is working achieved

automatic classification and update for the VRP.It is worth mentioning that SPARQL

query language provides more efficient reasoning mechanisms than other existing semantic

query languages. Exploiting the reasoning feature in SPARQL has many advantages: (1)

it handles the scalability issues for reducing the search space, (2) it handles the problems

incurred due to incomplete requests from the customers, and (3) it simplifies the resource

discovery complexity [149].

4.2.2 Composition Strategy

Some similar research work has adopted web service composition methodologies to com-

pose SaaS and PaaS services, where a new web service is composed of a set of existing web

services to accomplish the requested task. These research efforts follow the abstract service

composition concept of combining existing services into a new service in order to fulfill the

request. However, the main challenge is how to choose which services will satisfy the user

requirements, especially if there are many candidate services with the same functionality

but different QoS attributes. There are many methods and models employed to solve this

problem [150], most of them treating web service composition as an AI planning problem

and using biologically inspired algorithms such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), the
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Genetic Algorithm (GA) [151], and the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). In addition, there

exist research proposals that address the composition strategy utilizing the multi-agent

framework and agent corporations, e.g., [152], [153], and [138]. All these possible solutions

help in building an autonomous, scalable, adaptable, and reliable service provisioning so-

lution [154].

For IaaS service, many attempts have been performed to realize composite network

cloud infrastructure services [155] [156], particularly when the network is involved in most

of the recent applications and cloud services. Since network QoS has a significant impact

on the provisioned cloud service performance, network and cloud services are best modeled

and analyzed as a composite service. This recommendation has been embraced in the

early stage by defining a unified model for VRs. The following key concepts form the

foundation of our approach and offer a promising basis for network and cloud infrastructure

composition.

4.3 Key Foundation Concepts

Four key foundation concepts that build up the proposed ontology-based resource allo-

cation approach are introduced. A VRP representation is created when the datacenter’s

diverse resources, e.g. compute, storage, and network are represented following the prede-

fined unified VR model then collected in that pool. The approach presented here defines

a combined controller named the composer that exploits the two main concepts, seman-

tic similarity and closeness centrality, in order to accomplish its task. Furthermore, the

random walk technique is elaborated as a driver technique for the virtual infrastructure

composition.
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4.3.1 Virtual Resource Pool (VRP)

The datacenter as a massive resource repository has become an efficient and promising

infrastructure for supporting the growth of requested resources and cloud services. A

virtualized datacenter is created by applying virtualization techniques to physical resources,

including server, storage, and network. In addition, the virtualized datacenter provides a

solution for better flexible resource management. Virtualization techniques with a unified

VR model have been used as a solution that serves different demand patterns with diverse

and heterogeneous resources. As a result, a virtualized unified resource repository, the

VRP, is created. This pool generalizes the representation of all the available resources in

the datacenter by adopting the unified VR model presented in Figure 4.2.

Furthermore, the creation of the pool with different QoS classes leads to variant granu-

larities of VRs in the pool. The VRP is reshaped periodically after each successful resource

allocation iteration. In addition, the granularity of different VRs, with periodic updating,

copes with the fluctuations in IaaS demand patterns and implies the dynamic characteris-

tics of the proposed resource allocation approach. Reliance on a preexisting VRP supports

the presented approach in many ways. It (1) contributes to the approach being different

from existing resource allocation techniques that work directly on the physical layer, (2)

ensures uniform treatment of the resources and the convergence management of networking

and computing resources as well, (3) reduces the dependency of the presented approach

components on resource types, and (4) bridges gaps that may occur due to the diversity

and heterogeneity of resources.

4.3.2 Semantic Similarity Evaluation

Semantic approaches have been proposed in the past as a means for enhancing web service

search mechanisms [157] [158] [159] [160]. This was later utilized to cluster peers with sim-

ilar content to become part of the same Semantic Overlay Network (SON). Furthermore,
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such clustering reduced communication costs and increased searching query accuracy lev-

els. However successful composition processes are highly dependent on the mechanism for

filtering and selecting of services. As such, the dynamic composition of services requires an

understanding of the capabilities and compatibilities of services. Full automation of com-

position is still an object of ongoing research, while partial automation of composition has

had more success in the past. With semantic web technology full automation has become

more feasible. Through semantics, information is given a well-defined meaning thus better

enabling collaboration between computers and people.

Extensive research has been conducted in regard to semantic manipulations in web

services [161] [162] [163]. Autonomic composition of web services involves the need to

support some degree of semantic evaluation of such services. Ontologies play an impor-

tant role in the semantic-driven service composition. In the context of semantic cloud

computing, ontology has been defined as representing cloud concepts, services, and their

semantic relations. In order to enhance the opportunity for discovering appropriate cloud

services, a similarity evaluation method was devised. This similarity evaluation method

uses a semantic similarity metric that plays a vital role in evaluating the matching between

two concepts. Similarity in its general form is divided into five categories [164] [165]: Ex-

act, Subset, Subsume, Intersect, and Disjoint. The presented resource allocation approach

exploits the efficiency that is provided by this evaluation method to assess the matching

between cloud resources. Semantic similarity ensures that a matching result occurs and

leads to an increase in resource allocation accuracy. Similarity evaluation is designed to

increase the chance of finding relevant alternatives of a resource. The degree of similarity

is normalized, ranging from 1 for an exact match to 0 for disjoint [138].

Three kinds of reasoning methods are devised to achieve semantic similarity measure-

ment [138] over a cloud ontology: similarity reasoning, compatibility reasoning, and nu-

merical reasoning.
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• Similarity reasoning: determines the similarity between two concepts in the ontol-

ogy by counting common reachable nodes; it represents the degree of commonality

between concepts, i.e., how much concept x and concept y share in common. For

example the similarity between two concepts x and y can be determined by counting

their common reachable nodes as follows:

Sim(x, y) = ρ
|α(x) ∩ α(y)|
|α(x)|

+ (1− ρ)
|α(x) ∩ α(y)|
|α(y)|

(4.1)

Where ρ ∈ [0, 1]

• Compatibility reasoning: determines the similarity between two sibling concepts in

the cloud ontology based on their label values, e.g., determining the compatibility

between two different versions of a software. These sibling nodes will have a high

degree of similarity, but differ only in terms of their chronological ordering. For

example the similarity between two concepts x and y can be determined as follows:

Sîm(x, y) = Sim(x, y) +
0.8|cx−cy |

10
(4.2)

Compatibility reasoning formula consists of two parts: (1) measuring the degree of

similarity between x and y, and (2) differentiating between x and y in terms of their

chronological ordering. Where cx and cy are the label values of x and y respectively,

that represent the chronological orderings of different versions of a software.

• Numerical reasoning: determines the similarity between two numeric concepts based

on their label values. The similarity between two numeric values in same domain can

be calculated as following formula:

Sim(a, b, c) = 1−
∣∣∣∣ a− b

Maxc −Minc

∣∣∣∣ (4.3)

where a and b are numeric values and c is the concept. Maxc and Minc are the
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upper and lower limits of concept c values, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that, the proposed unified ontology represents the VR specifications

(e.g., CPU, mem, and storage) which are numeric values. Thus, similarity and compatibil-

ity reasoning are most fit the evaluation of cloud SaaS and PaaS ontologies, since they have

many concepts that are built in a hierarchical level and have a chronological order. How-

ever, in our research concerning IaaS service, Numerical reasoning is the most appropriate

method, since all the data properties representing the unified VR model are numerical

values. Moreover, the proposed unified VR model contains few concepts without chrono-

logical order. Furthermore, the running reasoning engine exploits the semantic represented

by Connectedto property in manipulating the proposed approach phases. A comprehen-

sive example that illustrates the reasoning methods mentioned above is presented in the

supplemental materials in [138].

As an example that illustrates the numerical similarity measurement, it is assumed

that the customer submits a request for a resource with the following attributes: CPU =

1.2GHz, memory = 512MB, storage = 750GB. Meanwhile, different VR granularities

exist in the pool and are specified by the CSP. For example, assume that there exists a VR in

the pool with the following attributes: CPU = 2GHz,memory = 1GB, storage = 750GB.

The upper/lower limits of the attribute values in any published VR are constrained by the

actual physical server capacity in the datacenter. These limits are defined as Maxc and

Minc in the formula (e.g. Maxc = 4 and Minc = 1 for CPU). The similarity evaluation

is carried out between the requested resource and a sample VR in the pool (e.g. VM as a

compute resource) and is calculated as follows:

Sim(2, 1.2, CPU) = 1−
∣∣∣∣2− 1.2

4− 1

∣∣∣∣ = 0.733 (4.4)

This equation illustrates that the similarity between the requested resource and this VM

is 0.733 for the CPU attribute. As well, with regard to memory, storage, and network
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attributes, the same formula is applied. Semantic similarity measurement evaluates the

matching between resources and is designed to increase the opportunity of finding a solu-

tion. It has been observed that semantic similarity always ensures a matching degree that

varies from VR to another.

4.3.3 Closeness Centrality Evaluation

In graph theory and network analysis scope, several measures exist to calculate the cen-

trality of a node within a graph (e.g., degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector

centrality) [139]. Closeness centrality is one of the centrality measures that is widely used

in complex network analysis; it uses the distance between nodes to measure the centrality

of a node and to evaluate the importance of a node in the network graph. Closeness cen-

trality of a node is evaluated by measuring the distance between the desired node and all

other nodes in the network and this measurement reflects the node importance within the

network. If the node is in the center of the network it has a high value, while small value

nodes are edge nodes [139].

The well-known closeness centrality definition states, “The closeness of a node ni is the

reciprocal of the sum of geodesic distances to all other nodes reachable from it” [139], and

it is mathematically represented as follows:

Cc(ni) =
1∑N

j=1 d(i, j)
(4.5)

This formula scores the closeness centrality of a node ni with respect to all nodes in a

network of size N , where d(i, j) is the geodesic distance between node ni and node nj in

the desired network. It is worth mentioning that, in our approach, the defined distance in

the closeness centrality metric is measured by counting the number of hops between each

two nodes.

For efficient resource allocation, the presented approach utilizes the guidance of cen-
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trality analysis and adapts the closeness centrality measurement, since closeness centrality

measures the distances between VRs in the pool and ensures the proximity of the hosting

resources for the same request. The proposed approach adapts the closeness centrality

in both phases; Phase-1 applies the locality-aware principle in the form of measuring the

closeness of one candidate VR to other candidate VRs in the same request as in Eq.

(4.5). As well, Phase-2 utilizes the guidance of closeness centrality in terms of the shortest

path between the mapped resources in the solution space for an efficient connectivity path

composition. Thus, using closeness centrality ensures the proximity of the discovered re-

sources, confirms the correctness of the discovery direction, utilizes the resources efficiently

(conserving bandwidth), and prevents resource consumption during the composition [139].

In this research, we argue that the integration of semantic similarity and closeness

centrality enriches the presented approach such that it maximizes the throughput of the

IaaS provider and optimizes the datacenter resource utilization. Also, the adoption of these

concepts achieves good results in the performance evaluation and confirms the presented

approach as a promising solution for datacenter poor-resource utilization.

4.3.4 Biased Random Walk Technique

Many techniques have been implemented to discover a path in a physical network. The

most popular technique is the flooding technique. However, flooding the network with

advertisements searching for a particular resource consumes the network’s resources and

is ill-suited for VR discovery. Instead, a Random Walk (RW) technique [166] is adopted.

This technique utilizes fewer resources than flooding during the network discovery process.

Also, this technique fits the received incomplete information about the connecting topology

of the requested VI. RW explores the intermediate VRs step by step while the composition

proceeds.

In order to compose the connectivity paths efficiently, an adapted Biased Random Walk
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(BRW) is used. By using a BRW, a significant reduction in discovery time and excessive

resource consumption over conventional RW is observed. In BRW, a bias metric (bm) is

defined as the sum of the aforementioned evaluation measurements, i.e., semantic similarity

and closeness centrality. This metric controls the discovery process, in the sense that it

biases the next hop VR discovery and guides the connectivity composition operation.

4.4 2-Phase Composition as a Resource Allocation Technique

In this section, a Two-Phase IaaS resource allocation approach (2P-IaaS) is proposed: (i)

the hosting resources mapping phase, and (ii) the connectivity composition phase. The

proposed two-phase IaaS resource allocation approach is characterized by:

• Modeling datacenter individual resources using a unified VR ontology model followed

by creating the virtual resource pool.

• Uniform treatment of all the available VRs in the pool.

• Using an efficient 2P-IaaS resource allocation algorithm that performs reasoning on

the ontology model and implements semantic similarity with closeness centrality as

evaluation measurement techniques.

• Exploiting a network discovery technique that explores IaaS request network topology

guided by the semantic representation of the unified ontology.

The proposed approach defines two business entities: (1) the IaaS service provider

who owns the datacenter, and is responsible for establishing the VRP, and (2) the cloud

customer who explores the provider service catalog and submits an IaaS request. The

centralized entity, the composer, is responsible for receiving the customer IaaS request for

infrastructure and performing the composition. A received IaaS request is modeled in

an abstract way as shown in Figure 4.3. In this figure, a set of VRs is connected to a
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Figure 4.3: IaaS request Abstract Output [6]

virtual switch using a bidirectional link with QoS constraints. This abstraction is modeled

as IaaSreq = (nres,con), where nres denotes a set of VRs and con represents the set

of connectivity QoS constraints among these resources [6]. The proposed composition

algorithm 2P-IaaS phases execute cooperatively. In Phase-1; the hosting resource mapping

phase starts to discover and map the requested resources from the virtual pool. In Phase-

2; the connectivity composition phase starts immediately after the completion of the first

phase. In addition, the hosting resources mapping phase interferes with the composition

phase in discovering and mapping the intermediate networking resources.

4.4.1 Phase-1: The Hosting Resource Mapping Phase

In Phase-1, the composer is concerned with VR discovery from the VRP for the submit-

ted requests. Figure 4.4 provides a simplified view of Phase-1 execution. The operational

steps start by the customer submitting his request. After the request submission (step 1),

Resi, i ∈ (1..N), the composer extracts the requested resource’s parameters (Res(i)fun). In

order to discover the requested resource in the VR pool, the composer starts to query the

VR pool using a formulated SPARQL with the extracted parameters (step 2). As a result

of SPARQL execution, a reduced search space is created. This search space contains the

candidate resources for the requested resource (step 3). To increase the candidate resource

selection accuracy, the composer performs semantic similarity and closeness centrality eval-
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Figure 4.4: Phase-1: VR discovery steps

uations on the reduced search space. The composer evaluates the similarity between the

requested resource (Resi) and the reduced (VRs) by applying sim(Res(i)func, V R(j)func),

sim(Res(i)non−f , V R(j)non−f ) evaluations (step 4). A ranked score for each candidate VR

is calculated by aggregating its similarity scores as follows:

RankScoreResi−V Rj
= sim(Res(i)func, V R(j)func)+sim(Res(i)non−f , V R(j)non−f ), i ∈ N, j ∈M.

(4.6)

Where N is the number of requested resources in one request and M is the number of

reduced VRs candidate for selection for each requested resource. The highest ranked score

represents the best-fit (VR) for the requested (Res). Then, the successfully discovered

resources are saved in (vrlist), and the discovery phase for the next requested VR com-

mences. This process continues until all the requested resources in NRes are discovered.

After completing the discovery operation, the output of Phase-1, the successfully discov-
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ered resources that are stored in the vrlist are fed to phase-2 to finalize the composition

(step 5). The reasoning engine operations appeared in different steps during the execution

of Phase-1. Firstly, the SPARQL query is formulated based on the submitted request from

the customer then executed by the reasoning engine. Thus, the reasoning engine, in that

case, accepts any submitted forms, i.e., it accepts customized requests with missing infor-

mation and manipulates the ontology efficiently to obtain accurate solutions. Secondly,

the reduced resource pool is created as a result of executing the SPARQL query, so clas-

sification and reduction in the search space are achieved. Finally, the composer executes

the reasoning engine to update the pool and check the model consistency after a successful

composition. Algorithm 3 provides the detailed steps for the 2P-IaaS operation. As soon

as Phase-1 has completed its work, Phase-2 starts.

4.4.2 Phase-2: The Connectivity Composition Phase

Phase-2 is responsible for composing the connectivity among the discovered resources that

are stored in vrlist, while respecting the IaaS request QoS constraints con. This phase

involves VR discovery for intermediate resources as well. Figure 4.5 explains the Phase-2

execution steps in sequence. Initially, VR composition receives the discovered VRs list

that represents the infrastructure virtual resources (IV R). The connectivity composition

phase operates recursively for each pair of discovered VRs in the vrlist. The composer

defines IV Rs as a source node and IV Rd as a destination node (steps 1 and 2). Starting

from IV Rs moving towards IV Rd, the composer consults the VR pool ontology database

using SPARQL and the connectedto property of the source IV Rs (step 3A). As a result,

a reduced search space is created containing a set of networked resources (VRs) that are

directly connected to the source node IV Rs and can join the connectivity path (step 3B).

The composer starts to exploit the semantic similarity measurements to evaluate the degree

of matching between the reduced search space and the requested QoS specifications.
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Algorithm 1 2P-IaaS Algorithm Pseudo code

1: Input: IaaSrequest IaaSreq = (nres,con)
2: Output: Virtual topology (connecting nres and satisfying con
3: Steps:
4: Phase 1: Hosting resources mapping
5: Input: IaaSrequest IaaSreq = (nres,con)
6: Output: vrlist (successfully discovered nres)
7: for each resi in nres do
8: Extract resparami

9: vr= Discover(resi,resparami,resi−1,resparami−1)
10: if (vr is NULL) then
11: Rejected++
12: Break
13: else
14: vrlist← vr
15: end if
16: end for
17: Phase 2: Connectivity Composition
18: Input: vrlist
19: Output: Topology connecting vrlist
20: if size(vrlist) > 0 then
21: for each pair (vri,vri+1) in vrlist do
22: temp vr ← vri

23: while (temp vr ̸= vri+1) do
24: vri ← temp vr
25: temp vr=Discover(vri,Connectedto,vri+1, parami+1)
26: if (temp vr is NULL) then
27: Rejected++
28: Break
29: else
30: connectivitypath← temp vr
31: end if
32: end while
33: topology ← connectivitypath
34: end for
35: end if
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Figure 4.5: Phase-2: Connectivity composition steps

A set of similarity measurements that guide the composition process are carried out

as follows: evaluate the semantic similarity between the discovered VR (IV Rs) and the

reduced search space VRs parameters, e.g., sim(IV Rfun, V Rfun), and evaluate the close-

ness of the reduced search space VRs towards the defined destination node (IV Rd), e.g.,

closeness(V R, IV Rd) (steps 3C and D). The composer utilizes the BRW technique re-

cursively to discover intermediate nodes. In each discovery iteration, a RankScore is

calculated as the sum of the similarity evaluation and the closeness evaluation score. And

thus, the highest-score VR is chosen and joins the connectivity path. The process continue

by feeding the highest rank score VR to the next iteration in the connectivity composition.

This cycle is repeated for each intermediate VR discovery until (IV Rd ) is reached. Fi-

nally, the composer executes the reasoning engine to update the pool declaring a successful

composition has been achieved (step 4). The successfully composed connectivity path is

stored in the topology which is the output of the 2P-IaaS algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Discover Function Pseudo code

1: Discover (resi, parami,resj, paramj)
2: resultset← consult ontologydb(resi,parami)
3: while (resultset is NULL) and ( Ntrials ̸= 0) do
4: Relax parami

5: Ntrials−−
6: end while
7: if resultset is NULL then
8: Ntrials← T
9: Return NULL
10: else
11: for each vr in resultset do
12: eval1 ← sim(resfunc,vrfunc)
13: eval2 ← Sim(resnon−func,vrnon−func)
14: eval3 ← eval closeness(vr,resj)
15: rankscoreres−vr ← eval1 + eval2 + eval3
16: rankscoresvr ← rankscoreres−vr

17: end for
18: r resultset← rank(rankscores)
19: vr← highest(r resultset)
20: Return vr
21: end if

Algorithm 2 elaborates the Discover function. This function is used in both phases

with different parameters and objectives. In Phase-1, the Discover function performs the

semantic similarity and closeness centrality evaluations between the requested resource and

the VR pool utilizing the requested resource parameters. In Phase-2, the Discover func-

tion is carried out between a successfully discovered resource and all the directly connected

resources utilizing the Connectedto property while respecting the QoS requirement con.

In both phases, the Discover function consults the ontology model using SPARQL query

searching for VRs in the pool. IF the returned result set from the resource pool consultation

is empty, it means that there are no available resources, the algorithm starts to relax the

query to get a result set for evaluation. This relaxation process repeated Ntrials for each

query with NULL result set. Otherwise, the request is subsequently counted as a rejected

request. As such, the accumulated evaluation result represented by RankScore is inter-

preted differently in the two phases. In Phase-1, RankScore reflects the degree of matching
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and the proximity of the discovered VRs to each other, while in Phase-2, RankScore acts

as the (bm) that guides the BRW technique. Furthermore, the relaxation achieved in

Phase-2 while discovering the inter-networking resources act as a backtracking steps in

performing the connectivity composition efficiently. Finally, the RankScore is ranked and

the highest match value is returned as the Discover result. In Phase-2, the reasoning

engine role appeared in both the composition algorithm and the discovery function as well

through consulting the VRP looking for networking resources; this consultation resulted

in a reduced search space, so, classification and reduced resource pool is achieved by the

reasoning operation. Moreover, discovering the connectivity using the Connectedto prop-

erty is achieved by exploiting reasoning capabilities in performing inference on the defined

ontology. The merit of using ontology reasoning is exploiting the SPARQL customized

formulation in consulting the ontology and inference new connectivity information. Also,

the periodic update for the resource pool after the successful composition is achieved auto-

matically by the reasoning engine. The composer indicates the success of the IaaS resource

allocation process when it successfully passes the two phases; otherwise, the IaaS request

is marked as rejected.

4.4.3 Illustrative Composition Example

Before we start elaborating the proposed algorithm performance evaluation, we present

an illustrative example. This example explains the fundamental steps in the algorithm.

Assume that we have a VI request as shown in figure 4.6. This request incorporates

end-points represented as compute (VM) and storage (VDisk) with a network connecting

topology among these endpoints. Furthermore, for each end-point, the customer specifies

QoS requirements in terms of CPU, Storage, and memory for end-points. Also, QoS for

network connectivity has been specified in terms of the required bandwidth and end-to-end

delay. As shown in the figure, no topology specifications are available, and this missing

information constitutes the novelty and power which exist in our proposed approach. It is
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Figure 4.6: Example on IaaS request adapted from [12]

required to allocate the appropriate resources for end-points and to compose the connect-

ing topology among these end-points while respecting the desired QoS. Moreover, figure

4.7 represents the desired output after executing the composition algorithm. In more de-

tail, this figure shows the generated traffic pattern between the allocated end-points. In

similar composition algorithms for VN embedding [132], the system allows the customers

to specify the topology of the connections e.g. bus, star, or mesh topology. However, the

composition algorithm’s superiority was shown by its discovering the connectivity topology

step-by-step without prior knowledge of the underlying physical network connectivity and

without knowing the requested topology. This characteristic confirms the applicability of

our approach to many network topologies.

In our example, the composition algorithm starts by discovering the end-points in

Phase-1. Then, in Phase-2, the algorithm proceeds with composing the connectivity be-

tween each pair of the discovered end-points avoiding any repetitions in link allocation.

The algorithm ends up with the traffic pattern shown in figure 4.7. It is worth mentioning
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that the output topology follows the underlying datacenter physical topology, e.g., fat-tree

topology, although there is missing information regarding the physical network topology

and the requested topology, the composition algorithm performed the connectivity compo-

sition operations accurately and blindly, only adopting the Connectedto property associated

with each VR in the pool.

Figure 4.7: Desired output from the composition

4.4.4 Composition Algorithm Complexity

Regarding the complexity analysis of the proposed approach, consider the situation where

the management system received M requests. For each request, consider n requested re-

sources. Phase-1 requires O(n).O(Discovery) to discover n resources, and Phase-2 requires

O(m.n− 1).O(Discovery) to compose the connectivity paths for a request where m is the

maximum number of intermediate VRs in a path. Furthermore, assume that we have a

VRP with v resources, and we conducted t trials for discovering each requested resource

n. The main function in both phases, the Discover function, requires at the worst case

O(t.v) to consult the ontology repository for candidates resources of size c and O(c2) to
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sort and rank the selected candidate resources. Also, the ontology load and query time are

taken into consideration while dimensioning the search space. Thus, the Discover function

complexity is represented by O(t.v.c2).

Obviously, the complexity of the Discover function grows with the increasing size of the

VRP and number of trials. Therefore, a scalability issue threatens the proposed solution

applicability. To sum up, the 2P-IaaS composition algorithm mainly relies on Phase-1;

this phase utilizes reasoning in performing classification and reducing the search space.

Also, Phase-1 is responsible for discovering and assigning resources such that it utilizes

the resources efficiently. The integration of semantic similarity with closeness centrality

realizes the locality-aware principle that alleviates the occurrence of blocking events [6] [5].

4.5 Performance Evaluation and Numerical Results

As proof of concept, to assess the efficiency of the 2P-IaaS approach presented, extensive

simulations were carried out. In the following section, the setting of the simulation envi-

ronment will be presented, along with a description of the experiments, the performance

evaluation metrics used, and then the results obtained.

4.5.1 Experiment Environment

Consider a small-scale datacenter with 320 physical machines, 16 top-of-rack switches,

8 aggregate switches, and 4 core switches. Physical resources are connected using Clos

topology which provides extensive path diversity [4]. Each physical machine has 4 CPU

cores, 8 GB of memory, 1 TB of storage and contains a 1 Gbps network adapter. The

inter-switch bandwidth on Clos topology is 1 Gbps.

The presented ontology model was developed in OWL-2 language as a standard ontology

language proposed by W3C and using protege [167]. The Jena API was adopted as a
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framework that allows both SPARQL query execution and reasoning operations. IaaS

requests were generated randomly following Poisson distribution by varying the arrival

rate from four IaaS requests per 100 time units to eight IaaS requests per 100 time units.

The lifetime duration of the IaaS requests followed an exponential distribution with an

average of a 5000 time-unit window. QoS requirements of the submitted IaaS request

were randomly specified following a uniform distribution among three defined QoS classes:

gratis, middle, and production [131]. The experimental assessment was carried out through

the CloudSim framework [168] as a discrete event simulator.

The on-line simulation methodology was followed in serving the incoming IaaS requests

in the conducted simulation, such that the incoming requests were arranged in a FIFO

queue according to their arrival time. Moreover, the performance evaluation of the pro-

posed ontology-based resource allocation approach was carried out against SecondNet [5]

and Oktopus [6] as benchmarks.

4.5.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics

In order to compare 2P-IaaS to SecondNet [5] and Oktopus [6] benchmarks, the following

performance metrics were measured:

• Acceptance ratio: measured as the ratio of accepted IaaS requests to their overall

submitted requests in a given period.

• Datacenter resource utilization: measured as the ratio between the resources used(CPU,

memory, storage, and bandwidth) and their overall capacity in the datacenter at a

certain point in time.
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Table 4.1: 2P-IaaS Composition: IaaS Request Acceptance

Number of IaaS Requests
IaaS Serving Approach 500 600 700 800

2P-IaaS # Accepted IaaS 437 521 577 601
Acceptance Ratio 87% 87% 82% 75%

Oktopus # Accepted IaaS 437 495 493 536
Acceptance Ratio 87% 83% 70% 67%

SecondNet # Accepted IaaS 49 57 74 80
Acceptance Ratio 10% 10% 11% 10%

4.5.3 Evaluation Results

Through extensive experiments, the IaaS request acceptance ratio was evaluated among

the aforementioned benchmarks. The proposed algorithm was evaluated with an increasing

number of IaaS requests, from 500 to 800 requests. Table 4.1 shows the acceptance ratios

for a different set of mixed QoS class IaaS requests. As expected, the proposed 2P-IaaS

outperformed benchmarks Oktopus and SecondNet. It is clear that at the lowest number

of received requests, i.e., 500, the acceptance ratio for the three algorithms are close to

each other. However, with increasing numbers of received requests, the proposed 2P-IaaS

is superior to the others. It is worth mentioning that the achieved relaxation in both

phases contributes significantly in our approach acceptance ratio among the benchmarks,

however at the expense of the algorithm execution time. The SecondNet VDC resource

allocation approach is mainly based on a bipartite graph algorithm with min-cost flow

to map VMs onto physical servers. Further, SecondNet adopted a Breadth-First Search

(BFS) as the shortest-path algorithm for links. The resulting clique topology in SecondNet

possesses dense connectivity that makes it difficult for the provider to multiplex multiple

IaaS requests on the underlying network infrastructure and this result in a lower acceptance

ratio. As a result, a less efficient cloud resource usage is observed as shown in the Figures

4.8a to 4.8d. The other benchmark, Oktopus, relied on a virtual cluster greedy-allocation

approach illustrating an IaaS request acceptance ratio closer to 2P-IaaS. However, with
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(a) CPU utilization (b) Memory utilization

(c) Storage utilization (d) Bandwidth utilization

Figure 4.8: 2P-IaaS Composition Resource Utilization

increasing IaaS requests, a greedy heuristic algorithm designed just for satisfying capacity

requirements may not be efficient.

Moreover, figures (4.8a, 4.8b, 4.8c and 4.8d) confirm the efficient resource utilization

of the proposed 2P-IaaS. The results show the superiority of the proposed composition

algorithm 2P-IaaS in terms of CPU, memory, storage, and bandwidth utilization over the

benchmarks. Obviously, approaches with low utilization values are efficient in their re-

sources usage than others with high utilization level. Thus, although SecondNet achieved

the best utilization levels in CPU, memory, and storage, it possesses a lower acceptance

ratio, which impacts its overall efficiency. Moreover, the proposed 2P-IaaS achieved a bet-

ter utilization (i.e., low utilization levels) than Oktopus in CPU, memory, and storage,

and the best bandwidth utilization among both benchmarks. Indeed, using virtualization

techniques and the ontology-based solution with reasoning capability resulted in minimal
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datacenter resource utilization as well as less blocking of IaaS requests. The integration of

semantic similarity, closeness centrality and BRW techniques in the proposed approach pro-

vides an efficient methodology for datacenter resource allocation. Moreover, the proposed

composition algorithm 2P-IaaS can be applied to various tree-like datacenter topologies

(e.g. fat-tree).

4.6 Composition Approach Limitations

Although ontology-based modeling has been applied in different research fields, it possesses

limitations with regards to the growing scale in the search space. Particularly in the cloud

computing environment, the ever-growing scale in the search space highlights this issue.

In that context, the ontology model load time and response time are the most important

performance metrics that evaluate the scalability of the ontology model and the growing

search space, where:

• Load Time is defined as the time consumed to load the ontology and check its con-

sistency including the time to do any preparation before querying, i.e., populating

the resource pool.

• Response Time is defined as the time measured starting with executing the query and

ending when all the query results were stored into a local variable, without iterating

the results.

Regarding the ontology load time, the designed ontology-model expressivity level controlled

this metric and performed well in a reasonable time. However, ever-growing search space of

managed resources leads to a significantly growing response time. Furthermore, performing

re-querying trials in the search space looking for candidate resources contributes to response

time as well. This increase in response time increases the time complexity for the running

algorithms and impacts the efficiency of the overall approach in large search spaces.
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Table 4.2: 2P-IaaS Composition: Execution Time Analysis

Measured Time (sec)
# IaaS Requests Load Time Discovery Time Composition Time Total Sim.

500 IaaS 2.124 97.080 0.717 17460.7
600 IaaS 2.141 119.954 0.917 21964.4
700 IaaS 2.350 191.535 1.167 26541.5
800 IaaS 2.102 335.789 1.257 31820.7

In 4.2, the table shows the performance of the proposed 2P-IaaS composition algo-

rithm with increasing number of IaaS requests regards the ontology load time, the average

time for discovering time (Phase-1 and Phase-2), the average time for composition time

(Phase-2) and the overall measured simulation time. It is clear that loading the ontology

consumes less time in loading, that ensures the efficient ontology design considering the on-

tology expressivity. The low values for the average discovery and composition time ensures

the efficiency of the adopted reasoning engine. However, the time consuming in the total

simulation time reflects the multiple iterations achieved and the backtrack with relaxation

conditions that we proposed in our algorithms. Moreover, the growing search space and the

increasing number of IaaS requests contribute significantly on the total simulation time.

This observation limits the applicability of the proposed approach to small-scale datacen-

ters as well as small numbers of requests. Also, the results shown in table 4.1 confirmed this

conclusion, where a noticeable decrease in the acceptance ratio of the proposed approach

occurs with the increasing numbers of IaaS requests, although 2P-IaaS achieved a high

acceptance ratio among the benchmarks. This highlights an existing scalability challenge

in the presented composition algorithm.

Another limitation exists in the adopted semantic similarity equation 4.3. In the sense

that, the adopted equation does not differentiate between the over/under- provisioning

cases, i.e., if a customer asks for a VM with CPU = 2GHz, and the available VMs at the

pool are with 1GHz and 3GHz, the output of the similarity equation will be the same.

However, the customer will not be satisfied with the resource with CPU = 1GHz, since
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it is under his estimation. Customers all the time are looking for over provisioning with

lower cost, at least their exact requirement but not under provisioning resources.

4.7 Summary

This chapter presents an efficient heuristic approach for cloud IaaS resource allocation, 2P-

IaaS. The novelty of this approach resides in the employment of ontology-based modeling

in representing a unified VRP for datacenter resources, employing reasoning capability,

and exploiting semantic similarity, closeness centrality, and random walk techniques while

solving the resource allocation problem.

A brief background of resource modeling was introduced. Key foundation concepts,

which the presented approach relies on, were presented, including generalized VRP, seman-

tic similarity, closeness centrality and random walk techniques. The presented approach

exploits the inherent characteristics of ontology-based modeling to discover the requested

resources efficiently and adopts semantic similarity measurements for evaluation. Further-

more, closeness centrality and random walk discovery were used to assemble the discovered

resources forming the desired topology. The use of ontology-based modeling supports the

resource-allocation-efficient solution in multiple directions. It (1) unifies diverse resource

representation in the pool, (2) automates the composition algorithm that subsequently

automates the resource allocation solution, and (3) exploits the reasoning capabilities of

the ontology in achieving model consistency and performing classification operations.

The formation of VRP in advance reduced the complexity of the algorithm as well as

utilizing the associated reasoning operation. The applicability of semantic-based concepts

along with reasoning capabilities as an IaaS resource allocation technique was proven using

simulation. In addition, experiments confirmed that using ontology-based modeling inte-

grated with the key foundations in a composition approach achieved an efficient resource

usage goal, and contributed significantly to increasing an IaaS provider’s revenue.
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Chapter 5

Efficient Cloud IaaS Resource Alloca-

tion

Many real-world engineering optimization problems are characterized by multiple and often

conflicting objectives and a huge search space to explore. Resource allocation in cloud

datacenters is one of these problems. CSPs are still suffering from inefficient management

for their massive datacenter resources. In the previous chapter a heuristic solution for IaaS

resource allocation problem in datacenters was presented; this solution makes use of an

ontology-based composition algorithm as an IaaS resource allocation technique. However,

the proposed heuristic solution does not guarantee an optimal solution and is only adequate

for an approximate near-optimal solution in reasonable computational time.

In this chapter, an efficient management system for datacenter resources is achieved,

ensuring an optimal solution for the resource allocation problem. The desired effective

management approach for datacenter resources makes use of a mathematical formulation

for the IaaS resource allocation problem. In this approach, the proposed mathematical

models rely on managing the convergence of network and cloud resources through a unified

representation and even treatment of the resources. The proposed approach consists of

two mathematical models that realize the unified treatment of the datacenter’s resources

in order to facilitate their management and to achieve the desired efficiency.

This chapter proceeds in two parts as follows: Section 5.1 gives an overview on the

motivation for an efficient IaaS resource allocation solution. Section 5.2 introduces the

Linear Programming stages in solving problems and presents some of the related work. Part

I: A MILP-based Approach for Efficient Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation is described in
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Section 5.3. Part II: A Cost-Efficient QoS-Aware Model for Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation

in Large Datacenters is presented in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, the simulation environment

and the performance evaluation of the presented models are discussed. Finally, Section 5.6

concludes the chapter.

5.1 Overview

The development of new intensive computational models like MapReduce [129] and the

desire for high-performance applications has led to an increased demand for IaaS services.

These applications demand a large amount of resources and utilize cloud computing infras-

tructures for storing and processing large sets of data [169]. Also, most of these compu-

tationally intensive applications require networking between their components, resulting

in the need for managing the convergence between cloud infrastructure and networking

resources [25].

Popular cloud infrastructure providers such as Amazon EC2 offer their services in terms

of VMs without having any network bandwidth guarantees as performance metrics [169].

Furthermore, the literature has paid little attention to managing the convergence of net-

working and other infrastructure resources. As a result, the absence of such assurances

affects the overall performance of the provisioned services and impacts the CSP’s revenue

[169]. Efficient cloud and network resource management significantly impacts the datacen-

ter utilization level. Proper datacenter resource management can benefit both CSPs and

customers in several ways: it allows CSPs to use their resources efficiently, accept more

requests, and increase their revenue, while better meeting customers’ QoS expectations.

Adoption of a mathematical formulation for the resource allocation problem is moti-

vated by the fact that the quality of the solution obtained from the ontology-based heuristic

algorithm lacks optimality. Furthermore, ontology-based modeling impacts the efficiency

of the proposed composition algorithm, particularly in the presence of the growing on-
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tology space. In addition, restricting the problem space in one or more dimensions, to

enable efficient heuristics, comes at the expense of the optimality of the obtained solution.

Thus, mathematical modeling was adopted when formulating the IaaS resource allocation

problem in datacenters.

Linear Programming (LP) as a mathematical representation model has been extensively

used in many real-world applications including industrial and governmental applications,

also military applications exploit LP in accurate representations. The popularity of LP

stems from its ability to model large and complex problems. Furthermore, LP models pro-

vide the users the ability to solve such problems in a reasonable amount of time by using

effective algorithms and modern computers. LP models deal with minimizing or maxi-

mizing problem of a linear function in the presence of linear equality and/or inequality

constraints [170]. Furthermore, the evolution of simplex methods for solving linear pro-

grams provides considerable insight into the theory of LP and yields an efficient algorithm

in practice.

5.2 Linear Programming Modeling and Related Work

The modeling and analysis of a linear programming problem evolves through several stages.

These stages are defined as the problem formulation phase, the model construction phase,

the model solving phase, the model testing phase, and the implementation phase [170]. In

the problem formulation phase, a detailed study of the system has been carried out and

the specific problem that needs to be solved has been identified. This detailed study in-

cludes the system constraints, restrictions, or limitations, and the objective function(s). In

the model construction phase, an abstraction of the defined problem has been constructed

through a mathematical model formulation. This mathematical model takes the form of

minimizing or maximizing a linear function with a set of inequality constraints. The fol-

lowing is an illustrative example of a simple minimization problem. Consider the following
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linear problem.

Z = Minimize 2x1 + 5x2 (5.1)

Subject to.x1 + x2 ≥ 6 (5.2)

− x1 − 2x2 ≥ −18 (5.3)

x1, x2 ≥ 0 (5.4)

In this case, the model defines two decision variables x1 and x2. The objective function to be

minimized is 2x1+5x2. The optimization problem is thus to find values for x1 and x2 having

the smallest possible objective value. It is worth mentioning that the results obtained from

solving this model represent solutions to the model and not necessarily solutions to the

actual system unless the model adequately represents the true situation. The third step

is to derive a solution. A proper solving technique (e.g., the simplex method) is chosen.

Such a technique comes up with one or more optimal solutions. Also, a heuristic or an

approximate solution may be determined along with some assessment of its quality. In

the case of multiple objective functions, one may seek efficient or Pareto-optimal solutions,

where a further improvement in any objective function value is necessarily accompanied by

a decline in another objective function value. In the model testing phase, assessment of the

solutions obtained by the model is carried out. This assessment performs an examination of

the solution from the model and its sensitivity to relevant system parameters. This analysis

provides insights into the system and it can also be used to ascertain the reliability of the

proposed model. At this stage, one may wish to enrich the model further by incorporating

other important features and restructuring the system model, or, on the other hand, one

may choose to simplify the model. The final stage is the implementation phase, where the

primary purpose of a model is achieved by assisting interactively in the decision-making

process.

In the following section, the aforementioned stages are used in formulating the IaaS
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resource allocation problem. The objective in this formulation is to maximize the resource

utilization level in the datacenter with a set of capacity violation constraints. Further-

more, this formulation aims to solve the previous heuristic algorithm challenge regards

optimality while considering the composition concept. In the literature, many proposals

have addressed the resource allocation problem resulting from interconnected resources

constrained by availability and capacity. In this context, allocation of the interconnected

resources shares many similarities with the traditional VNE problem. VNE aims to embed

a virtual network request composed of virtual nodes and virtual links into the substrate

network. A number of approaches have been proposed in that regard. Some of these ap-

proaches have decomposed the problem into two phases: the node mapping phase and link

mapping phase; other methods have solved these two phases simultaneously or coopera-

tively [171] [172].

In [173], Farooq Butt et al. proposed a topology-aware VN embedding and re-optimization

exploiting migration approach. It is worth mentioning that most of the VNE proposal fo-

cused on CPU and network resources. Other existing work reported in the literature

has solved the resource allocation problem by employing different aims and assumptions.

Much of the research has addressed server consolidation and live VM migration as resource

allocation techniques, e.g., [174] [175] [176] [177]. In [178], the authors explored the per-

formance overhead of these techniques on the datacenters, in addition to the migration

cost. In [179], Zhani et al. proposed a VDC Planner as a migration-aware dynamic virtual

datacenter embedding framework. This proposal aimed to achieve high revenue while min-

imizing the total energy cost over time. The authors considered the migration cost in their

resource allocation approach. In addition, they aimed to increase the provider revenue,

decrease the scheduling delay, and save energy by applying the migration concept to the

VDC embedding problem.

However, our approach differs from the aforementioned research in several ways: (1)

our solution works without access to the details of the physical resources, utilizing a gen-
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eralized virtual resource pool and the abstraction provided by a unified VR model, (2)

the presented solution aims at converging the management of networking and computing

resources through generalized representation and combined management, (3) the adopted

VR model simplifies the datacenter resource management and allows uniform treatment

of all the resources, (4) the proposed approach avoids using the migration concept with

its associated cost and processing overheads, and (5) the integration of semantic similarity

with closeness centrality confirms the operation of the optimization model for resource

allocation solutions.

5.3 Part I: MILP-based Approach for Efficient Cloud IaaS Re-

source Allocation

In this section, an IaaS resource allocation approach for datacenter resources is proposed

based on mathematical modeling. This approach is formulated as a two-phase Mixed Inte-

ger Linear Program (MILP-2P-IaaS): (i) mapping of hosting resources, and (ii) connectiv-

ity composition. The presented model integrates the semantic similarity formulation with

closeness centrality under the unified combined manager; the composer. The proposed ap-

proach has been formulated as a multi-objective optimization model that produces several

non-dominated solutions. Optimality in multi-objective optimization problems is known

as Pareto optimality, where none of the obtained solutions is better than the others, with

respect to all objectives. Moreover, this set of “trade-off” solutions naturally reflects the

multi-criteria decision making used by CSPs. Obtaining multiple non-dominated solu-

tions allows CSPs to have various solutions that can be used in different decision-making

scenarios. Furthermore, the proposed multi-objective model has been solved using the

ϵ-constraint as a Pareto-set for an optimal solution.

The mathematical model presented in this section integrates the semantic similarity and

closeness centrality concepts into one optimization objective function. The importance
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of combined management for cloud and network resources over the generalized VRP is

highlighted as a way of unification; this way of unification makes the management flexible.

The unified VR ontology model that populates the pool, as shown in Figure 4.2, can be

mathematically represented as follows. Let V R = (P, S, I) be a VR, P represents a set

of requested resources with their specific parameters, S is a service attribute that defines

the provisioned service, and I is the set of interfaces that represents the connectivity of

one VR with another VR. This model is applied to all the diverse resources respecting

the defined QoS classes. Furthermore, semantic similarity as represented in Eq. (4.3) and

closeness centrality as represented in Eq. (4.5) are integrated into the proposed multi-

objective MILP model. In addition, closeness centrality in Eq. (4.5) has been adapted

to represent the distance of the shortest path between nodes in terms of number of hops.

Adopting shortest path calculation ensures the locality-aware concept is followed and saves

bandwidth.

5.3.1 MILP-2P-IaaS Resource Allocation Approach Formulation

The proposed MILP-2P-IaaS resource allocation approach has been formally defined as

working on the VRP denoted by V . The presented multi-objective model aims to maxi-

mize the similarity integrated with the centrality between the requested and the available

resources; solving this MILP model achieves the optimal resource allocation in the data-

center.

The two proposed phases, mapping of hosting resources and connectivity composition,

execute in sequential order. As the customer submits his request, the composer starts

to serve the request by executing Phase-1, the mapping of hosting resources phase. The

composer employs the integrated semantic similarity and closeness centrality model while

searching for candidate VRs for the received request. After completing Phase-1, Phase-2,

the connectivity composition phase, is put into operation. In this phase, the composer exe-
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cutes the shortest path calculations looking for the shortest connectivity paths between the

successful candidate resources mapped in Phase-1, then allocates the appropriate network

resources. The composer efficiently manages the integration of the semantic similarity and

closeness centrality models in both phases in order to obtain an optimal resource allocation

solution. An accepted IaaS request is counted when it passes the two phases successfully.

Otherwise, it is rejected. Both techniques, semantic similarity and closeness centrality,

participate efficiently in mapping the hosting resources and in composing the connectivity

paths.

5.3.2 Phase-1: Mapping of Hosting Resources

In Phase-1, the integration between the similarity evaluation in Eq. (4.3) with the closeness

evaluation in Eq. (4.5) is achieved in the following way. When considering a set of IaaS

requests denoted by N , each request n ∈ N asks for a set of resources as represented by

r ∈ R. The created pool V represents the available free VRs and each resource v ∈ V is

described as having a set of attributes a ∈ A (e.g., CPU, memory, storage, bandwidth).

The total capacity of each VR from attribute a is defined by Cva and is limited by the

physical hosting resource capacity. The customer requests qra units of attribute a from

resource r. The shortest distance between two VRs v and v′ on the pool is defined by dv,v′ .

To decide on the mapping of a resource and the closeness between resources in the pool,

the following decision variables are defined:

• xrv = 1, if virtual resource v is mapped to the requested resource r and 0 otherwise.

• yv,v′ = 1, if a shortest path between resources v and v′ is selected and 0 otherwise.

Where v,v′ ∈ V .
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The mapping of the hosting resources phase model can be defined as follows:

Objective function:

Evalrv = Max.
∑
r∈R

∑
v∈V

∑
a∈A

((
1−

∣∣∣∣ Cva − qra
Maxa −Mina

∣∣∣∣) ∗ xrv

)

+

(
1∑

v,v′∈Sn
dv,v′

∗ yv,v′
)
,∀n ∈ N,Sn ⊂ V

(5.5)

Where, Maxa and Mina are the maximum and minimum values of the VR attributes

(CPU, mem, and storage) bounded by physical server capacity, and dv,v′ represents the

distance between resource v and v′ in a subset of previous discovered resources Sn in the

pool V .

The first term represents the semantic similarity evaluation and the second term rep-

resents the closeness centrality evaluation. It is clear that the Phase-1 model has a multi-

objective function that the given formulation aims to solve. Different techniques are intro-

duced to efficiently solve the multi-objective function. One such example is the adoption

of the ϵ-constraint method. This method states that one objective is selected to be opti-

mized, and all the remaining objectives are converted into constraints by setting an upper

bound to each. In the presented model, the first term representing the semantic similarity

evaluation is selected as the primary objective, and the closeness centrality term is turned

into a set of bounded constraints.

1. Objective function:

Evalrv = Max.
∑
r∈R

∑
v∈V

∑
a∈A

((
1−

∣∣∣∣ Cva − qra
Maxa −Mina

∣∣∣∣) ∗ xrv

)

+

(
1∑

v,v′∈Sn
dv,v′

∗ xrv

)
,∀n ∈ N,Sn ⊂ V

(5.6)

2. Constraints:
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• Assignment constraints: A resource r is assigned to only VR v.

∑
v∈V

xrv 6 1,∀r ∈ R (5.7)

• Assignment constraints: A virtual resource v is assigned to only resource r in

request n. ∑
r∈R

xrv 6 1, ∀v ∈ V (5.8)

• Capacity Constraints: Requested resource r capacity from attribute a doesn’t

exceed the capacity of the VR v from attribute a.

∑
r∈R

xrv ∗ qra 6 Cva, ∀v ∈ V, ∀a ∈ A (5.9)

• Connectivity path and VRs Linking constraint: Ensures that each allocated

path yvv′ is represented by only two VRs xiv and xjv′ as source and destination.

yv,v′ − xiv.xjv′ 6 0, ∀v, v′ ∈ V × V, ∀i, j ∈ R×R (5.10)

• Path satisfaction constraint: Ensures that a unique path is selected.

∑
v∈V

∑
v′∈V

yv,v′ 6 1, ∀r ∈ R, v ̸= v′ (5.11)

• Connectivity path length constraint: Connectivity path length should not ex-

ceed the defined ϵ value.

yv,v′ .dv,v′ 6 ϵ,∀v, v′ ∈ V × V, v ̸= v′ (5.12)

Where ϵ is altered to generate the entire optimal solution set.
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At the end of mapping the hosting resources phase, a set of VRs, which satisfy part of the

request, are reserved in a mapping list and fed to Phase-2. Up to this point, the request is

considered as partially satisfied.

5.3.3 Phase-2: The Connectivity Composition

As soon as Phase-1 is finished, Phase-2 receives the mapped VRs from Phase-1 as an input,

and starts allocating resources for the connectivity path between the mapped resources

respecting the customers’ QoS requirements.

Consider the situation where a request n is given with requested bandwidth bn as a

QoS constraint. Each link l ∈ L in the network topology has a total capacity of Bl. This

capacity is updated after each successful composition. After the completion of Phase-1, a

set of requested connections K is generated among the successfully mapped resources. It

is necessary to map these connections on a set of generated shortest paths p ∈ P . In order

to decide on a successful path composition, the following decision variable is defined:

• zpk is a binary decision variable indicating whether the connection k is assigned to

path p or not.

The connectivity composition phase model can be defined as follows:

1. Objective function:

f = Max.
∑
k∈K

∑
p∈P

1

cp
.zpk (5.13)

where cp represents the number of hops in path p.

2. Constraints:
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• Connection satisfaction constraint: ensure a unique allocation for each connec-

tion. ∑
p∈P

zpk 6 1,∀k ∈ K (5.14)

• Link capacity constraint: total allocated bandwidth on link l for all requested

connections k should not violate the link capacity.

∑
k∈K

∑
p∈P

bk.z
p
k.δ

p
l 6 Bl, ∀l ∈ L (5.15)

where : δpl = 1, if path p uses link l and 0 otherwise.

By the end of this phase, the request is completely satisfied, and the infrastructure is

completely composed and delivered to the customer. The semantic similarity evaluation

is adopted in the mapping of the hosting resources as a pivotal term. Closeness centrality

is interpreted differently in the MILP-2P-IaaS approach phases. In Phase-1, closeness

centrality ensures the closeness of the selected set of VRs as candidate resources to each

other. This helps in saving bandwidth and improves datacenter resource utilization. In

Phase-2, closeness centrality is completely tuned to the shortest path implementation;

this implementation ensures the proximity of the allocated path end-points. As the two

phases are sequentially and cooperatively executed, resource allocation in the datacenter is

optimized. The mapping of the hosting resources phase plays a crucial role in the datacenter

resource management. Accordingly, proper mapping for the requested resources in Phase-1

leads to an overall efficient resource usage and a high acceptance ratio.

Despite the optimal solution obtained by the MILP model, it is challenged by a scal-

ability limitation and growing computational complexity. The growth in the scale of dat-

acenters, along with the increasing demand in IaaS requests, impacts the datacenter’s

utilization level. Indeed, the MILP mathematical model with a large number of variables

and constraints has a scalability limitation issue; it provides an optimal solution at the
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expense of the applicability of the solution. Finding a near-optimal or optimal resource al-

location solution for MILP is still computationally intractable since MILP is still known to

be an NP-Hard problem. The following section presents an efficient model that addresses

the scalability issue in datacenters.

5.4 Part II: A Cost-Efficient QoS-Aware Model for Cloud IaaS

Resource Allocation in Large Datacenters

The increasing popularity of cloud computing is leading to the emergence of large virtual-

ized datacenters to fulfill the increasing demands of complex and dynamic IT systems and

services. In large datacenters, CSPs are still challenged by how to handle and serve a large

number of IaaS requests and manage their massive repositories efficiently. CSPs aim to

realize the potential benefits given by the cloud computing paradigm without sacrificing

their profits.

Although deploying large datacenters consumes an enormous amount of electrical power

resulting in high Operational Cost (OPEX), they are still attractive repositories for enter-

prises to deploy their services. Moreover, large-scale datacenters are still benefiting CSPs

economically and technically in several ways: (1) supporting bulk deployments of large

data mining jobs (e.g., indexing the web) [180], (2) providing economies of scale, and (3)

benefiting large numbers of similar servers that yield relatively low manning requirements

and ease management [181].

Indeed, inefficient resource management within large datacenters significantly escalates

power consumption and increases their OPEX [182]. Therefore, adopting an efficient re-

source allocation solution in large datacenters improves the datacenter’s utilization level,

which consequently reduces its OPEX [3].

Shortcomings in earlier solutions, MILP-2P-IaaS and 2P-IaaS, make them impractical

for large datacenters. Furthermore, finding an optimal solution is still computationally too
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expensive. In order to circumvent these shortcomings, a cost-efficient model acquainted

with QoS requirements is defined as a solution to the IaaS resource allocation problem in

large datacenters. This solution makes use of large-scale optimization tools and proposes

a CG formulation for the IaaS resource allocation problem (RA-IaaS-CG). The proposed

solution scales well in large datacenters and realizes a cost-efficient model for CSPs, in the

sense that it minimizes the cost of VI deployment with efficient datacenter resource usage

while respecting the customers’ QoS requirements.

In the literature, there is a host of research efforts that have addressed resource alloca-

tion in large datacenters from different perspectives. In particular, energy-aware resource

allocation in large datacenters has been exhaustively studied in the literature. Since energy

consumption is proportional to the service provider’s OPEX, energy-aware proposals share

many similarities with our work. The existing literature has focused on reducing OPEX and

improving datacenter performance while adopting heuristic algorithms and mathematical

modeling formulations as in [183], [184], and [174].

The work presented in this section is characterized by using a large-scale optimiza-

tion tool in formulating the IaaS resource allocation problem. This tool provides a quite

promising solution for the resource management issues in large datacenters. To sum up, the

proposed resource allocation approach in the following section has a crucial improvement

over the aforementioned related work regarding the scalability and the optimality of the

obtained solution in a reasonable computation time.

5.4.1 Column Generation Preliminaries

When a problem is too large and/or complex to be solved all at once, it might be decom-

posed into smaller and easier problems. Choosing a sound decomposition method is critical

to solving difficult problems successfully. Extensive studies have been made on solving nu-

merous real-life problems using various decomposition methods. Adopting decomposition
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methods in solving these problems requires considerable related knowledge and analysis,

since the decomposition techniques are highly problem-dependent. In this section, we are

focusing on solving the IaaS resource allocation problem in the presence of a large num-

ber of IaaS requests and managed resources using an efficient decomposition method. To

better illustrate the key idea of the decomposition method, let us call the following model

the master problem (MP) [185].

z∗MP := Min
∑
j∈J

cjxj (5.16)

Subject to.
∑
j∈J

ajxj ≥ b (5.17)

xj ≥ 0,∀j ∈ J (5.18)

The formulation above denotes the primal problem. The dual model is found by transpos-

ing the primal problem as follows:

zMP∗ = Max
∑
i∈I

btiyi (5.19)

Subject to :
∑
i∈I

atiyi ≥ c (5.20)

yi ≥ 0 (5.21)

Where bti is the transpose of bi and ati is the transpose of ai. The dual variables are denoted

by the vectors X and Y . A strong duality states that the optimal solution value for the

dual problem is equal to the optimal solution value for the primal problem. This means

that an optimal solution for a primal problem can be obtained by solving its dual model,

and vice verse. Hereafter, we will focus on the Primal model, meanwhile, using the dual

variables.

In linear programming optimization problems, the objective function can be improved if
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there is a variable that has a positive reduced cost (for maximization problems). Instead of

testing all of the possible variables that may improve the objective function, a subproblem

is formulated using dual information to determine the variable that has the highest reduced

cost. The new variable (i.e., column) is then passed to the problem that contains a subset

of variables by adopting the simplex method [170] as one of the most successful methods

in solving LP problems. In every iteration, the solver (i.e. CPLEX) looks for a non-basic

variable to price out and enters the basis. Given non-negative dual vector ϕ for dual

variables, we aim to find xj with the minimum reduced cost c̄j, where c̄j = cj − ϕtaj. In

the simplex method, this is accomplished by computing the reduced cost c̄j,∀j ∈ J , and

then selecting the most negative one. When the number of variables (i.e.,|J |) is huge, this

computation becomes complex and time consuming, it is even impractical to enumerate

all the variables explicitly. In order to solve this issue, we work on a restricted subset of

J̄ ⊂ J that constitutes the Restricted Master Problem (RMP).

In that context, it is worth mentioning that the basic principle of CG [185] is similar

to the simplex method. That is, in every iteration of CG, we select profitable variables

to enter the basis. However, there are two main differences between the simplex method

and CG. Firstly, instead of working with the complete set of variables, CG only deals

with a reasonably small subset of variables denoted by RMP. Secondly, the pricing step

of CG is more efficient than the simplex method for large problems in the sense that,

instead of computing the reduced cost c̄j,∀j ∈ J , the pricing operation of CG is to find

a column with improved negative reduced cost by solving an optimization problem, called

the pricing subproblem. The pricing subproblem is defined as follows: Let xi and ϕ be the

primal and dual optimal solution of the current RMP, respectively. Then the subproblem

(c̄∗j = mincj−ϕtaj) performs the pricing. If there exists some efficient algorithm that solves

the pricing subproblem in reasonable time less than the consumed time in computing the

reduced costs for all non-basic variables, CG becomes more computationally efficient than

the simplex method and speeds up the early stages of CG. Moreover, because CG only
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deals with a subset of variables, it needs much less computational space than the simplex

method.

After solving the RMP, we get the dual vector ϕ. In order to evaluate the optimality

of the current solution, check if c̄∗j ≥ 0. If so, there is no negative c̄j, j ∈ J and the current

RMP solution is optimal, and the algorithm stops. Otherwise, the derived column from the

optimal subproblem solution is added to the RMP, and repeated by re-optimizing the RMP.

The key step in CG formulation is deciding how to model the pricing subproblem and solve

it efficiently. CG formulation is mainly based on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method,

whose general methodology is to find an optimal solution by solving the problem using only

a subset of the problem’s variables, or associated columns [186] [185]. To make the new

model tractable, columns are generated iteratively. These columns will be included in this

subset only if they will improve the objective function. It is obvious that Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition is closely related with column generation.

Consider the following formulation as an example to outline the Dantzig-Wolfe method.

z∗ = Min ctx (5.22)

Subject to : Ax ≥ b (5.23)

x ∈ X (5.24)

In this formulation, we are interested in performing the optimization over a discrete

set X. In order to Dantzig-Wolfe decompose a problem so that the whole problem Ax = b

does not have to be solved at once, the constraint matrix A in the formulation should be

on a certain structure. This structure is known as block diagonal structure, where the

matrix is divided into blocks with non-zero coefficients. These blocks that constitute the

constraint matrix are solved independently on subproblems. Assume that the matrix A
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has a block diagonal structure represented as:

Ax =



B1

B2

..

BK





x1

x2

.

xK


=



b0

b1

.

bK


(5.25)

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition yields K subproblems, each with its own constraints and

associated dual variables. In Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition X is replaced by conv(X), each

x ∈ X can be represented as a convex combination of extreme points {xp}p∈P plus a

non-negative combination of extreme rays {xr}r∈R of conv(X), i.e.,

x =
∑
p∈P

xpλp +
∑
r∈R

xrλr,
∑
p∈P

λp = 1 (5.26)

where the index set P and R are finite. Further, by substituting for x in

c̄∗ := min
{
(ct − ϕtA)x− ϕ0 | x ∈ X

}
(5.27)

This subproblem is an integer linear program. When c̄∗ ≥ 0, there is no negative

reduced cost, and the program terminates. When c̄∗ ≤ 0 and finite, an optimal solution

to Eq. 5.27 is an extreme point xp of conv(X), and the corresponding column is added to

the RMP. In the general CG approach, the optimal solutions to RMP are often integral

or close to integral. If the solution is not integral, round heuristics can be used, or the

method of branch and price can be employed. The key idea is to branch on the column

variables that are preventing the integrality constraints to be satisfied, then to proceed in a

manner similar to branch and bound. The main advantage of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

over the original model, is decomposing the original complex problem into a set of well-

studied easy problems and using existing algorithms and methods to solve the subproblem
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efficiently.

5.4.2 IaaS Resource Allocation Using Column Generation For-

mulation (RA-IaaS-CG)

The proposed cost-efficient model has been formally defined using CG working on the

preexisting VRP V . This pool is formed by partitioning the physical resources into a set of

VRs following QoS class distribution [131]. The use of the Column Generation technique

means that the IaaS resource allocation problem is decomposed into a master problem and

a pricing problem. The key idea of Column Generation is to work only with a restricted

number of columns, forming the RMP. The pricing problem is solved iteratively as long

as it has a significantly reduced price; the corresponding column is added to the RMP.

Otherwise, the current solution is optimal. A column in this formulation represents a

feasible allocation of VRs to an IaaS request. Linking the master and pricing problem

is achieved by transferring the optimal values of the dual variables corresponding to the

master problem constraints to the pricing problem.

In the Column Generation formulation, the IaaS resource allocation problem is refor-

mulated in terms of Independent Infrastructure Allocating Configurations (IIACs). An

IIAC indexed by c is the principal component in this formulation that defines an allocating

configuration of one IaaS request. Accordingly, an IIAC can be defined as a set of VRs

and connections used to satisfy customers’ QoS requirements (CPU, memory, storage, and

bandwidth). For each infrastructure configuration c, there exist a set of virtual resources

v ∈ Vq belonging to a defined QoS class q ∈ Q. Associated with each configuration c, is

a set of paths p which satisfy the requested QoS bandwidth constraint. This formulation

adopts the VRs published in the pool V to create different IIACs.

We denote by C, the set of all possible IIACs. We define (λc), c ∈ C as a decision

variable where λc = 1, if the IIAC c is used in the allocation solution, 0 otherwise. Thus,
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based on the new formulation, the IaaS resource allocation in the best case selects a maxi-

mum of N IIACs. This case indicates that each IaaS request is granted by a distinguished

IIAC. An IIAC configuration c ∈ C is defined by the vector (acn)n∈N , where acn represents

that IIAC c serves IaaS request n.

5.4.3 The Master Problem

The master problem is defined by the selection of maximum N configurations among the

generated IIACs that minimize the service provider allocation cost. COSTc is defined as

the cost of configuration c, representing the total cost of all the VRs and the paths on that

configuration for allocating an IaaS request as granted by IIAC c. The cost of configuration

is calculated as follows:

COSTc =
∑
v∈Vc

ζcv.cv +
∑
l∈Lc

bl.cl (5.28)

where ζcv is a parameter indicating that the VR v is used in configuration c, bl is the

bandwidth used on link l in the configuration c, cv and cl represents the costs of the VR

and Vlink respectively in configuration c. The master problem formulation denoted by

Master-ILP is defined as follows:

1. Objective Function:

Min.
∑
c∈C

COSTcλc (5.29)

2. Constraints :

• The total used VRs cannot exceed the QoS classes’ capacity C.

∑
c∈C

∑
v∈Vq

−ζcv.λc > −Cq,∀q ∈ Q (δq) (5.30)
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• The used BW for each link bl cannot exceed the capacity of link l.

∑
c∈C

−λc.bl > −Bl, ∀l ∈ L (ηl) (5.31)

• Unique selection of one IIAC for serving IaaS request.

∑
c∈C

λc.a
c
n > 1,∀n ∈ N (αn) (5.32)

• Guarantee the maximum number of allocating configurations.

∑
c∈C

−λc > −N (β) (5.33)

• Integrality constraint of master variable λc.

λc ∈ {0, 1} (5.34)

5.4.4 Pricing Problem

The pricing problem becomes one of generating additional IIAC configurations, i.e., an

additional column is added to the RMP constraints’ matrix, in other words, generating a

configuration that improves the current value of the master objective function. The pricing

problem is defined as follows. Let (δq) , (ηl) , (αn), and (β) be the dual variables associated

with the constraints (6.4), (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) in the master problem. Then, the reduced

cost of variable λc can be written as:

COSTc = COSTc +
∑
l∈L

ηl.bl +
∑
q∈Q

δq + β −
∑
n∈N

αn.a
c
n (5.35)

In order to linearize the reduced cost expression Eq. (6.10) and represent it in terms of

the pricing problem variables, the following decision variables are defined:
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• zn: a binary decision variable indicates if an IaaS request n is granted by configuration

c ∈ C or not.

• xv
r : a binary decision variable indicates if a requested resource r is allocated to virtual

resource v or not.

• ypk: a binary decision variable indicates if a connection k uses path p or not.

Then, the relation between the pricing problem decision variables and the coefficient of the

master problem is derived as follows:

• For each c ∈ C and n ∈ N :

acn = zn (5.36)

• For each link l ∈ L:

bl =
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈Lp

πp
l .bn.y

p
k (5.37)

Where:

πp
l = 1, if link l is used in path p and 0, otherwise.

• For each c ∈ C and resource r ∈ Rn:

ζcv =
∑
n∈N

∑
v∈V

xv
r (5.38)

Accordingly, the reduced cost Eq. (6.10) can then be expressed with the following linear

formulation:

1. Objective:

COSTc = COSTc +
∑
l∈L

ηl ×
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈lP

bnπ
p
l y

p
k +

∑
q∈Q

δq + β −
∑
n∈N

αn.zn

(5.39)
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Where :

COSTc =
∑
n∈N

∑
r∈Rn

∑
v∈V

xv
r .cv +

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈lP

bn.π
p
l .y

p
k.cl (5.40)

2. Constraints:

• Ensure a unique allocation for each requested resource r in IaaS request n on a

virtual resource v. ∑
v∈Vq

xv
r 6 zn,∀r ∈ Rn, ∀n ∈ N (5.41)

• Ensure a unique path allocation for each requested connection k in IaaS request

n. ∑
p∈P

ypk 6 zn,∀k ∈ Kn,∀n ∈ N (5.42)

• Ensure that at least one allocated path p for each couple of virtual resources

(vv̀) is allocated (Linking the decision variables x and y).

xv
r .x

v̀
r̀ > ypk,∀ (v, v̀) ∈ P × P, ∀ (r, r̀) ∈ Kn ×Kn. (5.43)

• Ensure that the connectivity path length does not exceed ϵ.

L (p) 6 ϵ,∀p ∈ Pn (5.44)

• Ensure that the generated infrastructure configuration can handle the allocation

of maximum one request. ∑
n∈N

zn 6 1 (5.45)
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5.4.5 Solving the RA-IaaS-CG Model

To start solving the RA-IaaS-CG model, the RMP has to be initialized by using a set of

dummy columns with high cost. Lower bounds for ILP problems can be computed through

straightforward relaxation. The LP relaxation of Master-ILP, denoted by Master-LPR, is

obtained by relaxing the integrality constraint in Eq. (6.8) to be λc ∈ [0, 1]. The procedure

for solving this model consists of a nested double loop and can be described as follows:

1. Initialize the RMP with a set of dummy columns with large cost.

2. Solve the Master-LPR using CPLEX solver.

3. Pass the optimal dual variables to the pricing problem.

4. Solve the pricing problem optimally to find a new column.

(a) If a column with negative reduced cost has been found, add this column to the

Master-LPR and re-optimize. Otherwise, Master-LPR is optimally solved.

(b) To calculate the integer solution of Master-ILP, the integrality constraint is re-

established again on λ and then the CPLEX solver proceeds with the branch-

and-bound procedure.

It should be noted that the termination of the Master-LPR solution indicates that

the optimal solution lower bound that is very tight to the Master-ILP has been reached.

In order to obtain an integer solution to Master-ILP, CG needs to be embedded within

a branch-and-bound framework. So, re-establishing the integrality constraint again and

applying a branch-and-bound procedure to the master problem will provide an upper bound

solution for the IaaS allocation problem. Adding additional columns iteratively in the

pricing problem operation, is necessary to solve the Master-LPR at non-root nodes of

the branch-and-bound search tree. Otherwise, solving the Master-LPR over the existing

columns is unlikely to find an optimal or even feasible solution to the original problem.
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5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed models MILP-2P-IaaS and RA-IaaS-CG are

evaluated via simulation. The setting of the conducted simulation is given, along with a

description of the experiments, the evaluated performance metrics, as well as the results

obtained.

5.5.1 Simulation Settings

In the simulation environment, a datacenter is constructed with 80 physical machines, 4

top-of-rack switches, 4 aggregate switches, and 2 core switches. The intra-datacenter net-

work topology used is the VL2 topology as described in [3], which provides a full bisection

bandwidth in the datacenter network. Each physical machine has a 4 CPUcore, 8 GB

of memory, 1 TB of storage and contains a 1 Gbps network adapter. The inter-switch

bandwidth in this three layer topology is 1 Gbps.

IaaS requests are generated randomly following a uniform distribution covering three

defined QoS classes: gratis, middle, and production [131]. In a realistic scenario, IaaS re-

quests may not arrive at regular time intervals. Also, online resource allocation approaches

allow datacenter capacity fragmentation; this leads to a degradation in the datacenter uti-

lization level [187]. Thus, in order to assess the performance of the proposed model under a

bulk of IaaS requests, the MILP-2P-IaaS and RA-IaaS-CG approaches follow a periodical

approach [188], where the planning time is divided into a set of periods p ∈ P . At the

beginning of each period the composer collects the received requests and allocates them in

small-batches in order to optimize the datacenter’s resource utilization over time. Also, the

composer guarantees the reserved resources for the requests running from previous periods

during those requests’ durations, so, the period length is variable and defined based on a

random number of the received requests. Meanwhile, a random number of IaaS requests
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leave the system.

The periodic small-batch allocation approach is modeled as follows: let P be the set

of planning periods of time and R(0) represent the initial set of IaaS requests. The set of

IaaS requests R(p) indexed by p ≥ 1 is defined as:

R(p) = R(p− 1) +Rnew(p)−Rdrop(p) (5.46)

where R(p−1) is the set of accepted IaaS requests at the end of period p−1. Rnew(p) is the

set of new incoming requests, and Rdrop(p) is the set of ending IaaS requests at the outset of

period p. An IaaS request is modeled in an abstract way as a set of VRs that are connected

to a virtual switch as shown in Figure 4.3 [6]. The traffic pattern between the requested

resources can be represented as a hose model with specific capacity on bidirectional links

where the virtual switch is at the root of the output topology [189].

It is worth mentioning that, throughout this dissertation, all the presented mathe-

matical models have been solved using IBM CPLEX solver [190] to ensure the obtained

solutions optimality. The Gap calculation is one of the necessary calculations provided by

IBM solver that proves the obtained solution’s optimality; it is calculated as the differ-

ence between the optimal solution and the obtained feasible solution, i.e., the difference

between the primal and the dual solutions. Thus, having a Gap equal to 0 achieves an

optimal solution. However, obtaining a zero value Gap required integer relaxation and

fractions occurrence, it means instead of allocating a VM to a request; the model will al-

locate 0.2 VM to the request, which is not realistic in the cloud context. Furthermore, our

experiments in both parts achieved close to zero Gap values ≤ 5%. Hereafter, our claimed

optimal solution in the obtained results can be expressed as near optimal with acceptable

Gap.
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5.5.2 MILP-2P-IaaS Performance Evaluation

To better illustrate the efficiency of the MILP-2P-IaaS model, the performance evaluation

is carried out against the well known heuristics, SecondNet [5] and Oktopus [6]. These

benchmarks used the same simulation environment settings and followed the periodical

approach in serving the received requests. Furthermore, to quantify the performance of

the MILP-2P-IaaS approach,Acceptance ratio andDatacenter’s resource utilization

were measured as performance metrics.

Evaluation Results

Figure 5.1: MILP-2P-IaaS Model: IaaS request acceptance

Through extensive experiments, the MILP-2P-IaaS acceptance ratio was evaluated

among SecondNet and Oktopus. Figure 5.1 shows the average acceptance ratio for IaaS

requests vs. the allocation time period. As expected, it was observed that MILP-2P-

IaaS outperformed benchmarks Oktopus and SecondNet. The MILP-2P-IaaS approach

achieved, on average, a 25% higher acceptance ratio than the benchmarks. It was already

mentioned before that SecondNet adopted a resource allocation approach based on a bipar-
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(a) CPU utilization (b) Memory utilization

(c) Storage utilization (d) Bandwidth utilization

Figure 5.2: MILP-2P-IaaS Model Resource Utilization

tite graph; the output dense connectivity topology impedes multiplexing multiple requests

in the network. Thus, a high blocking rate occurred. The other benchmark, Oktopus,

relied on a virtual cluster greedy allocation approach, illustrating that an IaaS request’s

acceptance ratio has peaks and valleys. This indicates that Oktopus is not performing well

in a periodical approach serving a bulk of IaaS requests.

Moreover, Figures 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c, and 5.2d present the percentage of CPU, memory,

storage, and bandwidth utilization vs. the allocation time periods, respectively. These

figures confirm the efficient resource utilization of the MILP-2P-IaaS model on benchmarks.

As a result of the high acceptance ratio, MILP-2P-IaaS showed a higher utilization level

in memory and CPU closer to Oktopus as illustrated in figures 5.2a and 5.2b, however,

it is acceptable in the presence of the high acceptance ratio. These findings have proved

the efficiency of the proposed MILP-2P-IaaS model in allocating resources with a high

acceptance ratio. In figures 5.2c and 5.2d the results show the superiority of the MILP-
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2P-IaaS model in terms of storage and bandwidth utilization. Figure 5.2c indicates the

efficiency of the similarity concept in allocating VRs. Likewise, figure 5.2d proves the

effectiveness of the closeness centrality in saving bandwidth. Moreover, using the closeness

centrality evaluation in MILP-2P-IaaS ensures the proximity of the mapped resources and

reduces the blocking event occurrence. It is clear that SecondNet possesses the lowest

resource utilization level that impacts its working resource allocation efficiency particularly,

with the bulk of IaaS requests.

The results, as evidenced by these curves, confirm the MILP-2P-IaaS approach expec-

tation in terms of resource usage efficiency. The results show the stability of the MILP-2P-

IaaS model in resource utilization levels, particularly with a high acceptance ratio. Indeed,

the integration of semantic similarity with closeness centrality in a multi-objective math-

ematical model and the unification of the datacenter’s resource management, resulted in

less blocking of IaaS requests.

5.5.3 RA-IaaS-CG Performance Evaluation

Assessment of RA-IaaS-CG is carried out using two simulation scenarios to confirm the

superiority of the proposed approach regarding the obtained solution optimality and scal-

ability. The defined scenarios are the optimality scenario and the scalability scenario. The

optimality scenario evaluates the solution quality obtained from the proposed RA-IaaS-CG

model against existing heuristics solutions, SecondNet [5], Oktopus [6], and our 2P-IaaS

ontology-based approach, while the scalability scenario evaluates the scalability obtained

from the solution against an adapted version from our MILP-2P-IaaS model as described

in section 5.3. This model is denoted by MILP-2P-IaaS*, where the joint optimization

model in this work has been adapted as a multi-objective function that optimizes the cost

and is solved by the ϵ-constraints method. The scalability scenario has been evaluated

with variable IaaS request loads.
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To quantify the performance of the RA-IaaS-CG approach in the optimality scenario,

the Acceptance ratio and Datacenter’s resource utilization are measured as per-

formance metrics. In the scalability scenario, the scalability of the proposed model is

evaluated under increasing IaaS requests using the following performance metrics:

• Execution time denoted by Te: measured as the time consumed to end the resource

allocation process for the planning time.

• Solution cost: the cost of the obtained solution is calculated based on the unit price

of the allocated resources.

RA-IaaS-CG is considered to perform well if it can achieve the lowest cost with the highest

acceptance ratio.

Evaluation Results

Figure 5.3: RA-IaaS-CG Model: IaaS request acceptance

Through extensive experiments, the IaaS request acceptance ratio was evaluated among

SecondNet, Oktopus, 2P-IaaS. Figure 5.3 shows the average acceptance ratio for IaaS re-

quests in terms of the allocation time periods. As expected, our RA-IaaS-CG outperformed
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(a) CPU utilization (b) Memory utilization

(c) Storage utilization (d) Bandwidth utilization

Figure 5.4: RA-IaaS-CG Model Resource Utilization

benchmarks SecondNet, Oktopus, and 2P-IaaS. The RA-IaaS-CG approach achieved, on

average, a 15% higher acceptance ratio than benchmarks. The designed heuristics, Sec-

ondNet and Oktopus, follow the same behavior in 5.5.2 while evaluating their performance

under a bulk of IaaS requests at each period, in the sense that SecondNet and Oktopus

achieved a higher blocking rate and acceptance ratio with peaks and valleys. The con-

vergence results between RA-IaaS-CG and 2P-IaaS stemmed from applying the semantic

similarity and the closeness centrality concepts in the composition technique and confirmed

the near-optimality solution obtained by 2P-IaaS.

Moreover, figures 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4c, and 5.4d present the percentage of CPU, memory,

storage, and bandwidth utilization vs. the allocation time periods, respectively. Because of

the high acceptance, RA-IaaS-CG showed a higher utilization level as shown in figures 5.4a,

5.4b, 5.4c and 5.4d, interchangeable with other benchmarks. This observation confirms

the stability of the RA-IaaS-CG in resource utilization over the benchmarks. Moreover,
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SecondNet and Oktopus achieved proper utilization levels in memory, storage, and BW

even if they have a low acceptance ratio. This impacts the resource allocation efficiency in

these benchmarks. Furthermore, these findings have proved the efficiency of our RA-IaaS-

CG model in allocating resources with a high acceptance ratio.

In order to evaluate the scalability efficiently, five incremental IaaS traffic loads were

applied, where each IaaS load was defined through the following parameters:

• Number of IaaS requests represented as (#N).

• Total number of virtual nodes represented as (
∑

n∈N |Rn|).

• Total number of virtual links represented as (
∑

n∈N |Kn|).

Table 5.1: Scalability performance of RA-IaaS-CG vs. MILP-2P-IaaS (DC size=80)

IaaS Requests RA-IaaS-CG MILP-2P-IaaS∗

(#N ,
∑

n∈N |Rn|,
∑

n∈N |Kn|) cost(X$) Te(sec) cost(X$) Te(sec)
(40,157,117) 7906 907 18953 438
(50,198,148) 8798 1455 20986 1588
(60,243,183) 9197 1879 24127 2922
(70,281,211) 10342 2500 UFST 3600
(80,315,235) 10493 3561 UFST 3600

The results presented in Table 5.1 confirmed our expectations of RA-IaaS-CG regarding

the scalability and the cost of the obtained solutions. In terms of the execution time, RA-

IaaS-CG performed better than MILP-2P-IaaS* for different IaaS request batch sizes since

MILP suffers from a scalability limitation. As the computation time increases dramatically

with IaaS requests, an upper bound of 3600 seconds was defined for the execution time.

In addition, the results shown confirm that RS-IaaS-CG has on average a lower solution

cost than MILP-2P-IaaS*. It is noted that lower batch sizes of requests allow MILP to

calculate a solution with feasible cost but not an optimal solution. However, allocation of

higher batch sizes of requests exceeded the upper bound of execution time without even a

feasible solution. Thus, an Unfeasible Solution (UFST) state is recorded as shown in Table

5.1.
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5.6 Summary

This chapter presented an efficient approach for datacenter resource management aimed at

improving the datacenter’s poor resource utilization. The presented approach introduced

unification management for datacenter resources under a combined controller. This unifi-

cation method adopted the collected diverse VRs in the generalized VRP. Also, it defined

a combined controller for control, management, and optimization of cloud and network-

ing resource allocation. Two mathematical models for realizing the unified management

approach and managing the convergence of network and cloud resources were defined:

MILP-2P-IaaS and RA-IaaS-CG.

The presented MILP-2P-IaaS model is characterized by integrating semantic similarity

with closeness centrality for efficient resource management. This integration ensured the

convergence management of networking and computing resources in the proposed model.

Furthermore, the achieved convergence confirmed that the provided model solved the dat-

acenter performance degradation problem using an efficient resource allocation approach.

Also, this model contributed significantly to increasing IaaS providers’ revenue by accept-

ing more IaaS requests. However, the rapid increase in IaaS demands and the growth in the

scale of datacenters, prevents MILP from performing well at different load levels of IaaS

requests. Indeed, the MILP-based model suffers from scalability issue and time-consuming

operations.

The presented cost-efficient model RA-IaaS-CG has overcome the MILP limitations

in terms of scalability; this model fits large datacenters and the growing demand in IaaS

requests. The novelty of this model is the use of the large-scale optimization tool, Column

Generation. The RA-IaaS-CG model is characterized by evolving scalability with solution

optimality for efficient resource allocation. In addition, this model also contributes sig-

nificantly to minimizing the datacenter’s OPEX along with improving its utilization level.

Furthermore, simulation results reveal significant gains in terms of resource utilization such
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that the optimal solution has been achieved.
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Chapter 6

A Distributed Economics-based Frame-

work for Efficient IaaS provisioning in

Geo-Datacenters

The increasing popularity of cloud computing has lead to the emergence of large virtu-

alized datacenters hosting complex and dynamic IT systems and services. Moreover, the

recent emergence of cloud computing as a new distributed computing paradigm offers a

compelling solution for better application performance, scalability, and reliability. This

evolving paradigm has brought along new profit opportunities for CSPs in hosting a wide

range of prevalent large-scale distributed applications, e.g., high-performance computing,

social networks, and most recently, MapReduce-based applications, yet CSPs have faced

a set of challenges that arose with that paradigm. These challenges are mainly attributed

to the ever-growing scale of the CSPs’ managed datacenters, the unexpected growth of

infrastructures demands, and the adoption of traditional provisioning approaches, in the

sense that, existing provisioning systems rely mostly on a single controller in collecting

the received infrastructure requests and performing the resource allocation in a centralized

manner [183] [169]. Unfortunately, these approaches cannot provide timely and efficient

infrastructure provisioning and do not scale well in a working environment with a large

number of customers and resources. Indeed, CSP operations are becoming increasingly

complex and time-consuming, and do not provide infrastructures with QoS guarantees.

Consequently, scalability, computational complexity, and QoS-assurance challenges occur.

In the previous chapter, we introduced a solution for the IaaS resource allocation prob-
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lem in large datacenters using an efficient decomposition approach. This decomposition

approach presented a model (RA-IaaS-CG) that mainly relied on CG formulation as a

large-scale optimization tool. Adopting this model afforded CSPs the scalability and cost-

efficiency benefits of the resulting solutions. However, large datacenters have proven the

model’s economical inefficiencies in the presence of growing IaaS demands and expanding

managed datacenters. Thus, there is an urgent need for a proper solution that favors af-

fordable infrastructures for hosting novel emerging applications efficiently and improving

customer satisfaction. In this chapter, we introduce a distributed framework that enables

CSPs to offer efficient infrastructures for hosting large-scale distributed applications. In

contrast to the existing centralized provisioning systems, the proposed framework mainly

relies on a distributed architecture for CSPs that manages geographically distributed data-

centers (Geo-datacenters) logically grouped in regions. Moreover, the desired architecture

incorporates two decentralized resource allocation approaches, hierarchical and distributed.

These working approaches employ efficient economic models in performing efficient coor-

dination in the architecture. Furthermore, at the regional level, a mathematical model

for the regional IaaS resource allocation problem (RCG-IaaS) is proposed. This model

constitutes the core of the two decentralized approaches and it is formulated in CG as a

large-scale optimization tool.

The remainder of this chapter is presented as follows. An overview on the distributed

computing paradigm which has emerged is presented in section 6.1. Section 6.2 intro-

duces the challenges of the existing centralized models. Section 6.3 elaborates on the

contributions of the proposed distributed framework. Section 6.4 presents the proposed

distributed CSP framework including the system architecture and the working economic

models. Section 6.5 discusses the decentralized resource allocation approaches, hierarchical

and distributed, with the proposed regional IaaS resource allocation model (RCG-IaaS) for-

mulation. Section 6.6 illustrates the simulation environment and performance evaluation.

Section 6.7 concludes the chapter.
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6.1 Overview

Recently, cloud computing has emerged as a distributed dispersed computing paradigm.

Notable examples include interactive applications (e.g. online market ‘eBay’ and social net-

works) [191], intensive resources applications (e.g data-intensive search engines [136] and

high-performance computing applications [135]), and analytic frameworks that are based on

variations of the MapReduce computational model [137]. Obviously, IaaS service is a nat-

ural evolution of ongoing work on high-performance scientific and grid computing, which

mainly focuses on supporting large-scale scientific applications [192] like climate model-

ing and high-energy physics [193]. Many computation-intensive applications that have

emerged, running across geographically distributed sites, benefit from this distribution po-

tential capabilities, e.g., high-bandwidth sensors applications that produce streaming data

[194] like weather radar and video surveillance systems, and business-critical applications

such as financial risk calculations in banking [195].

Currently, CSPs are challenged by the lack of resources and the exponential growth of

infrastructure demands for hosting new large-scale applications. In addition, the migra-

tion of enterprises’ applications to the cloud, e.g., business-critical applications, imposes

additional challenges and application-specific constraints [196]. Also, the extensive require-

ments of efficient IaaS in a reasonable time which come at the expense of high monetary

costs increases the CSP’s responsibility. All these challenges escalate when CSPs seek to

extend their coverage and maximize their long-term profit. In that context, many research

proposals in the literature have addressed different aspects of these challenges. Several so-

lutions have been achieved that assist CSPs in hosting the arising large-scale applications

efficiently. Obviously, resource allocation in cloud computing is a normal evolving stream

for the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem, in the sense that integrating the VMs

as end-points in the VN constitutes the core of cloud infrastructure services. Solving the

VNE problem has been extensively studied in the literature addressing various challenges.
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The challenges are principally related to the scalability of the proposed solutions and the

quality of the solutions in a reasonable time, i.e., the increased computational complexity.

Houidi et al. [197] addressed the challenge concerning the distributed mapping of VNs,

i.e., virtual nodes and links to the underlying substrate network, in an efficient manner.

The authors designed, implemented and evaluated a distributed mapping algorithm based

on a multi-agent framework, where multi-agents ensured the distributed negotiation and

synchronization between substrate nodes. However, in their proposal [198], the authors

proposed a centralized approach that split the request using Max-Flow Min-Cut based on

prices offered by different InPs then decided where to place the partitions. Splitting of

the VN request across multiple InPs is solved using both Max-Flow Min-Cut algorithms

and Mixed Integer Program (MIP). Unfortunately, these proposals have mainly relied on

a centralized approach based on an MIP formulation. Scalability is practically infeasible,

particularly if the working environment spans distributed locations with a massive number

of managed resources. In addition, splitting VN requests may cause inefficiency and it

proves unsuitable for many recent applications. Furthermore, scaling up the agent-based

algorithms to work in the order of thousands of substrate nodes has imposed additional

communication overheads among agents.

Chowdhury et al. [199] proposed a distributed embedding solution called PolyViNE.

PolyViNE introduced a distributed protocol that coordinated the VN embedding process

across InPs and ensured competitive prices for SPs. Each InP enforced its local policy

in allocating resources in its own network before forwarding the unembedded nodes and

links to a neighboring InP. A global connectivity has been established to maintain the

communication among the participating InPs. The process continued recursively until

the whole request was embedded. However, PolyViNE performed a dynamic partitioning

for the requests among InPs. Moreover, it performed its operation through a multi-step

distributed embedding that imposed more communication overhead for selecting the lowest

price at each step. Furthermore, the authors mentioned essential issues in PolyViNE
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regarding scalability, response time, and computation overhead.

In the cloud networking context, recent proposals have addressed resource allocation

on distributed clouds with different aims and objectives. These proposals provided alter-

native solutions using different techniques. However, most of the work in that context

adopted centralized models over distributed architectures. Zhang et al. [200] presented

a dynamic service placement solution in a geographically distributed cloud environment

that was based on control- and game- theoretic models. Their solution optimized the

desired objective dynamically over time according to both demand and resource price fluc-

tuations. However, adopting a control model to perform dynamic placement has been

achieved through designing an analysis and prediction module. In that case, the quality of

the prediction significantly impacts the optimality of the placements obtained and incurs a

high convergence rate. Also, using the game-model-defined Nash equilibrium comes at the

expense of the convergence time of the approach. As a consequence, the system response

time and customers’ satisfaction are negatively affected.

Amokrane et al. [169] introduced Virtual Datacenters (VDCs) as an adapted VN with

VMs as end-points. The authors then proposed a resource management framework for

embedding VDC across geographically distributed datacenters, named Greenhead. The

authors achieved their objectives by presenting a two-step approach. The first step is to

divide VDC requests into partitions such that it minimizes the Inter-partition bandwidth

and maximizes Intra-partition bandwidth. The VDC partitioning problem was solved by

adapting Louvain algorithm [201]. The second step is defined by assigning each partition

to a datacenter based on electricity prices, datacenters’ power usage effectiveness, the avail-

ability of renewables, and the carbon footprint per unit of power. Amokrane et al. achieved

the embedding by designing a greedy algorithm. However, the proposed framework mainly

relied on a centralized approach where all the incoming VDC requests are submitted to

a central hub for allocation. This approach significantly impacted the scalability of the

proposed management framework. In addition, the proposed approach achieved its objec-
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tives by enforcing the partitioning of the VDC’s requests among dispersed locations for

the sake of reducing the energy cost. This partitioning may not be suited to many recent

applications. As well as, Papagianni et al. [183] followed the centralized model for map-

ping the Networked Cloud Mapping (NCM) problem. Moreover, they formulated NCM

using an MIP formulation, so their solution is practically infeasible due to the enormous

growth in managed resources and incoming requests. Even with a relaxed MIP, it is still

computation intractable for large numbers.

Kuan-yin et al. [202] proposed a cost-aware two-phase meta heuristic algorithm, Cut-

and-Search, as a solution for solving the VM placement problem in a geo-distributed cloud;

however, it is a centralized approach with an approximation algorithm. Cut-and-Search is

an iterative search algorithm that needs a termination condition, otherwise, the number of

iterations will be high. Even restricting the number of iterations impacts the accuracy of

the search, hence, the efficiency of the obtained solution is inevitably affected.

Obviously, most of this related work had a common feature: a centralized approach to

working on distributed architectures. Even distributed solutions are still using a multi-

agent framework where there is additional communication overhead among agents, es-

pecially in the presence of a huge number of managed resources. Moreover, MIP-based

models are still computationally intractable and suffer from scalability issues. However,

the continued evolution of distributed infrastructures, in terms of scale and capabilities, de-

mands new efficient solutions for the scalability and computational complexity issues that

arise. In this chapter, we aim to provide a promising solution for these issues. Initially,

the proposed framework follows distributed models working on distributed architectures

rather than centralized models. In our framework, we considered the inherent character-

istics of geographically distributed datacenters and the necessity of adapting an efficient

distributed resource allocation approach. Moreover, we focused on the computational com-

plexity which arises in the presence of large numbers of managed resources and incoming

requests, which current centralized approaches have failed to solve. In that context, we
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propose two scalable approaches for the IaaS resource allocation in Geo-datacenters. The

proposed approaches cope with the increasing number of managed resources, the expected

high volume of IaaS requests with stringent QoS requirements, while minimizing the cost.

Moreover, these approaches are quite promising solutions for the scalability issue that ex-

ists in centralized solutions and they significantly reduce the computational complexity.

Furthermore, the proposed approaches employ efficient economical models in performing

resource allocation respecting the customers’ QoS requirements. We further substantiate

the performance of the scalability approaches by proposing a regional resource allocation

model based on CG formulation as a large-scale optimization tool. The proposed model is

an integral part in the proposed scalability approaches that guarantees the efficiency of the

resulting solutions. We advocate a distributed framework for IaaS provisioning that guar-

antees affordable, scalable, QoS-assured infrastructure for hosting large-scale applications

in Geo-datacenters.

6.2 Centralized Model Challenges

The proliferation of large-scale datacenters in accordance with the growth of recent applica-

tions, has posed an interesting challenges for CSPs. On one hand, CSPs want to minimize

power consumption to reduce costs, while on the other hand, IaaS customers are expecting

their applications’ resource needs to be met with lower costs. In addition, existing re-

source allocation approaches present challenges on the CSP side. These challenges include

performing optimal resource allocation for IaaS requests in a reasonable time, utilizing

the managed resources efficiently, and guaranteeing the provisioned infrastructures’ per-

formance. These challenges escalate with a dramatic growth in IaaS demands associated

with stringent QoS requirements.

Classically, most resource allocation objectives are achieved in a centralized manner,

often relying on a single node responsible for, e.g., load balancing [203]. Centralized re-
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source allocation methods are a dominant part of many of the existing IaaS provisioning

systems. These methods have a number of drawbacks that attack the efficiency of any

centralized solution [203]. The main drawbacks of these solutions are as follows:

• The environment remains static while the central coordinator is calculating the op-

timal resource allocation. This prevents the system from responding to any unpre-

dictable changes in the environment or even accepting new requests.

• All coordination messages must route through the central point, counteracting the

benefits from having resources distributed over the network. This issue reduces the

scalability and creates a fundamentally brittle system [203].

The emergence of the distributed computing paradigm allows the traditional central-

ized approach to work in these distributed architectures [183] [169]. Although centralized

solutions are possible to some extent, they present several inconveniences for large-scale

infrastructures spread across different geographical domains. Also, centralized approaches

are often not very appropriate to working on such large scales. Moreover, such a centralized

model is not adequate and is inefficient in cases where the distributed nature is dominant.

In a mathematical modeling formulation for large-scale resource allocation problems

in centralized models, many variables and constraints exist that lead to a huge number

of feasible solutions and increase the computational complexity for finding the optimal

solution. The computational complexity in centralized controllers impedes the adoption

of IaaS, particularly with applications that require QoS guarantees and where latency

is critically perceived by customers, e.g., video streaming [191]. Additionally, adopting

heuristics algorithms in centralized models working in large-scale environments restricts

the problem space in one or more dimensions to enable efficient heuristics, at the expense

of the optimality of the solution.

Indeed, centralized approaches for resource allocation in highly-distributed and dynamic

environments are impractical and inefficient and this is still an existing challenge. These
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drawbacks lead to the need for a truly decentralized resource allocation approach that does

not rely on a central controller and that utilizes the distributed architecture efficiently [203].

There is a scalability issue with the computational complexity challenge that exists in the

centralized approaches, which arises with large numbers of constraints and variables. This

well-known NP-Hard problem motivates this research to propose an efficient decentralized

solution that can dynamically adapt to ever-changing conditions of a really large number

of requests/resources at a fine-grained level and in a reasonable time.

6.3 Contributions

Two requirements are of particular importance in addressing the aforementioned challenges

and guarantee an efficient infrastructure for an enormous number of applications in Geo-

datacenters. First, there is a need for a scalable approach that copes with serving a large

number of IaaS requests and the ever-increasing managed resources. Secondly, there is a

need for an efficient resource allocation technique that guarantees the potential benefits for

infrastructure stakeholders in terms of QoS assurance and low response time. Moreover,

it should ensure the CSP’s benefits of low operational cost and efficient utilization for the

managed resources. The desired resource allocation approach should deal with an enor-

mous number of managed resources and IaaS requests efficiently such that it mitigates the

computationally intractable limitation. In that context, we advocate a distributed frame-

work that enables CSPs to offer efficient infrastructures for hosting large-scale distributed

applications. In contrast to the existing centralized provisioning systems, the proposed

framework mainly relies on a distributed architecture for CSPs that manages geographi-

cally distributed datacenters (Geo-datacenters) logically grouped into regions. Moreover,

the desired architecture incorporates two decentralized resource allocation approaches, hi-

erarchical and distributed. These working approaches employ an efficient economic model

in performing their operations. Furthermore, working at the regional level, a mathemati-

cal model for the regional IaaS resource allocation problem (RCG-IaaS) is proposed. This
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model constitutes the core of the two decentralized approaches and is formulated in CG as

a large-scale optimization tool.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a distributed architecture for Geo-datacenters that span the globe ar-

ranged in a set of regions, each region managed and controlled by an independent,

elected Regional Coordinator. The overall framework is managed by a Main CSP

controller that is concerned with defining the geographical boundaries of each region,

the number of datacenters, and the average price for each regional resource. Deploy-

ing Geo-datacenters in dispersed regions confirms the reliability of the provisioned

infrastructure and ensures resource availability in distributed locations. Further, this

distributed deployment positively impacts the accepted number of IaaS requests and

the efficiency of the provisioned infrastructures.

• We propose two decentralized resource allocation approaches that address the inade-

quacy and inefficiency of centralized approaches regard scalability and computational

complexity issues. Particularly, the large-scale resource allocation problem entails

computational complexity that impacts the running applications’ performance. The

proposed approaches employ economic models as potential solutions for efficient re-

source allocation. We aimed to reduce the computational time and the backbone

network traffic with the Main CSP, as well. The proposed approaches are:

– A hierarchical resource allocation approach. This approach exploits a Double-

side auction mechanism that splits the incoming IaaS demands among the Re-

gional Coordinators driven by the CSP’s benefit in each region. As a result,

the computational complexity is reduced. The Double-side auction provides

incentives to customers based on such attractive criteria as price and quality to

express their willingness to pay for their requested infrastructures.
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– A distributed resource allocation approach that makes use of a Single-Round

Sealed-Bid auction mechanism as a coordination strategy between Regional Coordinators.

This approach stimulates CSP’s partners (i.e., Regional Coordinators) to com-

pete for a good QoS service, with a global objective of maximizing the CSP’s

profit.

• We extend our mathematical model in [3] for a regional IaaS resource allocation

approach (RCG-IaaS). The extended model, working through the proposed two

decentralization approaches, aims to maximize the CSP’s net profit while being ac-

quainted with the available inter/intra-datacenter bandwidth. Additionally, the pro-

posed model respects customer QoS requirements and guarantees the provisioned

infrastructure-hosted application’s performance is balanced against the infrastruc-

ture allocation costs.

6.4 The Proposed Distributed Framework

Several inconveniences have been brought about by adopting centralized resource allocation

approaches over distributed architectures. These inconveniences make these approaches

inefficient, impractical, and unable to scale well. In this section, we propose an efficient

distributed architecture that is based on regions. This architecture allows efficient resource

utilization to be performed within the distributed architecture.

6.4.1 System Architecture

In this architecture, we are interested in providing an efficient infrastructure that hosts

large-scale applications. These applications serve distributed end-users with stringent QoS

requirements. Thus, the main infrastructure stakeholder, the named IaaS customer, owns

large-scale distributed applications and is keen to have a reliable infrastructure for host-

ing these applications. The desired applications are distributed applications that require
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VMs on distributed datacenters to host their components. These applications mainly rely

on cloud-distributed architecture to achieve their objectives. Hosted applications are cat-

egorized into three QoS classes following the Google datasets categories, named gratis,

middle, and production [131]. Consequently, the provisioned infrastructures follow the

same categorization.

On the other side, a CSP who is responsible for efficiently satisfying customer re-

quests owns the distributed framework that hosts the desired applications. The proposed

distributed framework is to be built by deploying multiple datacenters in dispersed geo-

graphical locations. These distributed datacenters are arranged in groups forming regions.

Defining each region’s boundaries is an administrative task carried out by the CSP con-

sidering many criteria, e.g., the proximity of these datacenters to each other. Another

criteria for grouping and region formation is sharing the same regional hours of daylight

and possessing a tiny fluctuation in utility prices. It is worth noting that utility prices

differ between regions and they even vary over time in some regions. Moreover, the back-

bone network link cost is directly proportional to its length, i.e., the geographic distance

between the connected datacenter. Thus, it is better to perform partitioning on the back-

bone network between regions such that reduce the allocation cost. This has been achieved

in our proposed design that resulted in the created regions. Furthermore, the distance in-

side the region during the resource allocation is measured by the number of hops between

the region’s datacenters. So, minimizing the number of hops reduces the allocation cost as

well.

An important challenge in hosting large-scale distributed applications in a Geo-distributed

cloud system is to minimize the overall operating cost. This cost is mainly attributed to

electricity cost and the wide area network (WAN) communication cost (i.e. backbone net-

work). In this architecture, we grouped the datacenters based on their proximity to each

other such that it minimizes resource allocation in the backbone network. We develop

a model to capture the intrinsic trade-off between Inter/Intra-datacenter bandwidth al-
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Figure 6.1: Proposed distributed architecture

location costs, and we formulate the regional resource allocation problem considering the

impact of this ratio in the design.

The connectivity among distributed datacenters is achieved through a backbone net-

work. The entire infrastructure (including the backbone network) is owned and managed

by the same IaaS provider. Therefore, in order to be close to the application’s end-users,

the hosted applications are served from the same region datacenters. The closeness of the

hosted application components within the same region benefits applications like scientific

applications, astronomical prediction, and weather forecasting, as well as entertainment

applications, where end-users are sensitive to latency, e.g., video streaming (Netflix), so-

cial networking, and Google web search. Further, proximity of datacenters to end-users

reduces the allocation on the backbone network which is significantly more expensive than

Intra-datacenter [204]. Providing infrastructures for hosting applications in a number of

regions is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the architecture of the proposed distributed framework. Hereafter,
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we will refer to the infrastructure stakeholder as an IaaS customer who aims to have a cost-

efficient and reliable infrastructure for hosting and running his applications. As shown in

Figure 6.1, the proposed architecture is made up of a set of datacenters spanning a large

area and grouped into regions (e.g., East, West, Central). Two main entities are defined,

the central Main CSP and a set of Regional Coordinators (RCs) corresponding to the re-

gions of the entire architecture. Periodically in each region, an election algorithm promotes

the highest resource utilization datacenter to be the Regional Coordinator for the region.

Obviously, the infrastructure provider will make use of this distributed infrastructure with

the objective of maximizing its revenue, improving customer satisfaction, and minimizing

the provisioning cost and service response time. Intuitively, distributed customer requests

are forwarded to the nearest Regional Coordinator in their region. It is required to allocate

the appropriate resources for hosting the customers’ applications, respecting their QoS re-

quirements. Based on the solution used, the recipient Regional Coordinator has the choice

of whether to allocate the requested resources within its region or forward the received

requests to the Main CSP for a decision. The Main CSP is capable of solving any issues

that arise from additional constraints such as resource outages or customer location.

In our architecture, the elected Regional Coordinator is defined as an independent entity

that manages the entire region datacenters and represents them in upper-level decision-

making at the Main CSP. Each datacenter in the region contributes with all its available

resources in creating a general resource repository. The elected Regional Coordinator is

responsible for managing the created resource pool and performing an efficient resource

allocation for the IaaS requests received. The backbone network is divided among the

regions, allowing bandwidth to be better managed. This backbone partitioning reduces

the allocation cost that is more expensive than for the Intra-datacenter network [204].

One of our main design objectives is to prohibit request splitting among regions (out of

scope) in order to reduce allocation costs.

Table 6.1 presents all the notations that will be used in the next proposed approaches.
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Table 6.1: Proposed Approaches Notations

Notation Meaning
Rg Region g in the distributed architecture
Dg set of datacenters in region g
Lg set of backbone network links in region g
Qq Class q in a set of QoS classes
Cg

q Capacity of VRs from QoS q in region g

Bg
a Aggregated Intra-bandwidth in region g

In IaaS request n in a set of IaaS requests
Vg The generalized virtual resource pool in region g

A region can be modeled as a weighted undirected graph Rg(Dg, Lg) with a set of data-

centers and backbone links. Each datacenter Dg in the entire architecture is composed of

a set of physical servers interconnected in a tree-like topology (e.g., CLOS, fat-tree) as an

internal network topology. Physical servers have adopted virtualization techniques (e.g.,

partitioning) to form a set of VRs (i.e., VMs) following the predefined QoS classes [131].

The capacity of VRs from QoS class q denoted by Cq is defined as the total number of VRs

available at the regional resource pool. Also, the aggregated value for the Intra-datacenter

bandwidth denoted by Ba is calculated based on the oversubscription values [205]. Typi-

cal datacenter network designs are oversubscribed by a factor of 2.5:1 (400 Mbps) to 8:1

(125 Mbps), i.e., each server in the datacenter is connected in the datacenter network by

a 400 Mbps link. Collecting various granularities of VRs from all the regional datacen-

ters constitutes the regional virtual resource pool denoted by Vg. This pool is the general

repository for all resources in this region including the Intra-datacenter network and the

Inter-datacenter network.

The coordination between the Main CSP and Regional Coordinators in performing

IaaS resource allocation takes two forms: vertical and horizontal coordination. In verti-

cal coordination, the communication is carried out between the Main CSP as a central

hub and the Regional Coordinators. In addition, a Regional Coordinator is not allowed

to communicate with another coordinator. In horizontal coordination, however, the com-
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munication is carried out among the Regional Coordinators only, without involving the

Main CSP. The role of the Main CSP in the latter form is limited to collecting the re-

ports from Regional Coordinators. Both coordination schemes are adopted in the proposed

framework with two applied approaches. These schemes rely on an efficient and economical

model.

6.4.2 Economic models in the cloud computing market

The paradigm of cloud computing has spontaneously prompted a wide interest in market-

based resource allocation mechanisms by which a CSP aims at efficiently allocating cloud

resources among potential users. The task of spreading finite resources across specific cus-

tomers is also exist in human negotiation and constitutes the basis of modern economics.

Adopting economic models is therefore equally well-suited to performing resource alloca-

tion in cloud management systems. Economic models are characterized by their scalability

and adaptability to the rapid changes in the market conditions. They support an effective

decentralized decision making process by providing a well-understood class of protocols. In

addition, they also provide incentives for participation in commercial environments. The

adoption of economic models in cloud computing is mainly attributed to the widespread

adoption of cloud services on a utility basis. This characteristic has created a competi-

tive open-market environment that needs to be balanced, particularly in the case where

individual users and providers are acting in a self-interested manner, where the result-

ing interactions need to be regulated [206]. In addition, observed variances in customers’

requirements and regional prices urgently required a regulated trading environment that

considers the benefits for both IaaS customers and CSPs [207]. Furthermore, resource

bundling that has complicated the traditional resource allocation models has raised an

interest in such economic models and, in particular, auction algorithms. In the context of

cloud computing, an auction can be explained as the allocation of resources to the highest

bidder.
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Our proposed framework aims to solve the distributed resource allocation challenges by

proposing self-interested entities (i.e. Regional Coordinators) that iteratively trade bundles

of VRs in a cloud market controlled by the Main CSP. These entities have an explicit and

implicit operation. We adopted efficient economic models, i.e., auction-based mechanisms

in performing vertical and horizontal coordination in different applied approaches that or-

ganized the information splitting/sharing between the explicit and the implicit operations.

6.4.3 Auction-based Coordination Schemes

Auctions proved their economic efficiency in setting the price of commodities based on

supply and demand in real-world markets. Existing auction mechanisms support different

negotiations models between sellers and buyers, e.g., one-to-many (for instance, single-

sided auction) or many-to-many (e.g., double auction) with the objective to reduce these

negotiations to a single value (i.e., price). Moreover, in an auction, participants may be

allowed to bid for one commodity or a bundle items at one time. Therefore, the design

of the auction mechanism is the hot spot in micro-economics. Combinatorial Auctions

(CAs) that allow bids for bundles of items provide a great way of allocating multiple dis-

tinguishable items among bidders. CAs can make bidders flexibly reveal their preferences

on items, which can decline the bidding risk, increase revenue and thus remarkably im-

prove the economic efficiency of the auction [208]. Auction-based mechanisms have been

proposed in various fields such as network bandwidth, wireless spectrum, energy industries

and advertising. These mechanisms investigate how participants behave in a competition

for resources. Cloud computing appeared to be an effective market-oriented computing

paradigm, so currently researchers are interested in investigating the economic aspects of

cloud computing from different points of view [208]. As a consequence, because of their

ability to establish market prices in a market-oriented computing paradigm, auctions be-

came an efficient means of economic resource allocation in the cloud context [209].
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There exist four main types of auction protocol: the Sealed-Bid, Sealed-Bid Second

Price (Vickrey), English, and Dutch. Traditionally, The English and Dutch auctions

are the common open outcry with ascending price/multiple bid protocol and descend-

ing price/single bid protocol, respectively. The Sealed-Bid auction is a sealed single bid

following the first price protocol. In the Sealed-Bid auction all bids remain sealed until

they are opened simultaneously. Finally, the Vickrey auction is also a sealed-bid protocol,

except that the winning participant pays the amount of the second bid as the best price.

All the mentioned four auction protocols have the same return in private value auctions;

thus selection of an auction protocol depends on specific scenarios.

Double auctions are many-to-many negotiations, that enable multiple participants (i.e.

buyers and sellers) to bid simultaneously in one auction. In order to perform successful

auctioning, the desired property of an auction mechanism should exist, which is truthful-

ness. An auction is truthful if the participants benefit most when they reveal their true

valuations to the auctioning mechanism [210].

It is worth mentioning that the auction is not entirely new to the cloud computing

community. In Amazon, after allocating computing resources for the long-term and on-

demand users, Amazon EC2 sells its remaining VMs instances through an auction called

Spot Instances [210]. Further, auctions will clearly be one of the most desirable allocation

schemes in this regard. The adoption of auctioning is supported by its successful application

in various fields ranging from selling wireless spectrum to transportation procurement for

large industries [210].

In our architecture, we adopted the auctioning mechanism in the two decentralized

approaches as follows:

• A Double-side auction mechanism: this mechanism is applied in the hierarchical

approach as a vertical coordination.

• A Single-bid sealed auction mechanism: this mechanism is applied as a coordination
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strategy between Regional Coordinators in the distributed approach.

6.5 Decentralized Approaches

The previously mentioned drawbacks of centralized approaches, in particular, scalability

and computational complexity, call for a truly decentralized approach for resource allo-

cation. The desired approach does not rely on a central controller, and also it efficiently

utilizes the distributed architecture [203]. In this section, we propose two efficient decen-

tralized approaches that can dynamically and efficiently adapt to ever-changing conditions

that result from an enormous number of requests/resources at a fine-grained level and in a

reasonable time. The proposed approaches are known as, the hierarchical and distributed

resource allocation approaches. The hierarchical approach mainly relies on a vertical co-

ordination with dispersed regional resource allocation arranged in two levels, while the

distributed approach achieves the horizontal coordination among different controllers at

the same level, thus, performing efficient resource allocation independently. We also intro-

duce a Regional Resource Allocation Model (RCG-IaaS) that mainly relies on an efficient

decomposition technique, Column Generation, as a large-scale optimization tool.

6.5.1 The hierarchical resource allocation approach

In this approach, controllers are arranged hierarchically into two levels as shown in Figure

(6.2). The first level accommodates the Main CSP controller, while the second level is

made up of all the registered Regional Coordinators. We achieved a local view optimization

(within each region) with global view objectives (to maximize the CSP net profit) [211].

The local view optimization is performed by an efficient resource allocation model (RCG-

IaaS) that adopts the large VR pool created in each region. The global view objective

is achieved by sharing the regional utilization levels and the pricing information with the

upper level in the hierarchy using an efficient economic model, a double-side auction.
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Figure 6.2: Proposed distributed architecture

In order to mitigate the computational complexity challenge, we split the main con-

troller operation that is concerned with resource allocation for incoming IaaS requests into

two tasks. The first task distributes the incoming IaaS requests among the regions accord-

ing to the CSPs’ profit calculated at each Regional Coordinator. This task is considered to

be a lightweight operation for decision-making with regard to the received request distri-

bution. The second task is the regional resource allocation task that requires heavyweight

operations in order to optimize the resource allocation in each region independently. Split-

ting the computations reduces the resource allocation constraints and variables and allows

the centralized controller to respond efficiently and promptly to any further incoming re-

quests. The regional resource allocation task is performed on each Regional Coordinator

while the IaaS requests distribution task is accomplished centrally on the Main CSP con-

troller. Coordination between these two tasks is critical in improving the efficiency of

resource allocation, particularly in a large-scale environment [212], so, a vertical coordina-

tion has been achieved using a double-side auction mechanism between the two hierarchical

levels to carry out the overall approach efficiently.

The adoption of a double-side auction is motivated by the fact that participants in

this type of auction are negotiating the price in the many-to-many game transparently.

Additionally, a double-side auction is similar to a combinatorial auction where both sides
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submit bids for multiple items. Thus, it is considerably more efficient than a one-sided

combined auction. Furthermore, double-side auctions prevent providers from having mo-

nopolies, making them suitable for the cloud computing market [207]. Double-side auction

entities are the customers’ IaaS requests on one side and the Regional Coordinators on the

other side. The Main CSP acts as an auctioneer that handles organizing the double-side

auction and maintaining the collected prices and bids from Regional Coordinators and

IaaS customers respectively. The Main CSP starts its operation by collecting the bids

from both sides and determining the winning IaaS requests and regions. The Main CSP

then calculates the best match between the IaaS requests and regions that will achieve the

maximum profit for the CSPs.

Our motivation for this approach stems from the fact that, to maximize the profit,

we have to reduce the allocation cost on the backbone. Also, reducing the computational

complexity at the central controller contributes to our motivation. Since the resource allo-

cation problem incorporates various regional prices and multiple IaaS customers bidding,

the double-side auction is well suited for this market-based environment. In this regard,

we formulate the problem of accepting and distributing the incoming IaaS requests among

Regional Coordinators as a double-side auction problem. The objective of this problem

is to assign the accepted IaaS requests to several regions profitably. We assume that the

adopted double-side auction mechanism is truthful, that is, the participants reveal their

true valuation without exaggerating their bids or misrepresenting their true valuation.

This assumption ensures the benefits for both the IaaS customers and the CSP’s different

Regional Coordinators in balancing the cloud market.

In this approach, each Regional Coordinator receives all the customers’ submitted re-

quests in its region and forwards them to the Main CSP for assessment and re-distribution.

This forwarding constitutes the only traffic on the backbone network between all the con-

trollers and the Main CSP. Then, the Main CSP starts to execute the double-side auction

distribution algorithm such that the aggregated profit is maximized. Algorithm 3 elabo-
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rates on the hierarchical resource allocation approach. The operational steps of the pro-

posed hierarchical approach start by sorting the incoming IaaS requests based on the sub-

mitted bids in descending order (line 5). Then, the prices offered by Regional Coordinators

are sorted in ascending order (line 6). The algorithm proceeds in matching the sorted IaaS

requests with the corresponding sorted Regional Coordinators, thereby achieving the max-

imum profit. For each IaaS request, the algorithm checks the availability of the resources

in the corresponding region (line 10), if the region has enough resources, the matching is

completed and the request is assigned to this region (lines 11-17). Up to this step, the

request is only assigned and tentative cost and profit are calculated, but no resources are

yet allocated.

These steps are repeated for all the incoming IaaS requests at the Main CSP. Requests

associated with failed allocations are counted as rejected (lines 20-23). The algorithm ends

up with an assignment list (Assignn,g), indicating the accepted requests and the regions

that are candidates for allocation. The Main CSP as an auctioneer starts to announce the

matches of winning requests and winning regions, and then to distribute the requests to

those regions. Distributing the requests among the regions is motivated by the fact that the

CSP aims to maximize its profit by performing a competition among Regional Coordinators

using a double-side auction mechanism. Each Regional Coordinator receives its assigned

requests and starts to allocate the appropriate resources such that it maximizes its revenue.

It is well known that the hierarchical approach is an intermediate stage between the

centralized and the fully distributed approaches, however it is likely centralized with an

enhancement in computational complexity. The efficiency of the proposed approach has

been increased over the centralized by adopting the double-side auction profit-aware IaaS

distribution among registered regions. After finishing the lightweight computational task

represented in the double-side auction distribution, the hierarchical approach proceeds to

the heavyweight computational task, i.e., resource allocation in each region individually

using the RCG-IaaS model. Each Regional Coordinator receives its assigned requests and
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Algorithm 3 Hierarchical Resource Allocation Algorithm Pseudo-code

1: Input: Set of N IaaSrequests, In = (nresn,nconn,bidn)
2: Input: Set of G Regional Coordinators, Rg = (Cg

v , B
g
a, P

g
v , P

g
l )

3: Output: Assignment of accepted IaaS requests to Regional Coordinators, Assignn,g

4: Steps:
5: Sort N Bids bid1 ≥ bid2 ≥ bid3 ≥ .... ≥ bidN
6: Sort G Prices C1

v ≤ C2
v ≤ C3

v ≤ .... ≤ CG
v

7: n← 0
8: while (n ≤ N) do
9: for each Rg in G do
10: if Cg

v − nresn ≥ 0 and Bg
a − nconn ≥ 0 then

11: Accepted++
12: Cg

v ← Cg
v − nresn

13: Bg
a ← Bg

a − nconn

14: Assignn,g ← (n, g)
15: Allocated← true
16: n← n+ 1
17: break
18: end if
19: end for
20: if (!Allocated) then
21: Allocated← false
22: Rejected++
23: n← n+ 1
24: end if
25: end while
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starts to allocate the appropriate resources to maximize the CSP’s revenue. This hierarchi-

cal split reduces the computational complexity and makes the framework more responsive

to any sudden fluctuations or further incoming requests, since the busy-time problem has

vanished.

6.5.2 The distributed resource allocation approach

The proposal of a distributed resource allocation approach that is aligned with the un-

derlying infrastructure is motivated by the fact that Regional Coordinators need to act

independently without the Main CSP. In addition, benefits and advantages brought by

the distributed architecture can be strongly affected if the proposed architecture previ-

ously employed centralized models. Thus, in this section, we propose a fully distributed

resource allocation approach that makes use of an auction mechanism as a coordination

strategy. In this approach, a horizontal coordination is achieved among independent

Regional Coordinators, with no involvement from the Main CSP. Regional Coordinators

make the decisions for their allocations, perform coordination, and finally reallocate again

without involving the Main CSP. Using auctions reduces the communications overhead

among participants since bidders bid their true value in a single-bid sealed price auction

[209].

In the proposed approach, each Regional Coordinator optimizes its allocations as a self-

interest entity, yet cooperates to some extent with other Regional Coordinators in order to

achieve the shared objective of maximizing the Main CSP’s total profit. Figure 6.3 illus-

trates the distributed approach controller arrangement where all the Regional Coordinators

perform horizontal coordination through the backbone network. We argue that the pro-

posed approach increases the acceptance ratio, eliminates the convergence time, prevents

the duplication of allocations, and ensures the consistency of the resource allocation pro-

cess. The proposed distributed resource allocation approach alleviates the drawbacks of
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Figure 6.3: Proposed distributed architecture

the centralized approach following a well-known general strategy in mitigating the compu-

tational complexity and reducing the traffic on the backbone network. This methodology

is partitioning the computation space among a set of predefined entities that are capable

of performing the required computations independently.

Popular distributed algorithms are challenged by two main issues, convergence time and

the consistency of the shared data. Our proposed approach overcomes these limitations

with an efficient auction mechanism. The proposed approach works by using a single-bid

sealed price auction mechanism as a transition between two iterations of resource allocation.

The operational steps of the proposed approach are summarized as follows:

1. In each region, perform the first iteration resource allocation by adopting the RCG-

IaaS model.

2. Calculate the CSP main profit in each region individually.

3. Execute the single-bid sealed price auction mechanism (for rejected requests) as fol-

lows:

(a) If (Rejected Requests exist) Then

Perform Task 1

(b) If (Found announcements on the shared area) Then

Perform Task 2
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(c) Distribute the task results among the auction participants.

4. Perform a second iteration of the regional resource allocation by adopting the RCG-

IaaS model on the forwarded requests from other regions as an auction result.

5. Calculate CSP complementary profit at each region.

Following these operational steps, the auction mechanism achieves the transition from

the first to the second iteration by adopting a single-bid sealed price auction mechanism

among Regional Coordinators. This auction mechanism achieves the desired horizontal

coordination. In addition, it is worth mentioning that CSP profit is achieved by ac-

cumulating the calculated profit in each iteration. The communication among different

Regional Coordinators is carried out through defining a shared area accessed by a unique

identity for each Regional Coordinator.

The proposed approach proceeds by performing the first iteration, where each Re-

gional Coordinator collects the IaaS requests received in its region (step 1). Then, each

region independently handles allocating the resources for the collected requests employ-

ing the RCG-IaaS model and calculating its profit (step 2). After performing the first

iteration of resource allocation, each Regional Coordinator checks for rejected requests

and announces an auction if a rejection exists by performing task (1) (step 3a). Mean-

while, each Regional Coordinator checks for other participants’ announcements (i.e., Re-

gional Coordinators) in the shared area and responds to them by placing its bids by per-

forming task (2) (step 3b). Then, The Regional Coordinator starts to distribute the task

results of either task (1) or task (2) to other participants. These task results are repre-

sented as the evaluation results for received offers as an output of task(1) and/or placing

bids for existing announcements as an output of task(2) (step 3c). The approach then

proceeds to the second iteration of resource allocation and final profit calculations (steps

4 and 5).
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(a) Sender perspective

(b) Receiver perspective

Figure 6.4: Steps of RC 1 operations

More illustrations on the operational-step execution order from different perspectives

are presented in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b. These figures show a Regional Coordinator oper-

ating as an auctioneer or bidder (i.e., sender/receiver). Also, figure 6.5 shows the sequence

of the operational-steps execution. Algorithms 4 and 5 illustrate the working tasks within

the proposed distributed algorithm, where task (1) is Announce Auction, and task (2) is

Joined Announced Auctions. These tasks work in parallel within two running threads at

each Regional Coordinator. The first announces an auction for the rejected requests while

the second listens to other participants’ auction announcements.

The first task, presented in algorithm 4, is executed immediately after the first it-

eration of resource allocation when there are rejected requests. In this task, each Re-
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Figure 6.5: Operational-steps execution sequence

gional Coordinator announces an auction on a shared accessible area and waits for offers

from other participants (line 3). Announced Regional Coordinators start to collect other

participants’ offers (line 4), then merge the collected bids into one list AllBidn,g (line 5).

Each Regional Coordinator starts to sort the merged bids for each request in descending

order (line 6), and evaluate them. For each request, it selects the most profitable offer such

that it maximizes the overall CSP’s profit. Meanwhile, bids with zero values are rejected

(lines 7-12). A request is counted as rejected if its corresponding bid value in Assignn,g < 0

or does not already exist, otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to the next request. Finally,

each Regional Coordinator starts to forward its requests to the winning offer regions (line

13).

The second task illustrated in algorithm 5 is a contentious running task that lis-

tens for any announced auctions in the shared area (line 3). In each period, the Re-

gional Coordinator collects all the announced rejected requests that exist in the shared

area in a Rej listg (line 4). Then, it sorts the rejected list in descending order by its orig-

inal submitted bids (line 5). The Regional Coordinator further starts to check its resource

availability for each request, and calculates its new offer regarding that request if it has
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Algorithm 4 Task 1: Announce Auction

1: Input: Set of N Rejected IaaSrequest In = (nresn,nconn,bidn)
2: Output: Assignment of Rejected In to G Regional Coordinators, Assignn,g

3: Announce an auction by placing the rejected requests in a shared accessible area.
4: Collect the incoming bids from each region in Bidn,g.
5: Merge the incoming bids into one list AllBidn,g ← Bidn,g.
6: Sort AllBidn,g in descending order.
7: for each (In) in (N) do
8: if In = AllBidn,g and AllBidn,g > 0 then
9: Set Assignn,g ← 1
10: continue
11: end if
12: end for
13: Broadcast Assignn,g to all the winning regions.

Algorithm 5 Task 2: Join Announced Auctions

1: Input: Set of N Rejected IaaSrequest In = (nresn,nconn,bidn)
2: Output: Offer List Offer listg
3: while true do
4: Collect the announced rejected requests on a Rej listg.
5: Sort Rej listg in descending order.
6: if size(Rej listg) ≥ 0 then
7: for each (In) in Rej listg do
8: if (Cg

v − nresn ≥ 0) and (Bg
agg − nconn ≥ 0) then

9: Cg
v ← Cg

v − nresn
10: Bg

a ← Bg
a − nconn

11: Calculate Bidn
12: Offer listg ← Bidn
13: else
14: Offer listg ← 0
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: Broadcast Offer listg to other participants
19: end while
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enough resources, otherwise, it offers 0 (lines 7-16). This evaluation result is saved in the

new Offer listg. The Regional Coordinator starts to divide the Offer listg back into

regions. Finally, it broadcasts to each region its corresponding portion in its offer list (line

18). After executing the two tasks successfully, each Regional Coordinator receives its new

requests. Then, the second iteration of resource allocation starts immediately, where each

Regional Coordinator performs the resource allocation model (RCG-IaaS) independently

on the forwarded requests.

In this approach, the auction mechanism achieves the desired horizontal coordination.

The benefits gained from that algorithm can be summarized by the highest acceptance

ratio with the lowest allocation time. Although this approach achieved a gain in profit,

it was at the expense of the allocation cost. Also, it eliminates the convergence time of

similar distributed algorithms, since the approach has only two iterations. The consistency

of allocation is maintained by the auction mechanism that prevents replication and declares

only one winner.

6.5.3 Regional Resource Allocation Model (RCG-IaaS)

A fundamental problem in building large-scale resource allocation systems is the need for

efficient and scalable techniques that guarantee the expected QoS for customers’ applica-

tions. The successful operation of the cost-efficient model in [3] motivates us to extend and

adapt decomposition methodology and the basic CG model to work on a regional scale with

multiple datacenters connected through the backbone. Furthermore, the extended model

copes with additional constraints regards the Intra/Inter-datacenter bandwidth and vari-

ous regions’ costs. The goal of the adapted cost-efficient model was changed with the scale.

In the private cloud model, the focus is on reducing the IT costs associated with CAPEX

and OPEX, while in the context of the public cloud model, the focus is to maximize the

provider’s profit [213]. The growing scale of the proposed model with different utility prices
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in the region stimulates the CSP to define his objective as maximization of his net profit.

Populating the cost-efficient model to work on multiple distributed datacenters contributes

significantly to the proposed distributed architecture efficiency and the provider’s profit.

The inherent characteristic of the CG technique is its decomposition strategy in address-

ing the resource allocation problem. In that sense, the IaaS resource allocation problem is

decomposed into a master problem and a pricing problem. Column Generation also works

only with a restricted number of columns, forming the RMP. RMP ensured that Column

Generation could manipulate a large number of variables and constraints in a reduced

formulation. The pricing problem is solved iteratively as long as the price is significantly

reduced; the corresponding column is added to the RMP. In other respects, the current

solution is optimal. A column in this formulation represents a feasible allocation of VRs to

an IaaS request. The master problem and the pricing problem are linked by transferring

the optimal values of the master problem variables to the pricing problem.

Our distributed architecture consists of G regions, each region has D datacenters that

constitute the regional pool denoted by Vg. In the following, the presented formulation is

for one region, where Cd
q and Ad represents the capacity of VRs from QoS q, q ∈ Q and

the aggregated Intra-bandwidth in datacenter d, d ∈ D, respectively. For the backbone

network, Bl represents the residual bandwidth on backbone network link l, l ∈ L, where L

represents a set of backbone links that connects all of the region’s datacenters.

The proposed Column Generation formulation denoted by (RCG-IaaS) is defined as

follows. We reformulate the IaaS resource allocation problem in terms of Independent

Infrastructure Allocating Configurations (IIACs), an IIAC indexed by c defines an al-

locating configuration of one IaaS request. An IIAC can be represented by the couple

IIACc = (Vc, Pc), where, Vc represents a set of VRs and Pc represents a set of paths used

to satisfy customer requirements. Each path Pc is composed of a set of links l ∈ Lc, where

Vc, Lc ⊂ Vg. Customers IaaS requests can be represented by In = (Vn, Kn, Pn), where Vn

represents a set of requested VRs, Kn represents a set of connections between the VRS
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with bandwidth bn, and Pn represents the bid that the customer is willing to pay. We

define the following decision variable λc, which is equal to 1 if the IIAC c is used in the

allocation solution, and 0 otherwise. We aim to maximize the CSP revenue by accepting

more IaaS requests and to minimize the cost of the assigned configurations.

Master problem formulation

The resource allocation problem can be formulated with respect to the variable λc, c ∈ C.

The allocation problem then chooses a maximum of N configurations. In the best case,

the model can serve all the received requests, and each request is granted by its IIAC.

The choice of the optimal set of IIAC configurations corresponds to the so-called master

problem. We define COSTc as the cost of an IIAC c representing the total cost of all the

VRs and the paths on that configuration. We define REVc as the profit gained by serving

an IIAC c, to a set of N IaaS requests.

REVc =
∑
n∈N

acnPn − COSTc (6.1)

Where:

acn represents that IIAC c serves IaaS request n.

Pn represents the offered bid by request n.

The cost of configuration is calculated as follows:

COSTc =
∑
v∈Vc

ζcv.cv +
∑
l∈Lc

bl.c
b
l +
∑
l∈Lc

γc
b .c

i
l (6.2)

• ζcv parameter indicates that the VR v is used in configuration c.

• γc
b the Intra-bandwidth b used in configuration c.

• bl is the used Inter-datacenter bandwidth on backbone network link l in configuration

c.
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• cv, c
b
l , and cil are the costs of the VR, Inter-, and Intra-datacenter links in configura-

tion c.

The master problem model formulation, denoted by Master-ILP is defined as follows:

• Objective Function:

Max.
∑
c∈C

REVcλc (6.3)

• Constraints :

1. The VRs used cannot exceed the total number of available QoS class VRs in

datacenter d.

∑
c∈C

∑
v∈Vq

ζcv.λc 6 Cd
q , ∀q ∈ Q, ∀d ∈ D

(
δdq
)

(6.4)

2. The Intra-datacenter BW used cannot exceed the datacenter aggregated band-

width. ∑
c∈C

γc
b .λc 6 Ad,∀d ∈ D (ϕd) (6.5)

3. The Inter-datacenter BW used for each link bl cannot exceed the capacity of

link l in the backbone network.

∑
c∈C

λc.bl 6 Bl,∀l ∈ L (ηl) (6.6)

4. Unique selection of one IIAC for serving an IaaS request

∑
c∈C

λc.a
c
n 6 1,∀n ∈ N (αn) (6.7)
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5. Guarantee the maximum number of allocating configurations

∑
c∈C

λc 6 N (β) (6.8)

6. Integrality constraint of master variable λc.

λc ∈ {0, 1} (6.9)

Pricing problem

The pricing problem is the problem of generating additional IIAC configurations. As

previously mentioned, an additional column is added to the RMP at a significantly reduced

price that results from solving the pricing problem iteratively. It is defined as follows. Let(
δdq
)
, (ϕd) , (ηl) , (αn) , and (β) be the dual variables associated with constraints (6.4), (6.5),

(6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) in the master problem. Then, the reduced cost of variable λc can be

written as:

REVc = REVc −
∑
n∈N

αn.a
c
n −

∑
l∈L

ηl.bl −
∑
d∈D

∑
q∈Q

δdq −
∑
d∈D

ϕd.γ
c
b − β (6.10)

In order to represent the reduced cost equation in pricing problem variables we define the

following decision variables:

zn: a binary decision variable that indicates if an infrastructure n is granted by configura-

tion c ∈ C or not.

xv
r : a binary decision variable that indicates if a requested resource r is allocated to virtual

resource v or not.

ypk: a binary decision variable that indicates if a connection k uses path p or not.

We derive the following relations between the variables of the pricing problem and the

coefficient of the master problem:
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For each c ∈ C and n ∈ N , we have:

acn = zn (6.11)

For each link l ∈ L, we have:

bl =
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈Lp

πp
l .bn.y

p
k (6.12)

Where: πp
l is a parameter that indicates that link l is used in path p. For each c ∈ C and

resource v ∈ Vc, we have:

ζcv =
∑
n∈N

∑
v∈Vc

xv
r (6.13)

For each Intra-datacenter bandwidth b, we have:

γc
b =

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈Lp

πp
l .bn.y

p
k (6.14)

However, Intra-datacenter paths are assumed to be single-hop paths, i.e.
∑

l∈Lp
πp
l = 1

as the oversubscription factor used in designing the datacenters communication networks’

implicitly covered allocated bandwidth for multiple links in each path. Equation 6.14 will

be simplified to:

γc
b =

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

bn.y
p
k (6.15)

Accordingly, the pricing problem objective function (Eq.6.10) and constraints can be ex-

pressed as follows.

• Objective:

REVc =
∑
n∈N

zn.Pn − COSTc −
∑
n∈N

αn.zn −
∑
l∈L

ηl ×
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈lP

bnπ
p
l y

p
k

−
∑
d∈D

∑
q∈Q

δdq −
∑
d∈D

ϕd ×
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

bny
p
k − β

(6.16)
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Where :

COSTc =
∑
n∈N

 ∑
r∈Rn

∑
v∈V

xv
r .cv +

∑
k∈Kn

∑
p∈Pc

∑
l∈lP

bn.π
p
l .y

p
k.cl

 (6.17)

• Constraints:

1. For an accepted request n there is a unique allocation for each requested re-

source. ∑
v∈Vq

xv
r 6 zn,∀r ∈ Rn, ∀n ∈ N, ∀q ∈ Q (6.18)

2. For an accepted request n there is a unique path allocation for each requested

connection. ∑
p∈P

ypk 6 zn,∀k ∈ Kn,∀n ∈ N (6.19)

3. Linking the decision variables x and y, connection constraints; at least one al-

located path p for each couple of virtual resources (vv̀)

xv
r .x

v̀
r̀ > ypk,∀ (v, v̀) ∈ P × P, ∀ (r, r̀) ∈ Kn ×Kn. (6.20)

4. Path length does not exceed ϵ

L (p) 6 ϵ,∀p ∈ Pn (6.21)

5. Ensure that the generated configuration (infrastructure) can handle the alloca-

tion of maximum one request.

∑
n∈N

zn 6 1 (6.22)
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6. Linking the decision variables z and y.

zn >
∑
p∈P

ypk,∀n ∈ N, ∀k ∈ Kn (6.23)

Solving the RCG-IaaS Model

To start solving the RCG-IaaS model, we followed the same steps that were used in solving

the RA-IaaS-CG model in 5.4.5. However, since the objective function is changed, the

RMP has to be initialized by using a set of dummy columns with zero revenue. The upper

bounds for ILP problems can be computed through straightforward relaxation. The LP

relaxation of Master-ILP, denoted by Master-LPR, is obtained by relaxing the integrality

constraint in Eq. (6.9) to be λc ∈ [0, 1]. The procedure for solving this model proceeds as

follows:

1. Initialize the RMP with a set of dummy columns with zero revenue.

2. Solve the Master-LPR using the CPLEX solver.

3. Pass the optimal dual variables to the pricing problem.

4. Optimally solve the pricing problem to find a new column.

(a) If a column with positive reduced cost has been found, add this column to the

Master-LPR and re-optimize. Otherwise, Master-LPR is optimally solved.

(b) To calculate the integer solution of Master-ILP, we re-establish the integrality

constraints again on λ and proceed with a branch-and-bound procedure using

the CPLEX solver.

We note that the termination of the Master-LPR solution indicates that the optimal so-

lution upper bound that is very tight to the Master-ILP has been reached. To derive

an integer solution from the fractionary solution of Master-LPR, we therefore embed CG
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within a branch-and-bound framework. So, re-establishing the integrality constraint again

and applying a branch-and-bound procedure to the master problem will provide an upper

bound solution for the IaaS allocation problem. Adding additional columns iteratively us-

ing the pricing problem operation is necessary to solve the Master-LPR at non-root nodes

of the branch-and-bound search tree. Otherwise, solving the Master-LPR over the existing

columns is unlikely to find an optimal or even feasible solution to the original problem.

6.6 Performance Evaluation

This section elaborates on the conducted experiments and evaluations that assess the

distributed architecture along with the two decentralized approaches and the Regional

Resource Allocation Model (RCG-IaaS) in two parts. In the first part, extensive ex-

periments have been carried out to prove the effectiveness of the proposed distributed

architecture. Furthermore, the granularity of the regions is defined and the impact of

Inter/Intra-datacenter network bandwidth variations have been evaluated. In the sec-

ond part, the efficiency of the proposed Regional Resource Allocation Model (RCG-IaaS)

has been proved via simulation against existing heuristic resource allocation solutions on

distributed datacenters. Moreover, we defined evaluation scenarios which represent the

performance, scalability, and economic benefits obtained from the proposed approaches.

6.6.1 Part 1: Distributed Architecture Design

To better illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed architecture design along

with the working approaches, first, we conducted a study on Inter/Intra-datacenter band-

width impacts on our design and the granularity of the regions in order to define them

accurately. This study also helps in defining profitable values for the backbone and aggre-

gated bandwidth. Our objective is to investigate efficient distributed architecture design,

where the CSP achieves a maximum profit while respecting customers’ IaaS requests. Also,
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Figure 6.6: Profit-Cost trade-off with variation in region size

we aimed to minimize the network capital and operational expenses through an optimal

dimensioning of the Inter/Intra-datacenter bandwidth, thereby preventing extra charges

to the CSP for over-allocation on backbone networks and achieving efficient bandwidth

utilization.

Figure 6.6 highlights the trade-off between the CSP’s profit and the allocation cost.

It is observed that, beyond a region size of 5DCs , the proposed framework achieves

maximization in profit and reduction in cost. However, below that size, the tendency is

reversed.

We then studied the impact of the Intra-datacenter bandwidth variation on the blocking

ratio and CSP profit. Figures 6.7a, 6.7b, and 6.7c present the Profit-Blocking Ratio trade-

off with Intra-datacenter variations in the presence of different request loads. We observe

that, to keep the CSP profitable, the aggregated bandwidth (Intra-datacenter BW) in the

design phase should not go beyond 250Mbps (i.e., 4:1 oversubscription ratio).

While investigating the impact of the Inter-datacenter bandwidth variation on the

blocking ratio and CSP profit for the design purpose, we discovered that the proposed

model performed well serving a large number of IaaS requests with Inter-bandwidth greater

than 5Gbps as shown in figure 6.7d. Beyond this value, a substantial increase in the cost

will occur. Also, we observed that with a small IaaS request load, the model tends to

allocate inside the datacenters first. This implies that the Inter-datacenter bandwidth
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(a) Intra BW with 50 IaaS (b) Intra BW with 80 IaaS

(c) Intra BW with 100 IaaS (d) Inter BW with 100 IaaS

Figure 6.7: Profit-Blocking trade-off with Inter/Intra-datacenter variations

variation slightly impacts our design.

We further define parameters α and β as the Inter/Intra , Intra/Inter respectively,

figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.9a, and 6.9b representing the impact of changing these ratios on the

blocking ratio and the CSP’s desired profit. Our objective in defining α and β is to fine-tune

the previous bandwidth parameters, i.e., Intra-datacenter and Inter-datacenter bandwidth

values. By comparing the α values in figures (6.8a and 6.8b), we observed the intersection

point in the curve declaring the profit breakpoint ranges from α = 40 to α = 36.5. These

values imply that the Intra-datacenter ranged between 200 to 273Mbps, which confirms our

previous observations. For the Inter-datacenter bandwidth, the profit breakpoint ranges

from β = 0.036 to β = 0.070 which makes the Inter-datacenter bandwidth value range

between 5.7 to 6.9Gbps. This is also confirmed our previous design value for the Inter-

datacenter bandwidth ( > 5Gbps in figure (6.7d)).
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(a) α ratio 1 (b) α ratio 2

Figure 6.8: Inter/Intra-datacenter BW variations impact

(a) β ratio 1 (b) β ratio 1

Figure 6.9: Intra/Inter-datacenter BW variations impact

6.6.2 Part 2: Evaluation Scenarios

In the following, the setting of the conducted simulation scenarios is given, along with a

description of benchmarks used, the performance metrics evaluated, as well as the results

obtained. The experimental assessments were carried out using the IBM CPLEX solver

[190]. Furthermore, we exploited the Gap calculation to evaluate the optimality of the

obtained solutions. Since the obtained solutions have Gap ̸= 0, the obtained results can

be expressed as near optimal with acceptable Gap.
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Simulation Scenario Settings

In order to assess the efficiency of our hierarchical/distributed resource allocation ap-

proaches along with the proposed Regional Resource Allocation Model RCG-IaaS, three

evaluation scenarios were defined. The defined scenarios concerned the performance evalu-

ation, scalability evaluation, and economic evaluation. The performance scenario evaluates

the quality of the obtained solution from the proposed RCG-IaaS model against existing

heuristics solutions, while the scalability scenario evaluates the proposed decentralized ap-

proach’s scalability against the RCG-IaaS model as a large-scale centralized approach with

a variable IaaS requests load. The economic evaluation scenario evaluates the CSPs’ net

profits in the various solutions.

Adopting the design parameters obtained from our investigation in 6.6.1, we consider

our simulation environment to be 12 datacenters in four regions located in the U.S.A., in

the East, West, and Center. Each region has 3 datacenters, each made up of a random

number of VMs with different granularities according to the predefined QoS classes: gratis,

middle, and production [131]. We adopted NSFNet network topology [214], with a capacity

of 10Gbps, as a backbone network connecting the Geo-datacenters. Furthermore, aggre-

gated values for the Intra-datacenter network bandwidth are applied according to different

oversubscription values as defined in [205]. Meanwhile, the IaaS requests are generated

randomly following a uniform distribution covering the three defined QoS classes. The

number of VMs per request is also uniformly distributed.

In order to assess the performance of the proposed model under a bulk number of IaaS

requests, the periodical approach in [188] was followed in serving IaaS requests. Simulation

planning time is divided into a set of periods p ∈ P . The period length is variable and

defined based on a random number of the received requests collected in small-batches.

Meanwhile, a random number of IaaS requests leave the system.
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Benchmarks

To better illustrate the efficiency of the RCG-IaaS model regarding the quality of the pro-

vided solution, the performance evaluation is carried out against the following benchmarks:

• Network Aware Resource Allocation in Distributed Clouds (NA-RA) [215]: Pro-

posed an efficient resource allocation algorithm for use in distributed clouds based

on formulating the allocation problem as a subgraph selection problem. The defined

formulation has been approximated to an efficient 2-ϵ approximation algorithm for

the optimal selection of datacenters in the distributed cloud.

• Stable Resource Allocation in Geographically Distributed Clouds (SEA) [216]: Pro-

posed a heuristic algorithm based on an adaption to the Stability Marriage problem.

To better understand the structure of the SEA problem, the authors first consider

1−D SEA in which only the CPU resource requirement is taken into account. Then,

they considered 2−D SEA by involving the network requirement and incorporating

virtual network embedding techniques into their solution.

In order to evaluate the scalability performance of the proposed model, we define our

baseline approach as follows:

• Baseline approach: we adopted the Regional Resource Allocation Model as a cen-

tralized baseline approach for evaluating the efficiencies of the hierarchical and dis-

tributed approaches. The adopted baseline defined a centralized resource allocation

model that allocates the incoming IaaS requests on 12 managed datacenters including

the backbone network bandwidth allocation.

Performance Evaluation Metrics

In this paragraph, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed

RCG-IaaS model, and we compare them with the performance of solutions from related
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work. To quantify the performance of the RCG-IaaS model, the following performance

metrics are measured:

• Acceptance ratio: calculated as the ratio of accepted IaaS requests to their total

submitted requests at each period.

• Datacenter’s resource utilization: measured as the ratio of the used resources (CPU,

memory, storage, and bandwidth) to their total capacity in the datacenter.

• Provider’s net profit: measured based on the accumulated profit of each Regional Coordinator

in each region. Each region’s profit is calculated based on the bids collected from the

successfully allocated IaaS requests, less the cost of the network resources and the

VMs calculated by the model. It is worth mentioning that the cost of allocating re-

sources in the backbone network is more expensive than allocating network resources

on the Intra-datacenter bandwidth.

We evaluate the scalability of the proposed architecture under the scalability scenario

in two dimensions. The first dimension is increasing IaaS requests, and the second dimen-

sion is increasing the region size (number of datacenters in each region). The following

performance metrics were used:

• Resource allocation execution time denoted by (Te(sec)): measured as the consumed

time to end the resource allocation process for the planning period.

• Resource Allocation cost (Cost($)): the cost of the obtained solution is calculated

based on the unit price of the allocated resources.

The results are obtained over many simulation experiments for each scenario. Then we

calculate the average value of the performance metrics. We follow the periodical approach

[188] in (generating/dropping) IaaS requests at the boundary of each period. Figures

6.10a,6.10b, 6.10c, 6.11a, and 6.11b as expected show that the proposed RCG-IaaS model
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(a) CPU utilization (b) Memory utilization

(c) Storage utilization (d) Backbone BW utilization

Figure 6.10: RCG-IaaS model resource utilization

outperforms related work solutions (NA-RA, SEA) in resources utilization. The RCG-IaaS

model is characterized by adopting Column Generation as an efficient large-scale optimiza-

tion tool. In addition, the proposed model formulation considered the Inter-datacenter

allocation cost versus Intra-datacenter cost with the objective of maximizing the CSP’s

revenue. Formulating the model using Column Generation iteratively captures the intrin-

sic trade-off between Inter and Intra-datacenter bandwidth cost. Efficient results obtained

in backbone network utilization as shown in figure 6.10d, showed that RCG-IaaS used

Intra-bandwidth in serving the incoming requests first. In case of a resource outage (i.e.,

Intra-bandwidth), the model extends to perform the allocation using the Inter-datacenter

bandwidth. We can observe that, NA-RA performance values are close to the values ob-

tained by our model. NA-RA shares the same objective, to minimize the allocation in

the backbone network using graphs. However, SEA performs worse than our approach,

mainly because, while the Stable Marriage Problem is stable in resource allocation, it
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(a) Acceptance ratio (b) RC’s profit

Figure 6.11: RCG-IaaS model performance metrics

(a) Acceptance ratio (b) CSP’s Profit (c) Allocation time

Figure 6.12: Blocking performance with increasing number of IaaS requests

forces partitioning of the request and leads to lower profit for the CSP.

In order to evaluate the economic benefits, we conducted experiments that measure the

CSP’s net profit, acceptance ratio, and the time consumed for allocating IaaS requests.

Figures 6.11a and 6.11b show the behavior of the three resource allocation solutions we

are considering (RCG-IaaS, SEA, and NA-RA) in terms of allocation time and net profit

for CSPs as a function of increasing the IaaS requests.

We performed two types of experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed decen-

tralized approaches. The first set of experiments evaluates the performance of the designed

algorithms in terms of CSP’s net profit and allocation time in empty datacenters (i.e., with

non-blocking conditions). The result shown in figure 6.13a presents the efficiency of the de-

signed algorithms in performing efficient results close to the optimal centralized approach

with an average deviation beyond 1% in CSP profit. The second set of experiments is con-
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(a) CSP’s profit (b) Allocation time

Figure 6.13: Non-Blocking performance with increasing number of IaaS requests

ducted in busy datacenters (i.e., with blocking conditions). These experiments evaluate

the applicability of auction models in the decentralized approaches. The results shown in

figures (6.12a and 6.12b) proved their applicability with deviation in profit of less than

3% from the centralized approach. Indeed, both sets of experiments confirmed the superi-

ority of the decentralized approaches over the centralized approach in allocation time, as

shown in figures (6.12c and 6.13b). It is worth mentioning that the distributed approach

outperformed other approaches since it has another chance for allocation. This additional

opportunity increases the acceptance ratio and the profit, yet with slightly higher cost.

Also, despite the global view of allocation in the centralized approach, the hierarchical

approach performs very closely to the centralized approach in significantly less time. This

observation implies the efficiency of using auction mechanisms.

(a) Acceptance ratio (b) CSP’s Profit (c) Allocation time

Figure 6.14: Different distribution policies performance evaluations

Extensive experiments have been carried out on the distributed approach in order to

assess the impacts of changing the distribution policy. The predefined distribution policy
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was selecting the highest offer in the transition between first and second iterations in

algorithm 4. However, in these experiments we select the 2nd and 3rd offers instead of the

1st offer. It is observed that a slight enhancement occurred in the acceptance ratio and the

CSP’s profit when we did so, as shown in figures (6.14a and 6.14b).But all three selected

offers significantly reduced the allocation time as shown in figure (6.14c).

6.7 Conclusion

This chapter tackled the problem of IaaS provisioning scalability and the increased com-

putational complexity in Geo-Datacenters. In that context, we first presented an efficient

distributed framework for IaaS provisioning in Geo-datacenters, where various domains’

applications can be hosted. The presented framework mainly relies on a distributed ar-

chitecture that groups Geo-datacenters into regions based on their proximities. Working

through the presented architecture, there are two decentralized approaches for resource al-

location. We further formulate the regional IaaS resource allocation optimization problem

using Column Generation formulation as a large-scale optimization technique (RCG-IaaS)

with the objective of maximizing the CSP’s net profit while respecting the customer’s

QoS requirements. We also considered additional regional constraints concerning the dis-

tributed architecture. In order to validate the proposed framework with its components,

we conducted studies to measure the Inter/Intra-datacenter bandwidth impacts on the

desired architectural design and its scalability readiness. Through our simulations, we

demonstrated how the computational complexity can be reduced by employing efficient

economic models. We also showed the significant contribution of auctioning mechanisms

in CSPs’ revenue. Experimental results have shown the achieved reduction in allocation

cost and computational time of the presented architecture. Consequently, a significant

increase in CSP’s profit has been observed. To sum up, employing efficient economic mod-

els, i.e., auction mechanisms, coupled with a large-scale optimization tool presented an

effective decentralized solution for current IaaS provisioning issues. Also, this combination
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contributed to achieving efficient utilization for the managed datacenters.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter outlines the contributions of this research work and discusses plans and di-

rections for future work. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 summarizes the

research contributions in the area of Cloud IaaS resource management. Section 7.2 illus-

trates the limitations of the current research and sheds light on future research directions.

Finally, Section 7.3 provides some concluding remarks.

7.1 Conducted Research Work

The focus of the conducted research, thus far, has been the development of a cloud IaaS

resource management system that considers both the SPs’ and customers’ objectives. The

first step towards achieving this goal included a study in the literature of the challenges and

problems associated with similar existing systems. Based on the identified limitations and

drawbacks of similar existing systems, a framework for cloud IaaS resource management

was designed. The framework has been presented as layered architecture that overcomes

the drawbacks and limitations of similar existing systems. The framework presented here

introduced a complete breakdown of CSP framework components that incorporate the ad-

vantages of using cloud computing key enabling technologies in a layered and modular

architecture. The architecture achieved the design requirements of Flexibility, Efficient

and Unified Management, and Scalability. The main characteristic of the proposed archi-

tecture is the existence of the VRP that is the result of a unified representation for all the

diverse resources collected in a generalized repository. The proposed architecture is also

characterized by the unified management of network and cloud resources. The associated
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management cross-layer is incorporated into the cloud service life cycle, accepting customer

requests, managing and orchestrating different components in the architecture, monitoring

resources, and maintaining the QoS of the provisioned services. A set of resource allo-

cation approaches has been evaluated, working through the designed framework. These

approaches proved the effectiveness of the proposed framework and the efficiency of their

applied methodologies. In the following section, a summary of the main contributions of

the current research work is given:

• Two-Phase Ontology-based Resource Allocation Approach for IaaS Cloud

Service (2P-IaaS)

A resource allocation framework that used composition as a technique was presented.

The presented approach achieved flexibility in service provisioning through several

steps: (1) customizing user infrastructure requests without exposing greater detail,

(2) handling incomplete topological information for unskilled users, (3) unifying re-

source representation in an ontology-based model, (4) exploiting the benefits asso-

ciated with the ontology modeling, using reasoning capabilities in discovering the

appropriate resources, and (5) orchestrating a set of techniques that manipulates the

designed ontology model in achieving efficient resource allocation. The composition

approach presented here relies on a unified ontology model for a VR; this model

is populated to form the VRP as a general repository that hosts diverse and het-

erogeneous resources. The composition approach worked into two-phases (2P-IaaS)

as follows: Phase-1: the mapping of hosting resources, and Phase-2: the connec-

tivity composition phase. Furthermore, the presented approach employs semantic

similarity, closeness centrality and biased random walk techniques for efficient re-

source allocation in a reasonable time. The applicability of using the composition

concept in resource allocation has been proven by adopting the ontology model with

its associated resource manipulation techniques.
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• MILP-based Approach for Efficient Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation (MILP-

2P-IaaS)

The presented heuristic approach (2P-IaaS) is only adequate for an approximate near-

optimal solution in reasonable computational time. In this contribution, a mathemat-

ical formulation for the IaaS resource allocation problem was introduced in Mixed In-

teger Linear Programming (MILP) for improving a datacenter’s resource utilization.

The presented MILP model considered the heterogeneity of resources while keeping

the simplicity of the composition methodology. The presented approach adopted

the unified cloud resource representation model and built a generalized resources

repository. Also, in this approach, a combined controller is defined to manipulate

infrastructure resources collected in the repository. A joint optimization model that

performs the resource allocation as the main controller operation was also presented.

This model represents the integration of the semantic similarity and closeness cen-

trality concepts and is formulated on a two-phase Mixed Integer Linear Programming

(MILP-2P-IaaS): (i) mapping of hosting resources, and (ii) connectivity composition.

The presented model is mainly characterized by integrating semantic similarity and

closeness centrality into a multi-objective MILP model. This model was solved by the

ϵ-constraints methodology. The presented MILP-2P-IaaS model guarantees optimal

solutions for the resource allocation problem.

• A Cost-Efficient QoS-Aware Model for Cloud IaaS Resource Allocation in

Large Datacenters (RA-IaaS-CG)

The growth in the scale of datacenters and an increasing number of IaaS requests has

clearly shown a scalability issue in MILP models. Solving MILP-2P-IaaS is known to

be NP-Hard, and thus, large-scale instances and models are often computationally

intractable. To overcome the scalability issue and provide an efficient solution in rea-

sonable time, a cost-efficient model acquainted with QoS requirements is presented.

This model makes use of large-scale optimization tools and introduces a Column Gen-
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eration formulation for IaaS resource allocation in large datacenters (RA-IaaS-CG).

The presented cost-efficient model scales well in large datacenters performing an effi-

cient CSP cost reduction while respecting the customers’ QoS requirements. Also, it

provides an optimal or near-optimal solution for the datacenter resource allocation

problem as well as handling the scalability issue.

• Decentralized framework for Cloud IaaS Resource allocation in Geo-datacenters

Despite the benefits that large datacenters bring to CSPs, they are still economically

inefficient. As a result, geographically distributed datacenters (Geo-datacenters) have

appeared as an economical alternative to large datacenters. In addition, the recent

emergence of this distributed computing paradigm offers a compelling solution for

better application performance, scalability, and reliability. Moreover, this evolving

paradigm stimulates the rapid development of a wide range of prevalent large-scale

distributed applications. However, there exist some challenges that impact the sat-

isfaction of distributed end users. These challenges are mainly attributed to the

inefficiencies of the hosting infrastructures provisioned by CSPs, in particular, the

lack of a QoS guarantee. Unfortunately, CSPs adopt traditional approaches to cop-

ing with ever-increasing infrastructure demands and expanded datacenters. Such

approaches have caused CSP’s operations to become increasingly complex and time-

consuming when their managed scale grows. Consequently, performance degrades in

the provisioned infrastructures and in the hosted applications with high computa-

tional complexity.

In this contribution, scalability and computational complexity challenges were ad-

dressed by introducing a distributed framework that allows CSPs to offer efficient in-

frastructures for hosting large-scale distributed applications in geo-datacenters. Fur-

thermore, the presented framework incorporates two decentralized resource allocation

approaches: hierarchical and distributed, where efficient economic models are used

to perform efficient IaaS provisioning. Integrated into these approaches is an adapted
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regional IaaS resource allocation model (RCG-IaaS) based on a Column Generation

formulation. This model constitutes the core component in the two-decentralized

approaches. The presented distributed framework has been verified by conducting a

study on the Inter/Intra-datacenter bandwidth impacts on the architecture design.

The framework design, along with proposed decentralized-based approaches, signifi-

cantly contributes to the allocation time and the CSP’s profit. The adapted model

RCG-IaaS was confirmed to be efficient for performing resource allocation and also

readily scalable in distributed datacenters. Furthermore, RCG-IaaS performed an

efficient CSPs cost reduction while respecting the customers’ QoS requirements.

7.2 Limitations and Future Research Work

7.2.1 Limitations

As we have illustrated, the focus of the conducted research has been the development of an

IaaS management framework that assists CSPs in managing their datacenters efficiently.

Throughout this research, a set of resource allocation solutions have been presented. How-

ever, there are limitations to the current research work, particularly the following:

• Adopting Ontology-based Modeling

Adopting ontology-based modeling in the composition algorithm impacts the quality

of the proposed solution because of the growing scale in the search space. Indeed, in

a cloud computing environment, the ever-growing scale in the search space highlights

the inefficiencies of the ontology-based modeling, leading to a noticeable decrease in

the performance and the acceptance ratio of the proposed approach with an increas-

ing number of IaaS requests, even though 2P-IaaS achieved a high acceptance ratio

among benchmarks. This observation shows the limited applicability of the proposed

approach to only small-scale datacenters with small number of requests and indi-
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cates a scalability challenge in the presented composition algorithm. Nevertheless,

we plan to continue our research work to enhance the performance of our presented

resource discovery and composition mechanism. Our goal is to improve the efficiency

of the presented approach while maintaining the benefits gained from applying the

composition technique. This can be achieved by adopting techniques that manage

the growing resource scale efficiently instead of using ontology-based modeling. In

addition, we plan to overcome the performance degradation issues which occurred

due to placing multiple VMs on a single physical machine, i.e., the VM consolidation

problem.

• Static Resource Allocation

The proposed solutions and models in this dissertation use static resource allocation

model where the generated pool is a preparatory step prior performing the allocation.

Also, the designed algorithms do not handle any dynamic issues while performing

resource allocation. This is impractical in the sense that the public cloud environ-

ment is dynamic and frequently changeable. The growing dynamicity in the working

environment, particularly the emergence of mobile cloud computing, indicates a ne-

cessity for dynamic resource allocation systems that cope with the increasing number

of customers, the frequent mobility of customers, and the rapid fluctuations in IaaS

requests. The dynamic IaaS resource allocation system involves dynamicity in gener-

ating the virtual resource pool and allocating the resources, as well. As a requirement

for dynamic resource allocation, a prediction module needs to be designed that is con-

cerned with the historical workload modeling and prediction of incoming requests for

resources.

• Adopting a Static Pricing Approach

The presented cost-efficient model (RA-IaaS-CG) and regional IaaS resource alloca-

tion model (RCG-IaaS) adopt a static pricing approach that is an unrealistic issue.
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This static approach is economically impractical in a cloud market with multiple

CSPs and a growing number of customers, in the sense that customers like to ne-

gotiate on prices, aiming to have low prices. Furthermore, there is no guarantee

preventing CSPs from having monopolies. In addition, there is no guarantee that

participants (e.g., customers and CSPs) will reveal their true valuation without mis-

representing it or exaggerating their bids. Thus, we plan to adopt a dynamic pricing

approach instead of a static approach. The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mecha-

nism can be used in this case to prevent CSPs from having monopolies and to force

them to reveal their values truthfully. On the other hand, VCG can be used to penal-

ize excessive customers if a drop occurs in the running infrastructure performance,

thereby maximizing the utility function for all participants.

7.2.2 Future Research

In addition to overcoming the aforementioned limitations, there are also some interesting

directions for our future work, the main one being to investigate the applicability of the

proposed framework for hosting the most dominant applications, e.g., multimedia applica-

tions. These types of applications dictate more QoS parameters that should be taken in

consideration. We will further explore how our solution can be extended to host mobile

cloud applications and perform efficiently in such dynamic environment. This investigation

can be carried out by implementing the proposed framework and the working solutions on

a real established test-bed.

Another future direction is performing QoS/QoE-assurance for customers, a monitor-

ing module integrated with an adaptive re-configuration module needs to be designed such

that it continuously monitors the physical/virtual resources status and detects any perfor-

mance degradation that may arise from the implemented resource allocation models and

algorithms. In addition, this module is responsible for maintaining the provisioned infras-
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tructure QoS and responding immediately to the unpredictable changes that may occurs.

Integration of a proactive fault-tolerant module that adopts efficient learning techniques

that works in dynamic environment, can guarantee the provisioned QoS and assure better

customer QoE. It is important to pay attention to the customers’ QoE, particularly for the

growing multimedia and gaming applications that cause customers to experience delay.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

Resource management in cloud computing is a complex problem comprising a large num-

ber of challenging issues. Resource allocation is a crucial part of datacenter management

problems. In addition, the evolution of recent applications and recipient devices at a

rapid pace adds more challenges to this field. Allocating limited resources with constraints

to customers is an NP-Hard problem which escalates with the presence of an increasing

number of requests and managed resources. Furthermore, external constraints regards

CAPEX and OPEX make the problem intractable. Existence of diverse and heterogeneous

resources, with multiple CSPs in competition with each other, makes the environment

hard to control and manage. In addition, customer assurance regarding the quality of

the provisioned services and the cost paid makes the problem complicated. This disser-

tation presented comprehensive and effective improvements on different facets of resource

allocation, by presenting a set of working solutions with different objectives at different

scales. In addition, this research presented a foundation for many applied resource allo-

cation approaches and will facilitate the evolution of resource management and allocation

for the next generation of environments and provide enhanced satisfaction for both CSPs

and customers.
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